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TO: Recipients of RTO Publications

FROM: Scientific Publications Executive

SUBJECT: RTO Technical Publications

As you probably know, NATO formed the Research and Technology Organization (RTO) on
1 January 1998, by merging the former AGARD (Advisory Group for Aerospace Research
and Development) and DRG (Defence Research Group). There is a brief description of RTO
on page ii of this publication.

This new organization will continue to publish high-class technical reports, as did the
constituent bodies. There will be five series of publications:

AG AGARDographs (Advanced Guidance for Alliance Research and
Development), a successor to the former AGARD AGARDograph series of
monographs, and containing material of the same long-lasting value.

MP Meeting Proceedings: the papers presented at non-educational meetings at
which the attendance is not limited to members of RTO bodies. This will
include symposia, specialists' meetings and workshops. Some of these
publications will include a Technical Evaluation Report of the meeting and
edited transcripts of any discussions following the presentations.

EN Educational Notes: the papers presented at lecture series or courses.
TR Technical Reports: other technical publications given a full distribution

throughout the NATO nations (within any limitations due to their
classification).

TM Technical Memoranda: other technical publications not given a full
distribution, for example because they are of ephemeral value only or because
the results of the study that produced them may be released only to the nations
that participated in it.

The first series (AG) will continue numbering from the AGARD series of the same name,
although the publications will now relate to all aspects of defence research and technology
and not only aerospace as formerly. The other series will start numbering at 1, although (as
in the past) the numbers may not appear consecutively because they are generally allocated
about a year before the publication is expected.

All publications, like this one, will also have an 'AC/323' number printed on the cover. This
is mainly for use by the NATO authorities.

Please write to me (do not telephone) if you want any further information.

G.W.Hart
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The Research and Technology
Organization (RTO) of NATO
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Alternative Control Technologies:
Human Factors Issues

(RTO EN-3)

Executive Summary

Ever since the origins of aviation, the various devices, instruments and aircraft systems involved have
always, almost exclusively, been activated by manual controls. At the present time, the high degree of
computerisation of all aircraft systems and the generalised use of fly-by-wire means that these systems
could easily accommodate non conventional devices such as voice commands, head and eye movement
commands etc. All these non conventional devices are often described generically as "alternative
control technologies". These technologies are in fact capable of providing alternative solutions which
are also redundant or complementary to manual control in the design of advanced man-machine
interfaces. These new technologies could thus contribute to the enhancement of man-machine
communications in both military and civil aviation.

The main aim of this Lecture Series is to provide a review of the technologies which can be envisaged
at the present time, with their main characteristics, benefits and limitations. These lectures are
essentially intended for scientific research workers and engineers involved in the field of man-machine
interaction and the design of work stations for aeronautical applications. They may, however, be of
interest to others who wish to obtain a summary of recent advances and of the state-of-the-art in this
field.

The following questions will be dealt with:

"* Operational justification for aeronautical technologies

"* Technology and voice command applications

"* Technology and head position detection applications

"* Technology and eye position detection applications

"* Technology and gesture control applications

"* Technology and applications of control by biopotentials

"* Human factors aspects linked to the integration of these technologies

"* Summary and analysis of the benefits obtained

A round table discussion will be held at the end of the Lecture Series.

The material in this publication was assembled to support a Lecture Series under the sponsorship of the
Human Factors and Medicine Panel and the Consultant and Exchange Programme of RTO presented on
7-8 October 1998 in Br6tigny, France, and on 14-15 October 1998 at Wright Patterson Air Force Base,
Ohio, USA.
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Techniques de Pilotage Alternatives - Le Facteur
Humain

(RTO EN-3)

Synthe'se

Depuis l'origine de l'aviation, les diff~rents dispositifs, instruments et syst~mes des a6ronefs ont
toujours presque exciusivement 6t6 mis en ceuvre au moyen de contr~les manuels. A Il'heure actuelle,
les syst~mes font que l'informatisation pouss6e de l'ensemble des syst~mes avion et la g~n6ralisation
des commandes de vol 6lectriques pourrait ais~ment s' accorder des dispositifs non-conventionnels,
comme la commande vocale, le mouvement de la tete et du regard, etc. L'ensemble de ces dispositifs
non-conventionnels est souvent regroup6 sous le vocable de «<technologies de contr6les alternatives »>.

Ces technologies sont effectivement susceptibles d' offrir des solutions alternatives, mais aussi
redondantes ou compl6mentaires au contr~le manuel dans la conception d'interfaces homme-machine
avanc~es. Dans le domaine de l'aviation militaire, mais aussi dans celui de l'aviation commerciale, ces
nouvelles technologies pourraient ainsi contribuer A 1' amelioration de la communication homme
machine.

L' objet principal de ce cycle de conf~rences est d' apporter une information synth~tique sur 1' ensemble
des technologies qui peuvent actuellement etre envisag~es, d6taillant leurs principales caract6ristiques,
leurs avantages et limitations. Ces conf6rences sont essentiellement destinies aux chercheurs
scientifiques et ing6nieurs travaillant dans le domaine de l'interaction homme - machine et la
conception des postes d'6quipage en a~ronautique. Elles peuvent cependant int~resser d' autre personnes
d6sirant obtenir une synth~se des progr~s r~cents et de 1'6tat de l'art du domaine.

Les sujets qui seront trait6s lors de ces conf~rences sont les suivants:
*Justification op6rationnelle des technologies en a6ronautique
*Technologie et appl ications de la commande vocale
*Technologie et applications de la d6tection de position de tete
*Technologie et applications de la d6tection du regard
*Technologie et applications de la commande gestuelle
*Technologie et applications du contr6le par biopotentiels
*Aspects facteurs humains lies ý l'int~gration des technologies
*Approche synth6tique et analyse des b6n~fices attendus.

Une table ronde sera organis~e A l'issue de la s~rie de conf6rences

Les textes contenus dans cette publication out servi de support au Cycle de conf~rences 215 pr~sent6
sous 1'6gide de la. Commission Facteurs Humains et M~decine dans le cadre du programme des
consultants et des 6changes de la RTO du 7-8 octobre 1998 A Br6tigny, France, du 14 au 15 octobre
1998 h Wright Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio, Etat Unis.
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Foreword

Currently, manual operation for all kinds of mechanically activated devices designed to control the functions of aircraft
systems is used almost exclusively in the aeronautical and space environment, but also more generally in regard to all
vehicular control. This has been the rule from the origin of aviation and it is obvious that there are good reasons to
explain why this situation has lasted so long.

From the early origins of the species, the superior ability of humans to use their hands in interacting with the
environment has been a major characteristic. Actually, mechanical action of the hand on elements of the environment,
peculiarly << dumb >> ones, such as mineral, and vegetable elements, forms part of the very basic skills of mankind.
Quite naturally, the first flying machines were assemblies of wood, fabrics and metal parts. The only << intelligent agent
>> onboard was the pilot, so it is obvious that the only way to act on the few controls of the aircraft was by mechanical
action. Nowadays, even with the introduction of electrical systems and computers, manual control is so robust, efficient
and reliable that most interactions with aircraft systems are carried out using the manual mode. Physical contact with
the control device provides good and immediate feedback on the action being carried out and generates a high level of
confidence in the pilot's mind.

Interacting with other living creatures may, however, proceed from other mechanisms. Animals have many ways to
control the behaviour of others without making physical contact, including postures, sounds and facial expressions.
Such interaction modalities also exists in humans, but the acquisition of articulated speech introduced a new dimension
into the ways of communicating with other individuals and even animals. It should be noted that the semantic contents
of words is not the only information provided by speech, prosody and pitch being of great importance as military
people recognised a long time ago. The use of voice to control and co-ordinate movements and actions of troops during
battles has been the rule from antiquity to modem time. Moreover, heterogeneous redundancy, implying that an
identical message transits through different modalities (voice and gesture for instance), is universally used, either to
reinforce the content of the message or to complement it. Interestingly enough, the use of such remote control signals
requires an < intelligent > agent as receiver.

And there we have the problem. Today, most modem aircraft are totally controlled by computers, which means that
some kind of «< intelligent agent »> is mediating the pilot's actions on the various effector systems. As a matter of fact,
the architecture of fly-by-wire aircraft mimics partly, and in a very simplified form, the nervous system of living
creatures. All commands sent to the various aircraft systems are electrical signals, thus theoretically suppressing the
absolute need for manual control. Some mechanical systems, manually operated, are however usually retained for
back-up functions

The computers of the sixties and seventies had limited resources and « intelligence o. Indeed, programmers of this era
had a hard time running real time programs with the small amount of memory available on the CPU. They had to put in
a lot of effort and imagination to optimise their programs, using assembly languages and <« tricks »>, in order to cope
with such limited resources. On the other hand, the human operator is also known to have quite limited resources
(perceptual, but also information acquisition, memory access). He is, however, intelligent, and knows how to use
various strategies to overcome intrinsic resource limitations.

The situation on the machine side is now completely different. Computers still have poor « intelligence o, but they have
acquired almost unlimited resources compared to those of the human being. There is now a striking imbalance between
a human operator, intelligent, but limited by his resources, and the machine, able to process enormous amounts of data,
but still with quite limited «< intelligence ». The difficulties encountered at the man/systems interface as a result of this
situation have been extensively reported.

In order to improve the communication between the human operator and the machine it appears necessary to work on
both sides of the problem: at the man/machine interface and on system design. Most authors agree that working only on
the control and display « physical >» aspects of the Man-Machine Interface would not produce completely satisfactory
solutions. Giving the machine a kind of " Human-Like »> intelligence, allowing it to accept high level instructions and
to detect the intentions and needs of the operators, is definitely a long term challenge which has been taken up by
engineers and cognitive scientists.

Meanwhile, most efforts are spent on the <« machine-to-human > relationship, in an attempt to improve information
displays and make the information output by the systems easier to perceive and interpret. Of the many concepts of
o human-centred o Human-Machine Interface design, the <« ecological interface >» suggested by Rasmunssen and
Vicente some years ago, appears in some aspects to be particularly attractive. This concept states that the interface
should be designed in such a way as not to constrain the operator to work at a higher level of control than required by
the situation. On the physical side of the interface, this implicitly means that such an <« ecological >» principle should
also be respected with regard to control modalities (and displays). As an example: why should the pilot have to
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sequentially designate a series of alphanumerics on a display, when it is far easier to dictate it to an « intelligent »> agent
(speech recognizer), electronically linked to the aircraft systems?

Introducing « body language >> at the interface level is not a new idea. Engineers and scientists have been working for a
long time on enabling technology and the way to use it in the aerospace environment. Some of these non-conventional
control technologies, as head-trackers or speech recognizers, are starting to be introduced onboard new generation
aircraft as the EFA, the Rafale and the JSF.

Quite likely, the major difficulty in integrating more extensively alternative controls into cockpit design will arise
paradoxically from the unique adaptive ability of the human being. As a matter of fact, the adaptive nature of the
human would probably allow him to perform any task using any control modalities. Also, among individuals, various
strategies using various modalities will be developed to successfully perform a similar task. From an engineering point
of view, the challenge will be to determine precisely, among the various technologies and combination possibilities
what to do, why and how to implement it at the lowest human and economical cost.

To make the best use of these system integration technologies, the ultimate goal should be to allow the user to adopt the
most appropriate strategy for him to fulfil his objectives. To remain human-centred rather than technologically driven,
great care should be given to identification of the cognitive and sensorimotor « invariants >» relative to the use of each
technology. On this basis, one of the keys to integrating alternative technology correctly could be seeking to minimise
the cognitive and sensorimotor < energy cost >> for a given procedure. Trade-off would have to be made between the
level of performance required to reach a specific goal and the level of < energy » required to achieve it, including
training efforts. Finally, optimising cockpit design by introduction of Alternative Control Technology would mean
considering < cost » issues at two levels:

"* For the crew, the aim of alternative technology should be to minimise the « cost of control » by making the best
use of limited human resources and increasing the global effectiveness of human-machine coupling;

"* For the Defence community, the smart integration of these new control technologies should result in training
cost reduction, increased operational effectiveness and, eventually, cockpit simplification by using virtual
controls.

We can already foresee the limitations of manual controls just looking at the current generation of aircraft under
development. Aircraft have used for many years now the HOTAS concept, but the multiplicity of switches, sometimes
multifunction, on the stick and throttle raises a lot of questions. Of course pilots can adapt, but this will be paid for
through an increase in training needs and higher error rates. Saturation of the very limited and vulnerable short term
memory constitutes a major risk here.

It looks as if it is time to increase the resources of the machine in different ways than pure computing power, allowing
easier and optimally adapted control of the human over the systems. The motivation is there, the technology is
beginning to be mature, operational implementation should now follow shortly.

Dr Alain Leger
Chief Scientist Human Factors
SEXTANT Avionique/ Man Machine Interface
Lecture Series Director
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Operational Rationale and Related Issues for Alternative Control Technologies

Dr G.M.Rood

Systems Integration Department, Air Systems Sector

Defence Evaluation & Research Agency, Farnborough

Hampshire GU14 0LX, UK

keyboard - and there are recommended spacings in the Human

1. INTRODUCTION Factors specification MIL -1472D. Next generation systems may
need a larger number of data inputs and to increase the manual

Combat aircraft can, in general, be described as manoeuverable input capability of the pilot either requires an increase in 'typing'
airborne weapons platforms which contain a series of speed, a larger number of hands or an alternative control
electronic and other systems with which the aircraft is technique.

controlled, navigated, weapons selected etc., and a series of

systems which provide protection for the aircrew throughout In civil systems errors occur traditionally during high workload
the performance envelope of the aircraft and when emergency periods [2] - often during a runway change required by Air
escape is unavoidable. Most aircraft platforms have an Traffic during approach and, for the military, similar errors
operational life of over 20 years - some a lot longer - and, in could be expected to occur in aircraft which use a combination
this timescale, although the basic platform does not of military and civil systems in the cockpit (C-130J, E3D, C-
significantly alter - mainly for cost reasons - the avionics and 17, etc), particularly, perhaps, in the more demanding
crew support systems fits can continue to advance a number of battlefield support role.
generations - which can allow the airframe to retain its More demanding operations in the current generations of fixed
operational competitiveness against newer designs and rotary wing aircraft, particularly at night and in poor weather,

The speed and capacity of future avionic systems, themselves have increased the need for more 'eyes-out' operations, which
increasing in complexity, will result in the amount of information decreases the time for 'head down' or 'head in' viewing time, both
output heavily increased. This is often all fed to a single pilot for switching operations and for assimilation of information from
who is flying the aircraft close to the ground at around 450 knots head down displays. Similarly the speed of operations has led to
or more, perhaps in bad weather at night, and the flying process less time being available for these two operations. Progress has
alone needs continuous monitoring. In addition s/he needs to been made towards the assimilation of visual display data
keep safe control of the aircraft, find the target, select and arm through the move towards Helmet Mounted Displays and the
weapons, be aware of, and react to, enemy countermeasures, time reductions in switching have been achieved through
perform complex operations with smart weapons, etc., all in a ensuring that the pilot has no need to move his hands from the
degraded environment with high noise levels, high vibration and primary aircraft controls during high workload periods by the use
heat, high 'g' levels, high agility, disorientation, etc. Out of this of the Hands On Throttle And Stick (HOTAS) concept. Using
scenario, one of the primary problems is the amount of data - not Fitts Law, namely that the time to move the hand to a target (in
necessarily in the right information format for easy digestion - this case a switch or button) depends only upon the relative
that it is necessary for the pilot to process and the interaction with precision required, indicates that the movement time - a summed
the displays which s/he will need to ensure that the correct inputs combination of perceptual processing, cognitive processing and
are entered at the right time, and quickly enough, to get the motor processing - is in the region of 250 ms (an aircraft moving
operationally relevant information out. at 500 knots travels in the region of 80 metres in this time). Thus

a time saving of around 250msec is achievable by minimising the
The more complex the new systems, and this increasing hand movements. This generally involves the provision of all of
complexity is often needed to counter the increasing subtlety of the necessary manual switches on either the throttle top or the
enemy countermeasures, there is a tendency to need more inputs control column (stick) top, (HOTAS) or Hands On Collective
to a greater number of systems by the pilot and the additional And Cyclic (HOCAC) - for helicopters - during all critical flight
time to carry out these extra operations is not generally available, operations. An example of HOTAS controls is shown in Fig. 1-1

The current, and traditional, methods of data input or selection of for the AFTI F-16 aircraft [3.]

systems normally require the use of the hands to either switch a As the capabilities of aircraft will continue to increase through
system to a particular state or enter data through a key-board. the use of more sophisticated, and a wider range of, sensors, and
Most current aircraft, both civil and military, make large use of control through software increases, the ability to control the
keyboards to enter a wide range of data both on the ground and aircraft systems will inevitably require an even greater number of
whilst airborne. Errors do occur in data entry, even under benign controls - many of these being necessary, at least in principle, on

conditions, and sometimes can result in serious consequences. In the HOTAS controls, as many are time critical and need to be
military aircraft, data entry is often an operational requirement in operated eyes-out. The rise in the number of avionic systems and
flight and experiments have shown that errors of around 2.2% to the consequent number of manual switching operations necessary
2.9% can occur in high-speed low-level flight [1] and, even in the during critical phases of operations (eg beyond FEBA and set-up
office environment, typing errors in the region of 1.5% occur, & attack phase of a ground target) has resulted in a gradual
and this is with a full sized keyboard under unstressed conditions increase in the numbers of switches/controls per crew member in
and without the need for NBC gloves and the smaller keyboards the cockpit and this is illustrated in Figure 1-2.
and key sizes often found in aircraft. Key size differences can
occur between a commercial keyboard and a military airborne

Paper presented at the RTO Lecture Series on "Alternative Control Technologies: Human Factors Issues",
held in Britigny, France, 7-8 October 1998, and in Ohio, USA, 14-15 October 1998,

and published in RTO EN-3.
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Figure 1-1 HOTAS Controls for AFTIIF-16 Aircraft

The increased numbers of switches and controls results both
in longer selection and switching times and with the necessity
to look head down into the cockpit to operate the correct 440

switch or series of switches. This has led to the HOTAS 440. -1 H-0ne

concept and, on HOTAS, aircraft of the 1970's design era
were using around 16 stick and throttle top functions, and, 360.

whilst some aircraft designs in the late 80's still used less than/
20 functions, some fixed wing aircraft were up to 33 30F-l5

functions and helicopters up to 40. Figure 1-3 illustrates this C280

trend and Table 1-1 shows the functions allocated to HOTAS 240/

for a number of aircraft [3].20
There are some indications from aircrew that the numbers of F4 16 Phantom o F-Ill

functions are becoming both difficult to remember - needing
more training - and sometimes difficult to operate with either 5 120

standard aircrew gloves or NBC gloves. More complex 80

systems will almost inevitably require more control 4
mechanisms, and the most obvious approach is to increase the 40 SA P.51 M-SEong

number of HOTAS keys - at least for the time critical--
operations. If the physical space is no longer available on the 1920 1940 1960 1980

throttle or stick, the temptation will be to use 'chording' - the In service date

simultaneous use of two, or more, (existing) keys to select or
operate systems - with an inevitable increase in mental
complexity. Figure 1-2 Number of controls/Iswitches per crew member
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45 Table 1-1 A sample of functions allocated to HOTAS
controls

40 X Aircraft Design Throttle Stick Hand Total

Date Functions Functions Controlle
35 r

30 F15C Eagle 1970 11 6 0 17

E15E-ront 1962 9 6 0 15

S25 F15E- rear 1982 0 0 6 6"o o " ,
Tornado IDS -front 1970 4 7 4 15

20TondOS-rn 190 4 7 4 1
,5 Tornado IDS - rear 1970 0 0 5 5

15 F-18 A toO -front 1975 10 8 0 18

F-18ElF -front 1990 10 8 0 18+
10

F-18 E/F 1990 0 0 6 6

5 AV8B+ 1989 9 8 0 165

Harrier GR7 1989 17(8) 17(8) 0 16+
I I I

1970 1980 1990 Mirage 2000-5 1987 14 9 0 23

Design date Rafale 1988 21 11 0 33

EF2000 1991

Figure 1-3 Trend of HOTAS Switching AMX 1962 6 9 0 15

F-16 C/O Falcon 1983 6 8 0 14

Where the numbers have reached a level where some aircrew are AFTI F-16 8 10 0 18
finding some difficulties in remembering the functions of all of MIG-29 7 12 19
the switches, and since it is impracticable to label the switches - it
would, in any case, be almost impossible to either clearly read the
labels in their position in the aircraft or have the time to read the Tiger -rear 1985 14 12 26

labels during critical parts of the sortie, - there is no possibility of -front 14 12 26

identifying the correct switch or button if the memory fails or AH 64 Longbow-rear 1990 6 13 0 19

falters for any reason, Since a large percentage of the
buttons/switches are for critical aircraft functions, and thus will
be time critical, any delay, or error can jeopardise the aircraft EHI01 1984 19(14) 21(12) 0 40

mission. Further, even if the error is known, the procedures to RAH66 Comanche 1990 14 8 0 22

recover from such errors - if any - inevitably fake time. It may MV22 Osprey 1988 9 7 0 16

not always be clear to a pilot that he has made an error, or that he
has pressed the wrong switch or button. If a button is pressed
and the expected consequences do not occur, a number of options A330 Airbus 1990

appear in his mind:

"* The switch or button may not have worked: Table 1-2 shows an example of the differences in hand length of
a number of countries and of a number of trials. The average

- Solution ?? - press again or harder hand length for males is 191.65 mm with an average spread of 48

"* The feedback system - if any - may have failed mm. Standard deviations are in the region of 9 mm, which, as an
estimate, would allow a HOTAS mounted set of switches and

"* The display or function may have failed buttons to be designed to be used by perhaps some 70% (>1 sd)
"* The system may have failed - is there any feedback? of the pilot population without undue difficulty. The remaining

30% may need to make some sliding movements around the stick
"* It may be the wrong button - which one now? or throttle to accommodate the full range. The female average
All of these take time, which generally is in critically short hand length, however, is an average of 176.3 mm with a spread

supply in these phases of flight. A well implemented alternative of 42.5 mm and an sd of 8.6 mm. The difference in mean length

control input method would provide alleviation of this type of is some 16 mm, which could provide some difficulty in design of
opertionllycritcalprobem.HOTAS controls which must be operated by both genders.operationally critical problem.

A potential further problem, particularly with the necessary Table 1-3 supports this hypothesis with figures comparing, in
Apottical furitherig pobalempar tinulerly o withthes o one sisay more detail, differences between UK male and female hand
physical positioning of a larger number of switches or buttons is dimensions [4]. As an indication of the potential problems, the
the difference in anthropo hetric Span of the hand & fingers. Not distance from the 'hand crease' - representing, in this case, the
only are there differences in the populations of an individual
country, but there are statistical and practical differences between apex of the HOTAS grip - to the finger tips displays an averagecountryebutthereiaresstatisticaland p uracticalfrenc, a mbetdifference of 1.2 cm. If a wider range of male and female crews
countries - sometimes significant. Currently, a number of need to be accommodated, then this difference may be increased

countries are accepting female aircrew for combat aircraft, and

the differences in HOTAS systems designed for male aircrew to over 3 to 4 cm. Similarly for span between the thumb and the

may elicit problems for female crew with differing effective digit individual digits, which gives an indication of the ability to
length and hand-reach anthropometry, operate a thumb switch and another with one of the other digitsaverage differences of around 1.3 cm are apparent.
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Table 1-2 Hand Len th Da 2. HEAD POINTING

Date Sample mm sd Range Spread Currently, the majority of aircraft carrying out a missile attack on
a ground or airborne target'must point the nose of the aircraft

Male towards the target in order to suitably align the enemy aircraft on

UK Military 1982 300 191.30 9.71 169-224 55 the weapon aiming displays on the HUD to lock-on the weapon
Canadian Military 1974 565 191.90 8.78 170-212 42 prior to firing. This is not only a time consuming approach, but

German Air Force 1966 1006 189.10 8.70 168-210 40 may require the aircraft to perform tortuous manoeuvres in
British Army 1970-75 2000 193.00 10.30 159-219 60 pursuit of the also manoeuvering target aircraft. Figure 2-1

illustrates the sustained and instantaneous manoeuvre capability

US Army 1970 1482 192.00 8.70 172-214 42 that is currently required from an air-to-air combat fighter, in this
US Army 1966 6682 190.30 9.60 169-214 45 case the F16.
US Air Force 1970 148 197.20 9.30 173-228 55

French Army 1973 793 189.00 9.00 174-205 5th-95th%
range lg

UK Civilian 1981 300 191.00 8.30 165-219 54

mean values (191.65) 8.27 (159-228) 48 70

Female 601/ 3a

UK Military 1982 187 176.10 8.07 159-197 38 60

US Army 1977 1331 174.40 9.00 155-196 40

US Air Force 1970 211 179.30 8.60 157-205 43 X

"Do 30 -
UK Civilian 1980 92 177.50 10.10 161-194 5th-95th%

range 220 -- - --

UK Civilian 1981 200 174.20 7.201152-195 43 _/

mean value (176.30) (8.6) 42.5

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 t.6 .8 2.0 2.2
Mach number

Table 1-3 Details of Hand Dimensions

Male Female 70

Mean Sd Range Mean Sd Range 50

Finger number to hand crease a

Digit 2 Left 12.26 0.81 10.2-14.4 11.16 0.70 9.4-13.4 20

Right 12.21 0.79 10.2-14.9 11.17 0.69 9.3-13.1 / 7910o
Digit3 Left 13.61 0.92 11.1-16.0 12.12 0.79 10.3-14.4 0 / 1- '

Right 13.40 0.87 11.3-16.5 12.09 0.78 10.3-14.6 do 0. - 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2

Digit4 Left 12.44 0.95 9.8-15.0 11.00 0.86 9.0-13.5 Mach number

Right 12.31 0.90 10.0-14.9 10.97 0.85 9.2-13.6 Figure 2-1 Instantaneous (upper) and sustained

Thumb Left 6.02 0.50 4.7-7.6 5.50 0.44 4.3-6.9 (lower) manoeuvre capability of the F-16/79
Right 6.11 0.48 4.9-7.8 5.62 0.43 4.2-7.0

DigitS Left 9.13 0.98 7.0-12.3 8.28 0.80 6.2-10.9 Unfortunately the human body, being developed over a few
Right 9.49 0.90 7.1-11.8 8.31 0.89 6.3-11.1 million years for a less stressful environment, does not respond

well to these violent manoeuvres and technologically complex
and ingenious methods of protecting the body must be employed.
Currently airframe soft limits in the region of 9 'g' are in use in

Similarly the true digit lengths - the length of each finger -is current production and future aircraft and the protection of the

shorter for females by around 5 mm and the curved hand length crew to these levels is complex and cumbersome.

is shorter in females by some 1.65 cm. Many of these differences The emergence of the technology, over the last 15 years, to allow
may be able to be accommodated by good design, but there must flight worthy Helmet Mounted Displays (HMD) [5, 6, 7] and the
be a high probability that, in current designs, and in future development of accurate flight worthy Head Pointing Tracker
designs where the increasing number of controls surfaces will Systems (HPS) has allowed methods other than manually
perhaps result in physically smaller switches and buttons, the boresighting the aircraft, to be used to enhance weapon delivery
potential competition between switch numbers and available techniques.
surface area, as numbers of switches or tactile controls compete
with surface area, will play a more significant limitation. Future-current and next generation weapon systems, particularly

air-to-air close combat engagements, will be able use an
alternative form of control system that will integrate the HMD,
the HPS and the missile seeker head, Figure 2-2.
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envelope of a pilot, in full flying clothing, in a fast-jet strike
aircraft cockpit, and, whilst the envelope is acceptable, it is3 AXIs

3 AXIS RADIATOR limited by the available head movement of the human body. If,
SENSOR •however, a further alternative control method, in the form of eye-

tracking is utilised, then the useable envelope is significantly
SIGHT -increased. This will allow, on average, tracking to around ± 140

degrees in the horizontal plane, compared to ± 90 degrees for
head tracking and up to 900 in the vertical planes, compared to

E OICS 55 with head tracking (in an aircraft with the restricted rearward
/~E LECTRONICS

TARGET UNIT and upward movement of the head from an Ejection Seat
Headbox).

\ HEA
XV

~WEAPON
ELECETAONICS

UNIT

Figure 2-2 Use of head pointing in an off-bore-
sight capability weapon system

This will enable the missile seeker to be driven by the head
pointing system to look in the direction that the pilot's head is
pointing, and, as the pilot sights the target aircraft in his helmet X .
mounted sight, for the missile to lock-on and be fired at high off-
boresight angles, without the necessity for violent manoeuvering
of the aircraft. Flight trials both in the USA, where live missiles
have been fired at drones (BOXOFFICE) and in the UK, where
air-to-air close combats have been carried out in I v 1 trials Corparlson between helmet poining and eye poining envelopes

(JOBTAC) significant reductions in target acquisition and
engagement times are apparent. M,,h•,Ae,•,s

Ir=, RAE T@dn Mee Fell)en Wl197 by TK Ibetni
The use of a helmet mounted display and head tracking system in
an F16, combined with a missile capable of acquiring targets of Figure 2-3 Head and Eye tracking Envelopes
over 60 degrees off-boresight, has allowed, in live firings against
a QF 106 target drone at 0.7M, successful intercepts at 57
degrees off-boresight whilst the target was manoeuvering at 5g.
Similarly, in one-on-one or two-on-two air-to-air combat Thus, it should be technologically possible to targets in the rear
between a MIG-29's fitted with a simple Russian helmet hemisphere - or, at least be able to input information into themounted sight and using a AA-I11 (Archer) missile, and Fl6's weapon systems as to the position of target aircraft outside of the
mithnounted me sight , and usInG 2 a as AAle to (Arcither) m l and Fconventional radar systems field-of-regard or missile seekers
with no helmet sight, the MIG-29 was able to attain the major FOR [ unless missile design changes ] - but not, perhaps, outside

number of first shot missile releases by use of the Helmet sight Of next geeaion termalges F t heR ss Vympe
system. To pass the head position information to the missile of next generation thermal sensors FOR., The Russian Vymplel
sstem.k Toe p the hIG29usead poiin informati on tod thg msyslem. Design Bureau is reported as having tested a rear engagement
seeker, the MIG-29 used an electro-optical head tracking system. capability in 1993 on a Sukhoi Su-27. The control authority of
[8]. thrust vectoring allowing a rearward shot without the missile

Similarly, at Farnborough in the UK, trials have been flown of losing control as it initially flies backwards, [8].
one-on-one combat in a Jaguar, using a captive AIM9L and a Head Tracking can also be used to designate ground targets from
standard Mk4 UK flying helmet fitted with a simple DERA/GEC the air, or to point narrow FOV sensor systems at targets - and
sight providing weapon systems information through an LED these generally replace manual control systems that are displayed
display and an AC electro-magnetic head tracker. Target on a HDD. Hunting for a target, in a moving aeroplane, with a
acquisition and engagement times were significantly reduced, narrow FOV sensor (likened to looking for a target through a
with off-boresight acquisitions up to 60 degrees being achieved. straw) can be difficult in the best of conditions and may take

As with most systems, however, whilst there may be significant longer than is acceptable. By the use of either a Helmet Sight
operational shorter term advantages, there are also some longer with Head Tracking, or with the addition of Eye Tracking, this
term restrictions in the systems use of Helmet Mounted Head type of operationallyý essential process can be considerably
Pointing Systems. One of those comes from the inability of a shortened and higher accuracies attained. UK trials have linked
correctly strapped-in pilot to move his head much more than 90 together such a system enabling the FLIR sensor in TIALD
degrees to the left or right. Figure 2-3 shows the head pointing (Thermal Imager and Laser Designator) to be located directly on
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a target of opportunity using a helmet sighted system in approach, and whilst considerable ingenuity has been expended
conjunction with the head tracker, on reducing the number of button presses to access the required

information, only manual keyboarding or voice control will
3. EYE TRACKING allow direct access to the functions

Eye Tracking has also some similar potential within the Other areas that would benefit from the use of DVI are in the
conventional cockpit or cabin, particularly with the use of large areas of Radio Channel selection. Currently, when a pilot needs
picture displays. These displays can either be in use in rotary or to talk to a new controller, ground control, approach, tower,
fixed wing strike aircraft, or in surveillance or Command & FAC, etc, it is necessary to obtain the frequency and select it on
Control type aircraft. The problem lies in the use of a cursor in a the appropriate radio - VHF/UHF/HF etc., before transmission.
large, and often cluttered, display, where the position of the This process of obtaining the required controller, say Paris Orly
cursor on the screen is not always immediately clear. For small approach, leads through mentally remembering the required
FOV displays (say 20 deg x 20 deg) the cursor position can be frequency or looking up the frequency, through manual selection
determined more easily as it lies generally within the foveal cone of the frequency on the appropriate radio and finally transmitting
of the eye and conventional manually controlled mice or joy- and talking to Orly approach - the person you first thought of - is
sticks are adequate. In a larger display, however, it can need unnecessarily time consuming - and in many military operations
considerably more scanning to find the cursor prior to time will matter. Voice command will shorten this process by
repositioning it - with the obvious time delays. With asking, in a single operation, for Paris Orly Approach directly -
conventional cursor control, it is necessary to find the existing the avionics will do the rest by recognising the request and
position of the cursor in order to know which way to move the having the frequencies already allocated to the controller in the
manual control to reposition the cursor at its new point By the avionics. In military operations, particularly during helicopter
use of eye tracking, however, it will be possible to reposition the attack operations it is not
cursor by the combination of fixing the eye on the required point
and commanding the reposition with either a manual control or 5. UNMANNED AIR VEHICLES (UAVS)
by the use of a voice command. This could also be used toreposition tar boxces ormsimilard. deigns inuld alarge uscr Over the next decade there is likely to be an increasing transitionreposition targ et b oxes or sim ilar designators in lar ge screen fr m a r b s d c kp t to g un b se c c pi s or se w h
displays, and combinations of eye tracking for coarse control and mair baed op tom rond A sedicops for se Ithmanual for fine control are feasible options. This combination of man-in-the-loop Unmanned Air Vehicles (UAVs). In the
eye designation, manual fine control and target box labelling by manned aircraft, the trend is likely to be, at least in a largevoie designationmandhal fie cotntrol andtaeto poxbeingnnumber of air-to-ground operations, to isolate the human crew, asvoice command has the potential to provide significant much as possible from the risks associated with combat areas.
reductions in aircrew workload. The natural trend, which is already visible from recent conflicts,

4. VOICE CONTROL is to produce stand-off weapons, either autonomous or with aman-in-the-loop control capability. Currently this is done from

Voice control or Direct Voice Input (DVI) has a large potential an airborne platform situated far enough from the target to
for Alternative Control Techniques. In the HOTAS case, the minimise the risk of loss of, or damage to, the aircraft. As data
problems may lie in the inability to remember either the position links improve, by increased distance, immunity to jamming and
of the switch or the name of the function to be operated - more increased bandwidths, the controlling site will be able to move to
probably the former than the latter. With the use of voice larger aircraft platforms and finally to ground borne stations. In
command to switch the system, the problem of memorising the each of these ground stations (ground or air based), control can
switch or button positions is effectively nullified, and only the be of either UAVs which are intended to fly returnable missions -
lesser problem of remembering the functions is left - in practice or UAVs which are not intended to return to base.
this should significantly reduce errors. Again, in practice, as with
most alternative control technologies, it would be wise to retain Movement of the control station to the technically, and

redundancy in the system and allow operation by either manual environmentally, more friendly ground station has a number of

and/or voice operated controls - pilot preference being allowed obvious advantages. Noise, vibration, heat and those discomforts
S depending upon sortie patterns and phases. By using both and partial disablers associated with aircraft manoeuvres - high
systems, the number of manual operations on the HOTAS 'g' for example - are not present and the encumbrancies
controls could be significantly reduced and HOTAS used for the necessary for aircrew protection -laser protection, flying helmet,time critical functions only, rather than its current potential for oxygen mask, 'g' suit, NBC personal equipment etc., - are
timecr-usei-cal functis a nl, alrnativer tnitrl tchquerent potentialac eliminated. Other factors, such as displays equipment, do not
over-use - as there are no alternative control techniques to replace require the airborne equipments limitations on mass & volume to
manual switching. be implemented, nor do associated issues such as display

The use of voice control or Direct Voice Input (DVI) to select brightness and display power. This should allow Commercial
and switch systems has been discussed for a number of Off the Shelf (COTS) avionics equipment to be more utilised
applications and is probably the lowest risk of alternative control which will significantly support the affordability of these type of
technologies. One major advantage over manual hard or soft key military operations.
control is in being able to enter a, sometimes complex, Consequently, the use of Alternative Control Technologies to
hierachical control structure at any point. In most current Conseqent the use of A ernati e ontenoies o
systems (navigation, attack, TV-TABS, etc.) it is necessary to supplement the natural human performance, often in terms of
page through the levels of a hierarchical menu to reach the level speed and accuracy, rather than compensate for the inadequacies
required. In the RAE (now DERA) Tornado flight trials, DVI and compromises that are essential in the cockpit environment,
was used on the navigators TV-TABS and it was possible to
access different levels of the navigation hierarchy directly with For instance, head-tracking systems are not exposed to unwanted
potential time savings. Whilst later systems have a less time motion from ground induced turbulence during ground attack
consuming approach to the ability to access deeper parts of the sorties, voice system recognition rates improve in a low noise
system hierarchy, there remain structural problems with this and vibration free environment, eye tracking devices will not
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require the complex integration into the airborne flying helmet need to be practical, to retain as simple an interface as the
and devices that are sensitive to environmental infra-red technological complexity of the systems allows and be operated
emissions (eg sunlight) can be more readily used - if appropriate, by aircrew with a wide range of capabilities. This should ensure

that the use of these alternative controls is balanced by theThe benefits of using alternative control technologies are not aircraft designers natural, and often historically justified, inherent

only apparent in the severe military air environment. The ability

to operate more naturally with avionic and military systems, even scepticism of the useability of new technologies.

in the more benign environments of the surveillance aircraft or
the ground-bome UMA/UAV cockpit, should provide significant REFERENCES
benefits to military operations.

1. White G. and Becket, P. "Increased Aircraft Survivability
6. CONCLUSIONS using Direct Voice Input AGARD CP 1983

Future manned cockpits will inevitably have more complex 2. FAA Human Factors Team Report on: The Interfaces
avionic fits to cope with more demanding operational scenarios between Flight Crews and Modern Flight Deck Systems
and aircraft roles, and there will need to be an advance in the way June 1996
that aircrew interface with the aircraft systems in order to enable
efficient control between man and the rising complexity of 3. Flight Vehicle Integration Panel Working Group 21 Glass

aircraft systems. The number of manual control systems, Cockpit Operational Effectiveness AGARD-AR-349, 1996

including buttons, keyboards, and switches, is reaching a point 4. Gooderson C.Y.et al "The Hand Anthropometry of Male
where training aircrew to remember the phases and modes of and Female Military Personnel" Army Personnel Research
switching could become both a significant proportion of Establishment Memorandum 82M510, 1982
operational training cost and also have flight safety implications.
Similarly the increasing number of switches on HOTAS controls 5. The Man Machine Interface in Tactical Aircraft Design and
has the potential to heighten confusion rather than provide Combat Automation AGARD Conference Proceedings No
solutions. What is required are alternative methods of inputting 425 (AGARD-CP-425), 1987
data to aircraft avionic systems, particularly if they provide a 6. Combat Automation for Airborne Weapon Systems: Man
more natural, and quicker, interface. A simple example of this is Machine Interface Trends and Technologies AGARD
in the use of voice input as an alternative to remembering and Conference Proceedings 520 (AGARD-CP-520), 1993
dialling up radio frequencies. A single command phrase -
Famborough Tower - for instance, replaces, essentially, a three 7. Advanced Aircraft Interfaces: The Machine Side of the Man
segment approach - remember frequency, dial frequency and call Machine Interface AGARD Conference Proceedings 521
controller on that frequency. Of the more mature alternative (AGARD-CP-521), 1992
control technologies, voice recognition and head tracking are 8. Aviation Week 16 October 1995
both in operational flight and experimental flight - depending
upon the level of sophistication of the technology - and are both
technically mature enough for full operational use, with research
on the next generation, higher capability, systems in progress.

Eye based control is laboratory mature, and used for assessing
eye movement in simulators, and, With development, has the
potential to integrate effectively in the operational environment
with head and voice based control. Gesture and biopotential are
probably the least mature, but provide potential for the longer
term aircraft systems (2020) and may be particularly of use in
ground based cockpits of man-in-the-loop UAVs.

All systems in a civil and military aircraft must provide some
tangible operational benefit - particularly in retrofit cases - and
both head and voice based control are expected to provide that
benefit in the third generation aircraft (Eurofighter and Rafale).
This would be supplemented, in due course, with eye based
control, particularly in the air-to-air engagement role, but, also, to
a lesser extent, in the air-to-ground role.

The benefits of alternative control techniques lie in a more
natural interface with the aircraft, improved speed of operation
and reduction in training overheads.

Released from the constraint of only one communication channel
with the aircraft systems - manual - the use of alternative control
technology invites aircrew, aircraft and systems designers, and
others, to be more imaginative in their interaction with the
aircraft and systems, using these alternative controls as
appropriate to the operational benefits and needs. Such
alternatives are not intended primarily to replace manual controls
but to supplement manual systems and to provide alternatives, to
be used as the occasion requires. Aircraft systems, however,
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THE TECHNOLOGY OF SPEECH-BASED CONTROL

Timothy R. Anderson
Technical Advisor

Information Analysis and Exploitation Branch
Crew System Interface Division
Air Force Research Laboratory

Wright-Patterson AFB, OH 45433-7022

1. ABSTRACT that must be considered by the recognizer at any one time. This
improves both the speed and accuracy of the recognizer.

This lecture will present an overview of current speech Perplexity is a common metric used to determine the
recognition/control technology being utilized for aerospace complexity of a grammar. Perplexity is defined as the average
applications. Common approaches in the areas of signal branching factor of the grammar or, stated another way, the
acquisition, signal processing, and pattern matching will be average number of words that can follow each word in the
presented. Pattern matching algorithms for speech grammar. The larger the perplexity of a grammar, the more
recognition/control can be characterized as pattern recognition difficult the recognition task.
approaches and acoustic phonetic approaches. The most Which combination of characteristics is best? The answer
common pattern recognition approaches used today are the depends on the particular application that one is trying to
hidden Markov model (HMM) and neural network. The accomplish with speech-based control and the characteristics of
strengths and weakness of the various approaches will be the user, task, and environment.
examined.

2. INTENTION OF THE TECHNOLOGY 3. OVERVIEW OF APPROACHES

Speech generation is described by means of the "Source-Filter"
Current speech-based control systems are the maturest of those model: a source of sound energy, which may be regular pulses
alternative controls discussed in this lecture series. Although from the vocal chords, or random fluctuations in the pressure

research in this area goes back over 25 years [1], applications fr te vocal chord h andom fluctuations in apeliedstora

are only recently becoming widespread and accepted by the of air being forced though a narrow constriction, is applied to a
user community. This is due for the most part because of both cavity with many resonant frequencies (i.e. the vocal tract). Thebt frequencies and bandwidths of the resonances are determined
limits in the technology and the very high expectations of the fri mariy by dthe dshape of the re sonans ar e ete nti by

technology. It must be highly accurate, robust, and reliable to primarily by the shape of the tongue, but also to some extent by

meet user needs and expectations. Speech-based control the jaw position, lips and velum.

systems must be easy to use, that is, transparent to the user. In normal usage, speech carries several different kinds of
The system should adapt to the user; not force the user to adapt information. As well as the semantic content, there is also
to the system. In the following sections, a brief tutorial of information about the physical and emotional state of the
terminology and components of speech-based control will be speaker and cues to control the dialogue between speakers.
presented. The microphone and subsequent signal conditioning modify

the speech signal. In control applications of speech
When discussing automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems, recognition, only the semantic content of the speech signal is

it is convenient to subdivide them into classes according to the required, oall the othertkindsnofninformationetendstonactis
probemstheyaddess Sysemsare sualy irstdivded required, so all the other kinds of information tend to act as

problems they address. Systems are usually first divided perturbations that reduce the recognition performance. The
according to the number of speakers they recognize. speech signal could also be used to monitor the speaker's

Speaker-dependent systems can recognize speech from only physical or emotional state (see "Applications of speech-based
one speaker, the speaker that trained the system. Speaker- control", this volume).
independent systems recognize speech from many speakers, not Automatic speech recognition can be viewed as a pattern
only the speaker that trained the system. recognition task that maps an input speech waveform to its

The next subdivision that occurs for ASR systems is based on corresponding text. Although a wide variety of specific
how they handle word boundaries. Isolated word recognition components and processes have been used, all speech
systems require a 100-250 ms or longer pause inserted between recognition systems consist of combinations of the following
spoken words. Connected word recognition systems require a functional elements:
very short pause between words. Continuous speech 0 Signal acquisition -- microphones of various styles and
recognition systems require no pause between words and frequency responses.
accept fluent speech.

An additional subdivision that occurs for ASR systems is based * Signal processing -- digital signal processing algorithms

on the size of the vocabulary or number of words that the that identify or quantify the speech signal.

system can recognize. Vocabulary size is usually divided into * Pattern Matching -- algorithms that transform the
small (less than 200 words), large (1000 to 5000 words), very processed speech into a text string of the recognized
large (5000 words or greater) and unlimited (greater than speech.
64000 words).

Each of the components will be described in the following
When defining a vocabulary for a specific task, a grammar may sections.
be developed that specifies which words may follow other
words. This syntax, when incorporated into the recognition
algorithm, has the effect of reducing the total number of words

Paper presented at the RTO Lecture Series on "Alternative Control Technologies: Human Factors Issues",
held in Britigny, France, 7-8 October 1998, and in Ohio, USA, 14-15 October 1998,

and published in RTO EN-3.
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3.1. SIGNAL ACQUISITION In most systems analog-to-digital conversion is performed at
sampling rates of 8000 Hz or higher. The speech power inThe speech signal is characterised by variation of energy with speic reqen bn is then Ti e with F ouerspecific frequency bands is then estimated with Fast Fourier

both time and frequency. The frequencies of interest lie Transforms, digital band-pass filters, or some auditory
between about 100 Hz and 8 kHz, although a narrower modeling techniques. These signal-processing techniques will
bandwidth can suffice to carry intelligible speech. Ordinary be discussed in the next section.
telephones transmit frequencies from 300 Hz to 3400 Hz. In
the time domain, the most rapid variations typically occur over
durations of a few milliseconds. At the upper end, some vowel Transfer Function Modulus
sounds, and other features, may remain relatively stable for 2

100-200 ms. 1.8

The most commonly used microphones are the close-talking 1.41 6

headset microphone and the telephone handset, although other 1.2 --- ___

possibilities are lavaliere, desktop, and array microphones. _

Each microphone presents it own unique challenge because of 0.8
the various frequency characteristics and signal strengths of the 0.6

microphone or the mode in which it is used. For example, a 0.4
desktop or array microphone allows the user to walk around 0.2
the room, resulting in various signal strengths as a function of . -/

the user's relative position to the microphone. These °0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5
challenges are even greater for speaker-independent systems AnuulaFreF...nncv

where different microphones were used for training than those
used in the desired application. Figure 1 Pre-emphasis filter transfer function

In military aircraft cockpit applications, the microphone is
included in an oxygen mask. The transfer function is then due
to the influence of the microphone and the acoustic cavity. The 3.2. SIGNAL PROCESSING
resulting transfer function is widely imperfect and, even if it is Before the pattern matching stage of speech recognition can
sufficient for speech communications, it must be balanced (flat) take place, it is necessary to transform the speech waveform
for speech recognition. One way to solve the problem is to into a more tractable representation. This is necessary to
incorporate pre-emphasis filtering in the signal reduce the quantity of data that the pattern matcher must
parameterization chain. The second solution is to use handle. A second, but related, purpose is to extract those
microphones of better quality and to design new oxygen masks, features of the speech signal which carry the information that
in order to provide a transfer function as flat as possible. This discriminates between words, while eliminating features that
second solution is obviously more complex than the first one, carry other types of information. Information relating to the
and could be adverse to some constraints the oxygen mask pitch of the signal is generally discarded for purposes of speech
must respect. For example, under over-pressure, the pilot's recognition (at least in European languages - pitch may be
security and integrity remain more important than speech important in tonal languages such as Mandarin).
recognition. In the case of rotary wing applications, the same
problem occurs as soon as oxygen masks are used; but in some In most cases, a discrete pre-emphasis filter that compensates
rotary wing applications, the pilot uses a differential close- for the natural decrease of 6dB/octave due to human speech
talking headset microphone. Due to the environmental noise, a production precedes digital speech processing. A classical filter
pilot puts the microphone as close as possible to his mouth. In is given by the following formula:
this case, the acquired signal involves electronic saturation.
Such a problem can be easily solved by training in the same H(z) = I - 0.95z-
conditions (without noise but with a microphone position
analogous to that in real flight), or by adjusting the audio whose transfer function is shown in Figure 1.
return so that the pilot positions the microphone further from
his mouth. Although there are many different ways of representing the

speech signal, most of them have certain features in common.Gain control is also a practical problem, which can greatly Almost all techniques produce some kind of representation of
effect speech recognition performance. Analog tools provide the short-term power spectrum over a period of 5-30 ms.
speech acquisition, but in order to compute speech features to
be recognized, an analog-to-digital converter is required. This Speech is a quasi-stationary signal; the spectrum may be
analog-to-digital converter involves a processing gain that must approximately constant over periods of a few tens of
be adjusted in order to avoid overflow during numerical milliseconds. It may also change rapidly within a few
computations. But since speech is a highly varying signal, gain milliseconds, in plosive consonants, for instance. The purpose
adjustment must be accurate. If the gain adjustment is not of windowing is to select a finite portion of the signal, which
dynamic, some speech sounds will be coded over a very few may be considered stationary, for analysis. The length of the
bits, without using the dynamic range of the converter and window must be a compromise between spectral and temporal
introducing quantization noise. In order to optimize the resolution. A long window will give a high-resolution
quantization dynamic range, an automatic and adaptive gain spectrum, but may hide the more rapid changes in the signal,
control is required. One would think that classical Automatic whereas a short window will reveal the temporal structure more
Gain Control (AGC) methods are sufficient, but this is not the precisely, but blur the spectral characteristics. Window lengths
case: if the speech level is too variable, the AGC can be of between 10 and 30 ms are commonly used for speech
adverse to speech recognition. analysis.
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resolution while the latter spreads energy from distant parts of
the spectrum. (In speech signals adjacent frequencies tend to
be quite highly correlated anyway, so the local resolution is
less important.) For this reason, many attempts have been
made to design windows that reduce the side-lobes as much as
possible. This is achieved by tapering the edges of the window
in some way. Figure 3 shows the widely used Hamming
window, which is described by the following:

w(n) =054-0.46cos(27rn/(N-1)), n= 0,1.... N-1

0=, all other n

The side-lobe attenuation of the Hamming window is about 30
dB greater than that of the rectangular window. Note,
however, that the samples towards the edges of the window are
considerably attenuated, so it is important to overlap the

Figure 2 Rectangular window: Original signal windows for successive frames. If this were not done,
(top); rectangular window (middle); windowed important features of the signal that happened to fall on the
signal (bottom). boundaries between frames would not be given due

Mathematically, windowing is equivalent to multiplying the prominence in the final signal representation.

signal by a function that has a value between 0 and 1 within the Many other window designs are possible, although only a few
window and 0 at all other times. The simplest window is the are commonly used, such as von Hann, Hamming, Kaiser, and
uniform, or rectangular, window of length N samples: Blackman [3]. Which is best is dependent on the application,

though the Hamming window is probably the most common in
w(n) = 1, n = 0,1,.... N - 1 speech recognition front ends.

= 0, all other n Following windowing, the frame is analysed by one of many

Figure 2 shows a frame of a signal extracted with a rectangular possible methods, resulting in a string of about 10-20 numbers

window. The temporal properties of the signal have been called a vector. In many cases, elements derived from the rates
changed by this process, i. e. the new signal is zero outside the of change of the basic vector elements are added to the vector.

window. As a consequence, the spectrum of the signal is also The following paragraphs describe the most commonly used

inevitably changed. The spectrum of the windowed signal is signal representations and discuss their various advantages and

obtained by convolving the spectrum of the original signal disadvantages.

(assumed stationary) with the spectrum of the window [2]. The The simplest representation of the speech signal is achieved by
window spectrum is similar to a low-pass spectrum, with a passing it through a parallel bank of band-pass filters (see
broad main lobe at low frequencies and attenuated side-lobes at Figure 4). There are usually between 10 and 20 filters,
higher frequencies. The ideal window response will have a covering the band from 200 Hz to 4 kHz. The bandwidth of
very narrow main lobe and large attenuation in the side-lobes, each filter varies according to its center frequency, typically
This can only be achieved by using a very long window, which from 200 Hz at the low frequency end to 500 Hz at the high
defeats the object of using a window in the first place. frequency end. The output of each filter is rectified and
The rectangular window has a narrow main lobe for its length, smoothed with a low-pass filter (cut-off usually about 25 Hz).but the attenuation in the side-lobes is very poor, only around The resulting value is sampled at the frame rate (50-100 Hz)
20 dB. A broad main lobe can be tolerated more easily than and may be used directly or (more usually) compressed by
poor side-lobe attenuation, as the former reduces the local taking its logarithm. An equivalent representation can be

achieved by means of a Fourier transform followed by

summation of the components within each frequency band.

An alternative way of representing the spectrum is to derive the
parameters of an all-pole filter having the same response as the
vocal tract at that point in time. This representation is known as

_ Linear Prediction because of the technique used to calculate
the filter coefficients using a linear combination of past
waveform samples to predict the next sample. Many different
methods exist to calculate these filter coefficients. See Rabiner
and Juang [4] for a review of these different techniques and
their advantages and disadvantages.

Several signal representations model, with varying degrees of
accuracy, the processes believed to be used by the human
auditory system. The motivation for this derives from the fact
that speech has evolved in conjunction with hearing and
therefore, the nature of speech is heavily dependent on the

Figure 3 Hamming Window: Original signal capabilities of the ear.

(top); Hamming window (middle); windowed Perceptual Linear Prediction (PLP) [5] implements three
signal (bottom) concepts from hearing to estimate the auditory spectrum: (1)
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the critical-band spectral resolution, (2) the equal-loudness foundations, these techniques can powerfully be used as speech
curve, and (3) the intensity-loudness power law. The auditory feature extraction algorithms. Section 3.5 describes how such
spectrum is then approximated by an all-pole model (the same techniques are applied to acoustic phonetic decoding, error
basic idea as Linear Prediction discussed above), detection, and control.

The filter bank described above may be regarded as a very low- A feature vector computed by one of the methods described
resolution auditory model. The main analogies with the human above is used as the input to the pattern matching stage that is
ear are that the bandwidth of the filters increases with described in the next section. A block diagram of a signal
frequency (the mel scale, [2]) and the amplitude response is processing scheme based on linear prediction is illustrated in
logarithmic. At the other extreme, a full auditory model may Figure 5.
have 100 channels and provide an output that mimics the firing
of the nerves that carry signals from the ear to the brain. The 3.3. PATTERN MATCHING
computational power required for this kind of signal
representation is very high. The pattern matching process consists of comparing the

The so-called cepstrum is derived by transforming the speech incoming speech with stored representations, which are usually

signal into the frequency domain with a Fourier transform, whole-word models but may be phoneme-based. The word
taking the logarithm of the power spectrum, and then using the model that is most similar to the speech is considered to

inverse Fourier transform to return to the time domain. This represent the word spoken. Both the incoming speech and the
word models will be represented by sequences of vectors, so togives a representation akin to a spectrum, but the horizontal acivthcoprsnoenedsmeensfmauig

axis is time (hence the name "cepstrum"). It is easy to the t he vectors and a way of min ing
distngush etwen he itchcomonet ad tose the similarity of the vectors and a way of determining whichdistinguish between the pitch component and those spehvcocrepndtowihetrofamel

components that represent the shape of the vocal tract.

Several of the basic signal representations may be greatly The "distance metric" used to measure the similarity between
Seveal f te bsic ignl rpreenttion ma begretly vectors will depend on the signal representation used. Theimproved by subsequent processing using a technique known vectors is de an th e igna rep sumtof the The

as Linear Discriminant Analysis. This is an optimization simplest is the Euclidean Distance, i.e. the sum of the squares
technique, applied during the development of the recognizer, of the differences between the individual components. Strictly

or possibly during the training of the word models, which is speaking, this is only appropriate if all elements of the vector

used to find the combinations of channels and/or channel deltas have the same significance, but factors are usually applied to

which are best able to discriminate between the words of the give most weight to those channels known to carry most

vocabulary. The best known version of this technique is the information.

IMELDA (Integrated mel scaled Linear Discriminant Analysis) In general, the correspondence in time between the vectors of
transform [6]. The effect of applying the transform is to the speech and those of the models is unknown. Even if the
concentrate information into a small number of channels with times at which a word starts and finishes are known (which is
little correlation between channels, not usually the case), variations in the rate of speaking occur
While a general transform can be derived for a given within words. Some speech sounds have relatively constantrecognizer, this technique can be optimized for specialised duration, while others vary widely. It is necessary, therefore,
repicatogniz, thisutchnasiquey ircran pt.Timgized fortcialsed to find the optimum correspondence between the vectors of the
applications, such as military aircraft. This gives a worthwhile incoming speech and those of each model. If the endpoints of
improvement in performance. the spoken word can be determined, it is possible to use linear

The analysis of the human cochlea takes place on a nonlinear time compression, but this is far from the optimum and is only
frequency scale, known as the Bark or mel scale. This scale is practical for isolated word recognition.
linear to about 1000 Hz and is approximately logarithmic Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) is the simplest means of
above 1000 Hz. It is common to perform such a frequency optimizin e matcing betwe vs the incom

warping for representations of speech. The most commonly optimizing the matching between vectors of the incoming

used method of feature representation is that of mel-frequency speech and those of the models. It is most often used in

cepstral coefficients or MFCCs [7]. MFCCs are generally combination with simple models, such as stored sequences of
computed every 10 ins by first performing a spectral analysis vectors from single utterances of each word. A detailed
using a Fast Fourier Transformation on a window of 20 ms of description of the algorithm is given in Rabiner and Juang [4].
usingch. a e F stpFoueru Tasfmtin onarpd windw oe 2bof- In outline, a distance score is calculated between each vector of
speech. The spectrum is then warped using the above-

mentioned mel-frequency warping. the speech and each vector of the word model. It is thenmentioned me-feuec findng a logarithm of vetrshistemoesoeo
warped spectrum is taken and followed by an inverse Fourier possible to find a sequence of vectors from the model (some of

which may be repeated and some may be skipped) which givestransform. The result is called the mel-cepstrum. By keeping the minimum cumulative distance score. This is done using a
the first dozen coefficients of the cepstrum, the spectral mathematical technique called Dynamic Programming (or the
envelope information is preserved. The resulting features are Viterbi algorithm). The score for each model is normalized to

allow for different numbers of vectors. The model that has the
The Fourier transform is one of the basic signal analysis tools lowest score is taken to represent the word spoken.
relevant to analyzing stationary signals. But in the case of For years, researchers have been developing Artificial Neural
short-duration phenomena such as unvoiced plosives (/p/, It/,
/k/), the Fourier transform becomes less accurate. The wavelet network (ANN algo r e on models ofnbiologicawhic apeare inthelastdecde, as een neuron structures (see Figure 6). In speech recognition, the
transform, which appeared in the last decade, has been Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) is the architecture most
introduced in order to process such non-stationary signals. commonly implemented. Based on this model, Time DelaySuch decompositions may provide speech processing and comnyipentdBadonhsmdlTeDlyScoustich dateomposi utations may ch p i e uspeeh p e ap rnd Neural Nets (TDNN) were first introduced for speech problems
acoustic pattern computation, which can be used by a pattern byWieeta.[]Inscamolthbscuitfte

recognition algorithm. But, thanks to their mathematical by Waibel et al. [8]. In such a model the basic unit of the
neural network is modified, taking into account time delay
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constraints which are analogous to those used in Dynamic During pattern matching each HMM model can be used to
Time Warping. compute the probability of having generated the sequence of

input spectra. This is done very effectively using the Viterbi
algorithm [11] on the network of nodes used as the reference
patterns. The result of the Viterbi algorithm is the total
probability that the spectral sequence was generated by that

LAS BLAS series of HMMs using a specific node sequence. A different
Xl 1 Wprobability value results for every sequence of nodes.

X2 2 n o For recognition, the above computation is performed for all
S-- _.--- ---- OUTPUT possible phoneme models and all possible node sequences.3 Wn f .. Approximate search algorithms have been used to reduce the

search computation without loss in performance. A commonly
X -* used technique known as beam search [12] is used to prune

INPUTS nodes that have low probabilities. The one sequence that
(a) results in the largest probability is declared to be the

recognized sequence of phonemes/words/sentence.

It can be also shown that HMMs and ANNs can be linked
together [13]. Such links have led researchers to integrate

NE() f(I) connectionist networks into a hidden Markov model speech
+1 ÷1 +1 recognition system. Then, it is shown that a connectionist

network can be used as a probability estimator: in the classical
o .. HMM approach, topologies and probability density functions- E E (pdf) are both chosen, initialized and estimated. In the

-D Uapproach described in [14], the topology of the HMM is stillchosen but an MLP is dedicated to the output pdf estimator,
(b) through an iterative procedure, alternating between training the

MLP and re-estimating the transition probabilities. The
efficiency of this method has been shown through an
evaluation on speaker-independent databases distributed by the

Figure 6 (a) An artificial neuron. (b) Three typical Defence Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA).
neuron non-linearities, (adapted from [9]). However, this technique remains dedicated to non-noisy

speech recognition. Under adverse conditions, embedding
preprocessing algorithms should improve their performance

The most widely used algorithms for pattern matching in ASR (see "Applications of speech-based control", this volume).
today are called Hidden Markov Models (HMMs). In these
algorithms, a set of nodes is chosen for a set of phonetic or
sub-word units. Five nodes, for example, could represent each 3.4. ERROR CORRECTION
phonetic unit [10]. The nodes are connected left-to-right with It is likely that, for the foreseeable future, speech recognizers
recursive loops (see Figure 7). will always make some mistakes; after all, humans sometimes

mis-hear what is said even under good conditions. In order to
provide assurance that the voice input system takes the correct

a action in response to a spoken command, it is necessary for the
user to monitor the recognizer output and have the means to
correct any errors that have occurred. Feedback of the

a12  recognizer output may take several forms: visual, auditory, or
"implicit. Where a simple command (two or three words,
without digits) is used to perform an obvious action such as

"a13  changing display modes, no explicit feedback of the recognizer
output is required; if the display changes as requested, the
command was successfully recognized. If not, it is a simple
matter to repeat the command. (There may be a problem
regarding what actually did happen as a result of the mis-

Figure 7 Five-state left-to-right hidden Markov model recognized command.)

More complex or critical commands will require the user to
Recognition is based on a transition matrix of the probability of check the recognizer output before the command is executed.
changing from one node to another and on a matrix, known as Feedback may be visual, (via the head-up display (HUD) or a
the output probability matrix, representing the probability that special display), or auditory. Each has its advantages and
a particular set of features (e.g. MFCCs) will be observed at disadvantages. Visual feedback is most reliable, but detracts
each node. These matrices are generated iteratively during a from the eyes-out advantage of voice input. This is somewhat
training process using speech from one or more speakers. offset by the pilot being able to choose the time at which he
These phonetic HMMs are then combined to form larger sets of looks at the feedback display. Auditory feedback leaves the
nodes to represent words. Similarly, the sets of nodes pilot's eyes free for other tasks, but is transient and may be
representing words can be combined to form the legal missed if the pilot's attention is distracted. It may also
sentences for the particular application, interfere with, or be overridden by, communications or
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auditory warning signals. A study on feedback modality [15] is "STOP", a voiced/unvoiced classification is sufficient to
showed that providing both types of feedback gave the best detect the error. But to separate "four" from "pour",
performance on a voice input task and interfered least with a voiced/unvoiced classification is irrelevant and a classification
concurrent tracking task. between fricatives and plosives is required. Such an approach

could allow the detection of a large portion of speech
If an error is discovered in the recognizer output, means must recognition errors, especially in noisy applications where

be available to correct it before the command is executed. The rentso w errors are, fo r thecmos part
simpestwayto o ths i todelte he wolecomandand experiments show that ASR errors are, for the most part,

simplest way to do this is to delete the whole command and irrelevant from an acoustic phonetic point of view. Such a
repeat it; this will probably be the most effective waY if the strategy could not solve some difficult configurations without a

error rate is low. Alternatively, the vocabulary, syntax and perfect classification thatiwuld leadito ra t A ithout a

system interface must provide a means to selectively delete and perfect classification that would lead to a perfect ASR. But as
correct individual words in the command. Words such as "long as ASR is not perfect, such an approach is relevant.
"correction.....dividual wors "insrthe cman ed. Wore su e a Moreover, for military aircraft applications, such algorithms
"correction," "delete," or "insert" may be used to alter single must be efficient in noisy environments.

words or digit strings, in which errors are most likely to occur.

However, when the commands consist of only a few words, it stated in
is generally easier just to repeat the whole command. A eto .,wvltaayi per obrelevant technical method to provide such algorithms. Wavelet

gdecoded possible erroneous speech recognition, a decomposition is a powerful tool to analyze short-durationAfter having decosed in erroneor rec ognten, a phenomena. After signal decomposition, entropy criteria-based
dialogue can be used in order to correct the whole sentence or algorithms provide relevant speech segmentation (see [16] and
a single word if the algorithm is accurate enough to localize the [17]). Moreover, in noisy environments, even in the case of
possible error inside the sentence. The problem is to design the correlated noise, the noise wavelet coefficients tend to be

interface between the man and the machine in such a way that

the machine seems simple, or, at least, considerably less uncorrelated as the resolution and regularity levels increase.
Rather than using entropy criteria-based algorithms, anothercomplex than it is. Moreover, the dialogue must be as genesc method consists of applying new detection algorithms [18].

as possible in order not to have to design "ad hoc" dialogues These algorithms allow fricatives and plosives detection (see

from one application to another. So, the problem is to design a [18] and [19]).

generic dialogue core that could be coupled to different

applications. Figure 8 summarizes the previous explanations by
describing the organization of such a dialogue system. 3.6. SPEECH RECOGNITION ASSESSMENT

Speech recognizer performance is often expressed in terms of
3.5. ACOUSTIC PHONETIC DECODING speech recognition rate. Speech recognition rate must be

lin carefully used. In fact, the connected-word recognizer errors
speechmreongnal itio, onet s d distgurith e " lobal" metodes fm are generally assigned to three categories: deletions, insertions,speech recognition, one can distinguish "global" methods from and substitutions. Deletion errors are where nothing in the
"analytic" ones. Global methods recognize utterances by solution provided by the recognizer matches with a particular
comparison to references, collected through an acoustical word of the utterance. Insertion errors are where a word
model of words. Dynamic Time Warping, Hidden Markov recognized corresponds to nothing in the input. And
Models and Neural Networks are considered global methods. substitution errors are where the word recognized is different

Since spontaneous continuous speech production induces from the corresponding word in the input utterance.
coarticulation effects, an analytic approach has been developed Each case is associated with a particular rate and performance
in order to localize and identify elementary entities during is often obtained through a combination of these different rates
continuous speech production. According to the set of entities and can be considered as a Word Recognition Rate (WRR). On
used, one can distinguish Acoustic Phonetic Decoding (APD) the other hand, it is possible to define a Sentence Recognition
where elementary templates are phonemes, diphones, or Rate (SRR) which is computed by considering that the whole
syllables. Acoustic Features Identification (AFI) localizes and sentence recognition is false as soon as there is only one word
identifies phenomena that occur in speech production through that has been misrecognized. It is clear that WRR and SRR are
acoustical characteristics such as voiced/unvoiced, plosive or quite different. In a military aircraft cockpit, the commonly
not, fricatives or not, etc. Differences between APD and AFI uie derentin a itar arra cockpit the cmmonlare mal enogh o cosidr tem euivlentin his used Recognition Rate is the SRR. The SRR is more critical
are small enough to conside t them equivalent in this because, in aeronautical contexts, speech recognition errorspresentation. Even if the analytic approach is a potential imply consequences on the whole system. So, it appears very
method nowadays, global approaches still remain more imlcosqeesnthwoesye.Sitaprsvyefficient. important to make speech recognition systems robust in order

to avoid critical consequences on the system due a speech
In order to control ASR, we must provide specific algorithms recognition error, as mentioned in the previous paragraphs.
to detect speech recognition errors. One method consists of
establishing acoustic phonetic decoding or speech feature 4. SUMMARY
extraction (see Figure 8) and analysis to be compared to the In this lecture we have reviewed general framework for speech-
solution produced by the ASR. Such an approach is close to based control also know as automatic speech recognition. We
the techniques provided in analytic speech recognition, but the have discussed the three stages of speech recognition (signal
goal here is less ambitious than pure recognition: we only want acquisition, signal processing, and pattern matching) and
to point out the main features of a sentence through a macro- shown how they contribute to the recognition process. Almost
phonetic classification (voiced/unvoiced speech, every aspect of continuous speech recognition represents a
voiced/unvoiced fricatives, voiced/unvoiced plosives,...). challenge for aerospace applications of this technology.

Several accuracy levels can be taken into account: for example,
if the pronounced utterance is "AUTO" and the ASR solution
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TECHNOLOGY AND APPLICATION OF GAZE BASED CONTROL
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center of the fovea (the high acuity section of the retina),

1. SUMMARY through the center of the eye lens and out to infinity. Point of

This lecture reviews the potential use of gaze measurement as gaze refers to the point whose image actually forms at the

a means of human interaction with computers and other center of the fovea. It is the intersection point of the line of

systems, especially in the military aerospace environment. It gaze with a visible surface. A gaze measurement system

addresses the reasons for considering gaze control, reviews usually includes several subsystems (see Figure 1). An eye

techniques for measuring gaze; and discusses physiological, tracker determines pointing direction of the eyeball with

behavioral, and practical considerations for design of gaze respect to a sensor. If the sensor is head mounted, the system

based controls, must include a head tracker to determine position and
orientation of the head with respect to the environment; and if
the system is to determine point of gaze rather than just line

2. REASONS FOR CONSIDERING of gaze, it must also include a processor with knowledge of

GAZE BASED CONTROL where visible surfaces are in the environment.

Use of gaze based control is intended to exploit the Head position and orientation

naturalness, speed and accuracy of visual fixation and head I- with respect to environment

tracking. Gaze may be used for explicit control such as - - I

designating targets in the external world (E.g., for off- O

boresight weapons) and selecting items on cockpit displays. oq- - --

It may also be used for implicit control functions such as .,.'.detect ompute
mh gaze withproviding context information for voice or gesture controls, signl respct to rpect to

.................................
4  

sIs n oI ensoron omenlI
or allowing enhanced resolution of just the local area ("area eye head idmounted

of interest") being viewed within a display. Gaze control optlics '. - -- o--- -- ----t-
processing system

may allow quicker control action while reducing the load on
other control resources such as the hands, and in other cases Figure 1. Schematic showing the functional
may allow enhanced capabilities (such as the area of interest components of a typical gaze tracker
display) that would not otherwise be possible. It is important to note that gaze trackers cannot measure what

Where line of sight is measured relative to the headgear, it is someone is attending to, but rather can only measure aim
also necessary to measure the headgear position and point of the eye's high acuity area (fovea). This is usually the
orientation in order to compute the eye line of sight with same as point of regard (the part of the visual field that the
respect to the airframe. In comparison with head pointing subject is actually paying attention to), but not always.
alone, gaze based control offers potential advantages of
speed, ability to cover a wider angular envelope, and the Eye tracker performance is often described in terms of the

possibility of less performance deterioration under following parameters. Accuracy is the expected difference
turbulence-induced vibration or during high-g combat between measured eye line of gaze and true eye line of gaze,
maneuvering, usually expressed in terms of visual angle. Precision

(repeatability) is the expected difference in repeated
Many control actions must begin with a visual fixation no measurements of the same true eye line of gaze. Linearity is
matter what the control modality, and there is obvious the degree to which a change in the measurement is
advantage to exploiting this natural behavior. The natural proportional to the actual change in eye angle, and is usually
behavior, however, may not always include a prolonged expressed as a percent of the eye angle change being
fixation or an extremely precise fixation, and may include measured. Stated another way, linearity is the amount that a
other brief fixations at non related objects. Care is required to plot of measured values versus actual values is expected to
maximally exploit natural looking behavior and to minimize deviate from a straight line. Resolution is the smallest change
requirements for difficult eye gaze actions that must be in eye angle that can be reported by the device. Range is the
learned, amount of eye motion that can be measured, usually specified

in degrees visual angle. Range may be specified with respect
3. GAZE TRACKING METHODS to the head gear or with respect to the external environment

(e.g. airframe), depending upon the device reference frame.
Although mature as laboratory research instrumentation, the Update rate is the frequency with which data samples are
current generation of gaze measurement devices has probably measured and reported, usually as "samples/second".

not yet reached the level of true practicality for applied use in Transport delay is the amount of time that it takes data to
aerospace cockpit environments. This does, however, appear travel through the system and become available for use.

to be a reachable horizon in the reasonably near term. Latency (or throughput) usually refers to the amount of time

Gaze trackers measure line of gaze and/or point of gaze. Line required to accurately reflect a change in the quantity being
of gaze is the imaginary straight line extending from the measured. It is influenced by pure transport delay and also

by dynamic operators (for example, a low pass filter) in the

Paper presented at the RTO Lecture Series on "Alternative Control Technologies: Human Factors Issues",
held in Britigny, France, 7-8 October 1998, and in Ohio, USA, 14-15 October 1998,

and published in RTO EN-3.
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Figure 2. Schematic illustrating electro-oculographic (EOG) technique for measureing eye motion

signal path. Bandwidth is the range of sinusoidal input gain, high (>1 MK) impedance, low noise, low drift
frequencies that can be processed by the system without differential amplifiers having a bandwidth from zero to about
significant attenuation or distortion. 100 Hz. Calibration is required to scale and map the EOG

The component of a gaze measurement system that is signals to coordinates of gaze with respect to the head. The
currently most critical to achieving practical gaze tracking in resulting measurement has high temporal bandwidth andoperational aerospace environments is the eye tracker, the provides an excellent measure of eyeball dynamics, but

opertioal eropaceenvronent isthe ye racerthe determination of absolute line of gaze with respect to the head
instrument that attempts to measure the pointing direction of isesinif n ompromise by drit. rer to kee he

is significantly compromised by drift. In order to keep the
the eye ball. The predominant eye tracking techniques are signals within the dynamic range of the amplifiers it is
discussed below. They can be classified as electro- ugnals n therdic rangero the gmplifien theouoapiscleral coil, and optical methods. usually necessary to periodically re-zero the output when the
oculographic, csubject is known to be looking straight ahead. Extrapolating

from laboratory measurements by Shackel [2] and in flight
3.1 ELECTRO-OCULOGRAPHY tests conducted in a Jaguar aircraft [3] it seems reasonable to
The retina at the back of the eye develops a small negative conclude that EOG measures in a cockpit environment might
electrical charge relative to the front surface of the cornea, allow inference of eye pointing direction relative to the head
probably as a result of its higher metabolism [1]. Electro- with an expected error between about 3' and 70, assuming
oculography uses skin electrode pairs placed on either side of some form of filtering and frequent re-zeroing.
the eye, and above and below the eye to measure the direction
of this electric dipole. The corneo-retinal dipole induces zero 3.2 SCLERAL COIL
differential voltage when the dipole axis is about midway 32SLRLCIThe scleral coil, first developed by Robinson [4], requires
between electrodes. A change of about 20 gV/° results when attachment of a sensing element to the subject's eye. A very
the eye is rotated towards one of the electrodes. Rather than fine induction coil is embedded in a shallow ring of silicone
making independent measurements for each eye it is common rune thecinn cil is sinhalsh ollow so sitto mount a single pair of electrodes at the outer canthi of both rubber, the inner surface of which is slightly hollow, so that it

adheres to the limbus (the boundary between the clear cornea
eyes, as shown in Figure 2, to sense their combined and the white sclera) by capillary action and suction and
horizontal effect. To minimize drift, a "reference" electrode, remains concentric with the coreal bulge. Thin wires
sometimes sited at the center of the forehead, is usuallysomnetimscsited at the cenfer g ofd tconnecting the coil to sensing electronics are usually brought
connected to the amplifier ground. out across the nasal comer of the eye and taped securely to

Small commercial (silver)+(silver chloride) skin electrodes, the side of the nose. The subject sits with his head inside two
normally used for monitoring the heart functioning in babies, sets of orthagonally oriented Helmholts coils (see Figure 3).
are commonly employed to minimize electro-chemical One pair of excitation coils creates an oscillating horizontal
artifacts. The skin is cleaned and de-greased with an alcohol magnetic field. This field induces a current in the sensor coil
swab. Then the contact surface is wetted with conductive proportional to the sine of the horizontal angle between the
saline gel and the electrode is fixed in place using the scleral coil axis and the field. The other set of excitation
adhesive backing ring. The short leads are connected to high coils, energized with a signal at 900 phase shift to the first,
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Figure 3. Schematic illustrating the sceral search coil method of measuring eye motion

creates an orthagonal field resulting in induced sensor coil a 4th Purkinje image (4PI) - mirror reflection of an
current that is similarly related to vertical angle. Phase external source from the rear surface of the eye
sensitive detection is used to find an induced signal that is lens.
exactly in phase with each set of excitation coils. If both eyes
are outfitted with scleral coils, the pointing direction of both Looking up Looking forwards Looking down & left
eyes can be measured with respect to the fixed excitation
coils. The sclera ring can also be equipped with an orthaginal
sensing coil allowing measurement of eye torsion (rotation
about the line of sight).

Complete scleral coil systems are available commercially [5].
Scleral coil systems are extremely accurate, fast, and
dependable. Following a simple calibration to define the
initial reference orientation of the eye, the rotations can be limbu Pupil
measured to a resolution of about 1 arcmin over a range of

about ±15° to an accuracy of about 1% of the range, with a Corea
typical bandwidth of 0 to 200 Hz. Scleral coil tracking is
also distinctly invasive and requires Helmholz coils that will
probably be difficult to integrate on aircrew helmets or affix
to the cockpit.

Comeal reflex (CR)
33 -N.- Dimage formed by reflection

3.3 OPTICAL EYE TRACKING TECHNIQUES--from the outer comeal surface
Optical eye tracking techniques make use of optically
detectable eye features and geometry to determine the Illumination
orientation of the eye ball.

The following features, illustrated in Figure 4 are most
commonly used:

"* Limbus -- the boundary between the colored iris Lens 4th Purkinje image (4P1)
and white sclera.... image formed by reflection

from the back of the lens

"* Pupil -- the opening in the iris (aperture of the eye) Illumination

"• Corneal reflection (CR), or first Purkinje image --

mirror reflection of an external source from the
outer surface of the cornea Figure 4. Eye features exploited by optical eye

tracking systems
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Eye ball orientation can be computed from the position of a commercially available dual Purkinjie image system images
single feature if the sensor is assumed to be rigidly fixed to the two features onto separate quadrant detectors, and uses
the head or if sensor position with respect to the head can be separated closed-loop servo-controlled pathways to keep the
independently measured, features centered on the detectors. The servo-control signals

are a measure of the feature positions. This is also an
Position of a single feature alone will not distinguish rotation essentially analog process allowing very high temporal
of the eye ball from movement of the sensor. Multiple bandwidth.. Range, however, is relatively small (typically
landmarks located at different radii from the center of the eye ± 10Q) because the 4PI is visible only within the lens opening
ball will appear to move with respect to one another as the and is obscured when it moves behind the iris. The only
eye rotates, but will move together when the sensor translates, currently available system is engineered as a large bench
By differentiating between eye rotation and translation with mounted optical assembly that is impractical for airborne
respect to a sensor, dual feature techniques minimize errors
due to shifting of head mounted optics, and also allow use of
non head mounted optics. Dual feature systems usually use The most prevalent optical technique, and the one used by
the pupil and corneal reflection, or the corneal reflection (CR) systems that currently come the closest to being practical for
and 4th Purkinje image (4PI). The pupil forms a landmark airborne use, tracks the relative position of the corneal
near the eye ball surface (about 9.8mm from the eye ball reflection and the center of the pupil. CR/Pupil devices are
center), the CR behaves as would a land mark at the same not as precise or accurate as the dual Purkinjie image device,
radius from eye ball center as the corneal center of curvature but can be far less obtrusive and easier to operate primarily
(about 5.6 mm), and the 4PI appears to move the same because the pupil is easier to detect the 4PI.
amount as the posterior lens surface center of curvature Generally the eye area is illuminated by a near infra red
(about 11.5 mm from eye ball center). source (or multiple sources) and a solid state video camera

Single features or groups of features on the surface of the eye, captures an image of the eye. The camera is typically filtered
often dominated by the boundary between the dark iris and to receive only light of the wavelength produced by the eye
white sclera, can be tracked with small numbers of tracker's near infra red source.
photosensors. An example is shown in Figure 5. This allowsveryhightemorAnexample bandwidh and Finue spaTisalre luion, If the optics (camera, illuminator, and lenses) are mounted tovery high tem poral ban dw idth an d fine spatial resolution, th us r s ea g a ,a ho if ( am pl t rt at el c s
using essentially analog processing, but results in poor static theauser' s headbg e ahm oeam s that refets
accuracy because movement of the optics with respect to the IR ait visib e w lths istusuallywsdtreflect near IR Iight to the optics while still allowing
eye cannot be distinguished from eye rotation. Very small g grelaivemovmens ae cnfusd wth elaivey lrge unobstructed vision for the wearer. This is illustrated is
rotelaons. Figure 6. Alternately, non head mounted optics may use amoving mirror or moving camera platform to follow head

motions.

The eye acts as a retro-reflector. If the eye illumination beam
is coaxial with the camera, light reflected back from the retina
is captured by the camera making the pupil appear to be a
bright circle. This accounts for the red eye effect sometimes

photo-sensor -ip , 4- photo-sensor produced by flash photography. Off axis illumination

produces the more familiar dark (black) pupil image (see
Figure 6). Dark pupil images provide easier pupil detection
in very bright environments (e.g. sunlight), whereas bright

LED pupil images provide easier detection in darker environments.

demodulation + The comeal reflection is significantly brighter than any other

visible feature, including a bright pupil image, and is
-modulation relatively easy to detect so long as it is not obscured by the

eye lids or confused with corneal reflections from some
demodulation external sources.

Real time image analysis is used to identify the pupil and
corneal reflection and find their centers. Relative feature
brightness is often a primary discrimination criterion, but
more and more sophisticated pattern recognition techniques

calibration horizontal line of gaze are being used as the amount of readily available digital
transform with respect to processing power increases. This makes it possible tosensors

recognize the features of interest in real conditions and cope

Figure 5. Schematic showing a simple photo sensor with extraneous reflections, partial eye lid occlusion and

system for tracking horizontal position of the limbus. motion-induced blur [6]. Calibration is required to account

As the eye rotates, proportionately more white sclera for individual eye geometry and optics placement.

is exposed to one photo-sensor than to the other. Range for CR/Pupil systems is limited to about ±25' by CR

The relative positions of the corneal reflection and 4 th excursion within the cornea for systems with a single
Purkinje image ("dual Purkinje image technique") can be illumination source, but can be extended considerably if

used to track eye rotation with excellent precision and multiple sources are used, especially on the horizontal axis.
accuracy (on the order of 20 arc seconds). The only Vertical range in the downward direction is often limited, by
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eye-lid occlusion of the pupil, to 5-10' below the line of gaze difficulty handling bright sunlight which tends to saturate the
that would look directly at the eye camera. For this reason entire camera image and degrades effective contrast, are not
the optics are usually set so that the camera views the eye able to automatically make adjustments for changing ambient
from about 50 below the nominally straight ahead direction, conditions, have not yet been properly integrated with
Note that for head mounted optics these range limits apply to military aviation head gear, and are not quite reliable enough
eye motion with respect to the head. Measurable line of gaze for operational service. It is reasonable, however, to think
with respect to the airframe is limited only by head motion, that the necessary advances to CR/pupil systems can be made

in the near term.

"Bright Pupil" Optics Illumination of the eye by optical eye trackers must, of

course, remain within safe levels. Safety standards are
camera with published by numerous agencies including The American
CCD sensor Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienist (ACGIH),

The American National Standards Institute (ANSI), the
Imaging lens Federal Food and Drug Administration (FDA), and The

beam International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC). The

spliter Illumination source standards vary, with the IEC standard currently being the
,(near [R) most restrictive. Under IEC standards, for example, the

source must be safe even if viewed from the closest
mechanically possible distance through a magnifying glass.

3.4 CALIBRATION
S - -/• All eye tracking methods require a transformation to convert

Shot mirror the measured quantity to the desired quantity. For example
separation between the pupil and CR must be converted to
point of gaze coordinates on a surface, or a line of gaze vector
in a particular coordinate frame. For all eye tracking methods
discussed, with the possible exception of the scleral coil, the
transformation parameters vary between subjects, optics
placement, and other conditions.

"Dark Pupil" Optics Calibration refers to a procedure for gathering data, and for

using the data to compute transformation parameters. The
camera with procedure usually consists of asking the subject to look at
CCD sensor number of pre-defined points, while storing samples of the

illumination source measured quantity (e.g. pupil and CR position).
Imaging lens • 4 (near IR)

The transformation can either be a form of interpolation, a set
, of continuous equations, or some combination of these. The/ details vary widely among available systems. Theoretically,

]/ I the transformation can remove any systematic error that is a
/ function of the measured quantities. In practice, there is a

I' I limit to the amount of data that it is reasonable to gather with
7 -- /- 7 a calibration procedure, and therefore a limit to the

Y-_ _ -- complexity of the transformation.

The accuracy and linearity of eye tracker measurements are
Shotmirror limited by the underlying precision (repeatability) of the

"measured quantity. Up to that limit, accuracy and linearity
are determined by the quality of the calibration and
transformation scheme. Adding calibration target points, and

Figure 6. "Bright pupil" and "dark pupil" optics for using the additional data to add interpolation points or to
CR/pupil tracking increase the order of a polynomial transform, usually

Accuracy is usually on the order of 10 visual angle for improves accuracy, but with diminishing returns. Typical

CR/Pupil systems. It may vary from 0.5' or better during calibration schemes require 5 or 9 pre-defined points, and

very careful laboratory tests with selected subjects, to > 20 rarely use more than 20 points.

under difficult conditions or with difficult subjects. Precision An example of a 2 dimensional interpolation scheme can be
and resolution are usually in the range of 0.10 to 0.50 found in references [7] and [8]. A cascaded polynomial curve
depending upon the particular system and upon operating fit method is described in reference [9]. Many other
conditions. Frequency response is usually limited by video variations of these schemes are possible.
frame rates to 50 or 60 samples/sec. Higher update rate
sensors are available, but require sacrifices in spatial 3.5 PROGNOSIS FOR AIRBORNE OPERATIONAL
resolution, physical size, and sensitivity. USE

There are numerous developed CR/pupil systems, but Eye tracking is a relatively mature technology only in the
currently no militarized systems, and no systems robust R&D domain. No currently available eye tracking systems
enough for operational military use. Current systems have are dependable enough or automatic enough for operational
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flight applications, nor are there any current systems available optics along with some form of illuminator strobing and
in a militarized configuration. All current devices require a sensor shuttering, are currently best able to operate in
skilled equipment operator (other than the person being daylight and under vibration. The static accuracy (about 10
measured) for optimal use. visual angle) and range (500 horizontal and 400 vertical field

with single illumination source) of current CR/pupil tracking
Scleral coil and differential PI tracking seem likely to remain devices is adequate for implementing or assisting a variety of
laboratory techniques unless some major leaps in the tasks in the aerospace environment, although increased
technology occur. These techniques are by far the most acucyw lderinyxpdth ponilusfree

accurate of the major techniques in use, but they both present accuracy would certainly expand the potential use for eye

major practical problems. Scleral coil tracking is invasive

and requires a Helmholz coil that will probably be difficult to No currently available CR/pupil systems are yet nearly robust
integrate on aircrew helmets. Differential PI tracking has too enough, automatic enough, or properly integrated with
restrictive a range limitation and too complex an optics aircrew head gear and military electronics. Robustness must
package to be easily helmet mounted and ruggedized. be significantly improved to ensure dependable operation for

different users under varying light conditions in operational
EOG may very well have a place in aircraft as a back up environments. Automatic operation must be significantly
measurement system, an enhancement to add temporal enhanced so that the user can don the equipment and calibrate
bandwidth to another type of eye tracker, or for use in some the system without help, and there-after depend upon proper
control function that requires only detection of eye operation with no intervention by a second person. Optics
movement, rather than absolute line of gaze. The accuracy of must be integrated with the appropriate head gear and head
EOG alone is never likely to be adequate for line of gaze mounted display systems, and both optics and electronics
determination. must be hardened and militarized. Work is underway in all of

Differential CR/pupil tracking systems are generally the most these areas, and there is no reason to think that such
unobtrusive eye tracking systems available, and, with head enhancements cannot be realized with currently available
mounted optics, currently come closest to being appropriate optics, sensor, and processing technology.
for operational use in flight. Those systems, using dark pupil

Table 1. Summary of most prevalent eye tracking techniques

Method Typical Applications Typical Attributes Typical Typical Performance
Reference
Frame(s)

" EOG 9 Dynamics of saccades e High bandwidth * head * static accuracy: ~3°-7°
"* smooth pursuit e Eyes can be closed * resolution: with low pass
"* nystagmus e In expensive filtering & periodic re-

* Drift problem (poor position zero, virtually infinite
accuracy) * bandwidth: -100 Hz

* Requires skin electrodes -
otherwise unobtrusive

"* Scleral Coil * Dynamics of saccades, * Very high accuracy and precision * Room * accuracy:-15 sec arc
smooth pursuit, * Invasive 9 resolution: -larc min.
nystagmus e Very obtrusive e range: - 30'

e Miniature eye * bandwidth: -200 Hz
movements

& Point of gaze
* Scan path

"* Limbus e Dynamics of saccades, * High bandwidth * head gear * accuracy: varies
(using small smooth pursuit, a Inexpensive * resolution: 0.10 (much
number of nystagmus * Poor vertical accuracy better res. possible)
photo * Point of gaze e Obtrusive (sensors close to eye) * range: -30'
sensors) * Scan path e Head gear slip errors * update rate: 1000

samples/sec

"* CR/Pupil * Point of gaze e Minimal head gear slip error * Head gear 9 accuracy: -I'
* Scan path * Unobtrusive * Room (airframe) * resolution: - 0.2'

* Low bandwidth * hor. range:-500

* Problems with sunlight 9 vert. range: --400
9 update rate: 50 or 60

samples/sec
"* CR/4PI * Dynamics of saccades, e Very high accuracy and precision 9 Room a prec: min. of arc

smooth pursuit, * High bandwidth * range: -20'
nystagmus e Obtrusive (large optics package, * update rate: 500

* Miniature eye restricted head motion) samples/sec
movements 9 Limited range

e Point of gaze
e Scan path
e Image stabilization on

retina
* Accommodation
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Significant improvement of CR/pupil system accuracy is region, and even outside of the foveal region if the target of
clearly possible, but far less certain, especially in operational interest falls within acuity limits of peripheral vision [12, 13,
environments. Improvements can theoretically be made by 14]. Furthermore, foveation accuracy falls off markedly if a
using increased processing power to more accurately find the person attempts to maintain fixation for several seconds [15],
center of the oval pupil in the presence of partial image when tracking a moving target [10, 16, 17, 18], or during
occlusions, and ragged edges; use of higher order calibration rapid head movements [19]. If a person consciously attempts
schemes to remove more of the systematic error; use of to fixate a small, stationary, target, for a short time, while
additional variables in calibration, such as pupil diameter, to holding their head steady, we can probably assume the visual
further account for systematic effects; use of precision sensor axis to be within 0.3 degrees of the target. This should not be
arrays, or sensor arrays that are mapped and compensated for confused with visual acuity. People can visually determine
spatial non-linearity's; etc. Such gains may be more than whether one object is aligned with another (a traditional
counter-balanced, however, by additional error introduced aiming task) with precision on the order of arc minutes.
under the rigors of operational use. Furthermore, the lengthy, Eye movement with respect to the head (rotation of the
careful calibration procedures probably required for exquisite eye ball with respet) h e head range of aheaccuacymaybe ontaryto pertioal mpeaties or ui e ee ball within the socket) has a maximum range of about
accuracy may be contrary to operational imperatives for quick but
and easy set-up. Designers may want to consider eye tracking normalhorizontallytand about + -0, [20 , vrcl Gabutasks tailored to require less rather than more accuracy and normally remains within about +15o-20o [20, 21]. Gaze

ta ainorede to ruimroless rther chanc o m eang shifts beyond the central 200 field are usually, although not
precision inderseof iremen ces always, accompanied by head rotation. Horizontal eye
robustness and ease of use requirements. rotation with respect to the head of more than about 400 from

Major eye tracking techniques are summarized in table I the central position becomes quite uncomfortable if
maintained for several seconds.

4. HUMAN PHYSIOLOGICAL AND The normal fixation/saccade pattern of visual scanning

BEHAVIORAL CONSIDERATIONS can be thought of as a continual series of snap shots that
are used to create a mental image of the visual

Even if instrumentation could make perfect point of gaze and environ menta image of ts usual

line of gaze measurements, human physiological and environment; however this is usually an unconscious

behavioral characteristics impose certain constraints, and it is process. Perception of the environment is of the "single
very important to keep these characteristics in mind whennot aware
vonsideryimpant t eep teed c er is iof their scan pattern (although they can be if they make a
considering gaze based control. special effort), but rather are normally aware only of the

Scanning behavior is described by a series of fixations resulting mental image of the environment.
(stopping points), saccades (extremely rapid jumps People are not accustomed to consciously controlling their
between fixation points) and smooth pursuits. When Pol r o cutmdt osiul otoln higaze. Unintentional actions initiated by unintentional glances
examining a stationary scene, both lines of sight are is sometimes called the "Midas touch" problem of gaze
simultaneously held steady for short periods (usually 200 - control.
600 msec), called fixations, to bring a feature of interest
within the approximately 10 angular range of the fovea. It is difficult and annoying, although possible, to maintain
Miniature eye movements, of up to several minutes of arc do steady fixation on a single target for significantly more
occur during the periods of "fixation", but are not perceived, than a second. Fixations of several hundred milliseconds are

most natural. There is also a strong tendency to make quick
Rapi jupscaled sccaesmov theeyebeteen glances at other nearby targets during unnaturally long

fixations.. Saccades usually reach velocities of 400-600 fixations.

*/see, and last 30 - 120 msec. Vision is significantly

suppressed during this period. Although saccades can be as The eye is drawn to features, and it is very difficult to
large as 50', they are more commonly 1 - 200. If a target fixate a blank spot.
appears in peripheral vision, it takes a minimum of about 100 Secondary visual feedback (presentation to a person of
msec for a saccade towards the target to be initiated, their own gaze point as measured by an eye tracker) must

When observing a slowly moving object the lines of sight be handled carefully. Continuous feedback of measured
usually track smoothly, but this pursuit reverts to fixations gaze position, if not very accurate and up to date, can
and saccades when the object moves faster than about sometimes be distracting instead of helpful. If the displayed
30°/sec. Without specific training, smooth eye movements indicator is slightly displaced from the central line of gaze
are only possible when following a smoothly moving target there may be a tendency to continually try to look at it,
or compensating for head movement. A thorough review of leading to a positive feedback loop; however, it requires only
eye movement behavior can be found in [10]. minimal conscious effort to avoid this.

Even if we could measure direction of the visual axis The vestibular system helps the brain to stabilize the
perfectly we would not have perfect knowledge of point of perceived visual field in the presence of head motion and
regard. Visual acuity is best on the foveal region of the vibration, and to partially, but not completely, stabilize
retina, and within the fovea is best near the very center, line of gaze with respect to the visual environment.
People therefore direct the visual axes of the eyes (axes Steinman and Collewijn [19] showed, for example, that in the
passing through the center of each eye lens and fovea) to case of voluntary head rotations of 2.5-5 Hz during fixation
objects that they want to see clearly; however, there may be a on a distant target, eye motion sometimes compensates for
foveal "dead zone" or "indifference threshold" on the order of only about 80% of head motion and the two eyes do not move
about 0.3 degrees visual angle for fixation of stationary equally, although vision remains clear and fused.
targets [11]. Attention can be shifted within the foveal
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Eye movement appears to remain unaffected under Gz intentional control actions from glances intended only to
loading that is sufficient to make head motion difficult, acquire visual information. Confirmation protocols can range
This is supported by only a small amount of empirical data from requiring a slightly unusual gaze behavior (longer than
[22], but is consistent with anecdotal evidence and average fixations, a sequence of blinks, or a long blink) to
mechanical analysis. The eye is well supported, and has a manual action. Control actions that are more consequential or
relatively small moment of inertia. Because of its roughly more difficult to undo should require a more reliable mode of
spherical, homogeneous structure inertial forces would not be confirmation than less consequential actions. Citing an
expected to produce large rotational moments. Furthermore, example from Jacob [25], if gaze information is used to cause
eye movements do not cause the disorienting motion menus on a display to automatically "pull down" when the
sensations that can be produced by moving the head, and menu title is fixated, and "roll up:" again when the menu is
hence the vestibular sensors, in the presence of high inertial no longer being viewed, the consequence of unintentional
forces. activation of this feature is minimal. A sensible activation

criterion might be a fixation on the menu title that is slightly
longer than the average 250 msec fixations that characterize

5. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR scanning behavior. Further increasing the required fixation
GAZE BASED CONTROL time makes unintentional activation less likely at expense of

longer task execution times and increasingly unnatural
5.1 FIXATION FILTERING behavior.
As previously discussed Scanning behavior is described by a An example at the other extreme would be use of gaze to
series of fixations, saccades, and smooth pursuits. Whenusin gae masurmen todetemin pont o reard as designate external targets to a weapon delivery system. In
using gaze measurement to determine point of regard, as this case very high precautions must be taken against
often required for gaze based control functions, it may be unintentional activation, and manual confirmation, in the
desirable to recognize fixations while filtering out saccades, form of a trigger pull or button press is probably warranted.
pursuits, and measurement noise. This is usually done by Furthermore, the pilot must first have good feedback
looking for periods of longer than some threshold time during providing assurance that the intended target has indeed been
which gaze remains within a threshold (maximum) area or selected.
during which eye movement velocity remains below a
threshold. Typical threshold values would be 100 msec, I Jacob [25] used a hierarchical set of techniques to confirm
visual angle (circular radius), and 10°/sec, respectively, display manipulation actions depending on the consequences

of inadvertent action. Actions that were benign and easily

5.2 USE OF EYE POSITION FEEDBACK reversible required only short fixations for activation.
It is usually important to provide some sort of feedback so Actions that were not as easily reversible required longer

fixations or manual confirmations. He found that when the
that the user of a gaze control system knows that the system is

functioning properly and can make adjustments if necessary. eye tracker was working accurately and dependably it felt as

In its simplest form this feedback is a cursor superimposed on though the system were "reading the user's mind", but when

the visual scene continually showing measured gaze point In eye tracker performance was not stable enough or not

theory such feedback, often called secondary visual feedback, accurate enough it was extremely frustrating to the user.

can improve system accuracy by allowing the user to adjust
his gaze point to correct measurement errors. There is 5.4 GAZE CONTROL TASKS
empirical evidence that precise secondary visual feedback can Explicit gaze control tasks usually involve some type of gaze
improve visual smooth pursuit performance [23, 24]. In designation, including designation of external targets from
practice, this type of feedback may sometimes prove more within a cockpit, selection of real or virtual switches within a
annoying than useful depending upon the amount of error, cockpit, and a range of "cursor control" type tasks
noisiness, and latency in the gaze measurement [25, 26, 27]. (designation of icons, menu labels, screen locations, etc.)
In such cases it may help to present measurements that have associated with fixed or head mounted displays.
been filtered by a fixation detection algorithm (feed backcursor moves only when a new fixation is detected), and/or to Unambiguous gaze designation requires that targets be
display a transparent cursor that is at least as large as the separated by at least twice the maximum expected error (E.g.,dislaya ranparntcuror ha isat eat a lageas he 95% confidence interval) of the measurement, so that
expected gaze measurement system error. Alternately it may confidence interval) oft asureent t hat
sometimes be best to present feed back by highlighting the confidence intervals drawn about adjacent targets will not
object that the system computes gaze to be indicating, for overlap. With current state of the art for unobtrusive eyeexample, a display icon or object, rather than by continually trackers, this would correspond to separations of at least 20

exaple a ispay conor bjctrater hanby ontnualy visual angle (to accommodate I' errors), and probably
displaying measured gaze point. If the gaze control task is to suaewa t mo datei1g errors) an p abldesignate an external target such as an opposing aircraft or somewhat more in demanding environments. If gaze
desigrondteanexternal target, then soe fm ocon oinul masuremeasurement is to be used to designate an external target to apofeed back may be required. "lock before launch" weapon system, the capture field of thepoint f"locking" system must correspond to a similar visual angle.

If icons on a display are to be designated by gaze alone, the
5.3 ACTION CONFIRMATION same limit (twice the expected error) defines the minimum
Even if gaze is available as a control input, not all fixations space between the borders of adjacent icons, or at least
will be intended as explicit control actions. There will still be between central fixation targets within each icon.
present the semi conscious pattern of fixations ("snap shots")
that normally form our perception of the visible environment. Eye designation has been investigated in the lab, and
To avoid a "Midas touch" affect, any explicit gaze control generally has been found to be as fast or faster than manual
system must include means to differentiate fixations that are designation, and faster than head designation, so long as the

eye tracker is working dependably and so long as the task
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employs large enough targets to be well within the accuracy Use of gaze measurement for external sensor slaving and/or
capability of the eye tracker [26, 27, 28, 29, 30]. Applied use area of interest display function constitutes an implicit control
of eye designation to date has been primarily restricted to function. It works entirely in response to normal gaze
systems that facilitate communication for people with motor behavior. For the simulator application described above it
control disabilities, and there are several commercially proved important to minimize latency and to smoothly blend
available systems that specifically support this application, the boundary between high and low resolution sections in
Performance of eye designation tasks may sometimes be order to preserve the illusion of a detailed out-the-window
significantly enhanced by use of fixation filtering algorithms, world. Total latency (gaze tracker plus display) probably
but in general, accuracy of unobtrusive eye tracking systems needs to remain below 50 msec to preserve the illusion, and
does not permit as fine a control capability as mouse, this proved a significant problem for the simulation
trackball, or other manual techniques. application. Future operational application of this concept is

more likely to have the purpose of making additional
Multi mode control can be used to achieve greater precision, information available rather than creating an illusion of

again at the expense of longer task execution times and a realismian a lthuhthe blend ing an latency or

requirement for less natural behavior. For example, gaze can still be of importance in order to avoid annoying or

be used to position a display cursor near the point of gaze, distracting the user, the criteria may be somewhat less

followed by use of a manual control for fine positioning. stringent.

Especially in the case of a large cluttered display it is

sometimes time consuming simply to find the cursor. In this
case, use of gaze to quickly position the cursor to within easy 6. CONCLUSIONS
view has the potential to save time over manual control alone; Gaze measurement may enable a range of potentially useful
although it would not be as fast or natural as designating a explicit and implicit control functions. The technology is not
large enough target with gaze alone. Note that besides the yet mature enough for operational airborne application, but
manual (or other mode) control for fine cursor positioning, the necessary advances can probably be made in the near
the multi mode technique requires a switch to designate the term. When considering gaze control functions, designers
mode change, and some learned behavior to properly need to consider natural human gaze behavior and the
sequence actions (gaze > mode switch > manual control), tradeoffs between performance requirements imposed

(precision, accuracy, latency, etc.) and robustness, simplicity,Gaze measurement can be an excellent tool for "context and ease of use in difficult environments.

disambiguation" of voice commands. For example in
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THE TECHNOLOGY AND APPLICATIONS OF
GESTURE-BASED CONTROL

Grant R. McMillan
Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL/HECP)

2255 H Street
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, OH, USA 45433-7022

SUMM!VIARY 0 The semiotic function, which concerns communication.

This lecture reviews the technology for using hand, body and Examples include sign language and gesture

facial gestures as a means for interacting with computers and accompanying speech.

other physical devices. It discusses the rationale for gesture- In this lecture we are primarily concerned with action and
based control technology, methods for acquiring and expression, thus the ergotic and semiotic functions. However,
processing such signals from human operators, applications of feedback through the epistemic function is important in some
these control technologies, and anticipated future gesture applications.
developments.

Typical gesture commands are terse and powerful. A single
gesture can encompass a command as well as its arguments.

1. INTRODUCTION For example, one gesture can combine the point and click
"Body Language" is an important component of normal operations of a mouse. Taking into account the user's
interpersonal communication. Gesture-based control seeks to movements, in all their continuity and dynamics, can provide
exploit this channel for human-machine interaction. Because more information than current interfaces and enrich the
traditional input devices constrain the expressive power of the interaction. For instance, in a drawing program, a linear
human hand, scientists and engineers are developing a variety trajectory can be interpreted as a line-drawing command, while
of techniques to read hand and body movements directly. For a curved trajectory would start the drawing of a circle. More
example, most currently available interfaces only make use of abstractly, a cross drawn on an object can be a command for
discrete pieces of data produced by the user's movements, deletion; this would be an iconic use of gesture. Even further,
This sometimes stems from the use of intrinsically discrete provided that adequate tracking devices are used, three-
input devices, such as a keyboard or numeric keypad. Even dimensional trajectories and the postures of the limbs can be
with continuous input devices, such as mice, only specific considered, allowing gestures to be recognised more precisely
events and data points (e.g., the co-ordinates of the pointer and making direct gestural interaction possible. This can
when the user clicks) are taken into account by most provide for more natural control of a system at a lower
applications. Gesture-based interaction attempts to take cognitive cost. As a matter of fact, the hand can become the
advantage of the continuity and dynamics of the user's actual input device being used.
movements, instead of only drawing discrete information from The preceding considerations apply, primarily, to intentional

gestures. Some gestures, such as lip movements during speech,
Although the terms are sometimes used loosely, gesture are not generally deliberate and typically provide contextual
formally refers to dynamic hand or body signs, while posture information or are interpreted jointly with another means of
refers to static positions or poses. communication. Other spontaneous gestures accompanying

speech do not constitute a language, but work has been done on
typologies, e.g., gestures can stress specific words or sentences,

2. THE RATIONALE FOR GESTURE- indicate an object or place (deictic gestures), or sketch a shape
BASED CONTROL or picture.
Gesture is a very natural human communication capability.
Therefore, it should lend itself to easily learned interaction
techniques. A distinguishing feature of the gesture
communication channel is that it allows one to act on one's GESTURES
environment as well as to retrieve information from it. Three The body movements involved in gestural communication can
complementary and interdependent functions of gesture are be a source of fatigue; thus it is important to use concise and
pointed out by Cadoz [1]: simple-to-execute gestures. High precision cannot be relied on

over time, and as is the case with gaze, it is very difficult for a
* The epistemic function, which corresponds to perception. human to maintain a static posture.

This includes:
While the kinaesthetic sense gives one an indication of the

- the haptic sense, which combines tactile (touch) and position of the body and limbs, it is not sufficient to ensure that
kinaesthetic sensations (awareness of the position of the desired gesture was adequately produced. Hence, feedback
the body and limbs), and gives information about on gesture recognition is required.
size, shape and orientation.

Gesture is made more difficult in a dynamic environment. As
- the proprioceptive sense, which provides information with head-based control, hand movements are impaired by G

on weight and movement through joint sensors. forces and by vibration. So [2] investigated the transmission of

0 The ergotic function, which corresponds to actions vertical seat vibration to the outstretched hand at frequencies

applied to objects. up to 10 Hz, and found involuntary hand motion in both the
vertical (pitch) and lateral (yaw) directions. The vertical
disturbance produced a resonant peak for the hand at about 2
Hz. Amplitude of hand motion in the lateral axis rose

Paper presented at the RTO Lecture Series on "Alternative Control Technologies: Human Factors Issues",
held in Britigny, France, 7-8 October 1998, and in Ohio, USA, 14-15 October 1998,

and published in RTO EN-3.
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gradually to about 5 Hz, beyond which it had a fairly flat screen space. Such devices can, however, be used for more
response. advanced purposes, such as two-dimensional gesture or
Gesture is characterised by large intra- and inter-subject handwriting recognition. Some of these devices, e.g., graphic
Gesturelisycharacteffsedlby laprgsely inraaduintge-stuject i tablets, allow one to use contact to signal the beginning and
variability. The difficulty of precisely reproducing a gesture is ending of gestures, which addresses the segmentation problem
a potential source of precision and recognition problems. noted above. The most serious limitation of these devices is
Differences between individuals suggest that some training of that gesture is quite constrained. In particular, one hand is
the recognition system is generally needed. generally completely involved with the contact device.

Another problem in free gesture recognition is similar to one Two kinds of contact devices can be distinguished: direct ones,
encountered in natural speech understanding. A continuous which allow one to point on the screen surface, and indirect
stream of position data is received and has to be converted into ones, for which interaction is mediated by a translation into
a series of gestures considered as lexical entities. A fuirther screen space. Indirect pointing devices require additional co-
complication is the fact that co-articulation of gestures modifies ordination in that the operator has to match his or her
the individual gestures, as is the case with phonemes. This
leads to the problem of defining and recognising the beginning movements with displacements in a different plane.

and ending points of a gesture. A number of systems avoid Direct pointing devices include the following:
these difficulties entirely by limiting recognition to staticpostures. * Lightpens are attractive but must be picked up, lead to arm

fatigue (if the screen is vertical), and obstruction of the
Still another issue to be dealt with is the "immersion problem", screen by the hand.
especially in the case of unobtrusive methods of gesture
capture. If every movement is subject to interpretation by the Touchscreens (capacitive, ultrasonic, resistive or using a
system, the user will be deprived of interpersonal matrix of light beams) are fairly easy to use and robust.

communication for fear that a movement could be acted upon Although they allow good precision, since the fingertip is

by mistake. The only solution is to provide an effective and very sensitive and accurate, it is nearly impossible to be

unobtrusive way of detecting whether a gesture is addressed to precise on first contact. One way to achieve this aim

the recognition system. would be to have the screen "sense" the finger as it
approaches, provide appropriate feedback and perform an
action only at contact. This approach has been tested on

4. THE TECHNOLOGY FOR prototypes, but is not yet an available technology. Other

ACQUIRING AND PROCESSING prototype touchscreens allow actions involving more than
one finger and even sense forces tangential to the screen

GESTURE COMMANDS surface. Touchscreens have the same arm fatigue and
Human gesture can be captured using a variety of hardware screen obstruction problems as lightpens and produce the
devices. Contact devices, besides classical ones such as mice, additional problem of screen smudging.
trackballs, trackpads and touch screens, include a variety of
more exotic items such as spaceballs, 3-D mice and so on. The Styluses (used in some notebook computers) are more
head, hands and body can be localised in space using trackers, comfortable and precise. They allow handwriting, but
video techniques, gloves or suits. Trackers are devices that must be picked up and arm fatigue problems can occur if
allow one to directly measure the position and orientation of a they are not used on small screens where the hand has a
body part in space. Video techniques use image recognition in resting point.
order to follow a specific body part and then reconstruct its Indirect pointing devices include the following:
position, orientation and posture from 2-D video images.
Gloves and suits allow one to measure the relative positions The mouse (optical, physical or acoustic) is very precise
and angles of body components. A comprehensive directory of and rapid, but must be grasped and requires some desk
manufacturers of input technologies, of which a large part is space. Movement can be hampered by the wire, except
devoted to gesture capture devices, is available in [3]. for modem infrared-equipped models.

Among the criteria to be taken into account when evaluating * Trackballs have the same use as mice but occupy less desk
gesture capture devices are the following: space.

"* Accuracy - expected measurement error Joysticks are fast and efficient for direction changes and
small movements. They are good for tracking targets.

"• Range - an area or volume in which measurements can be s om e for feack i be s e tsm
made (accuracy is often specified for a given range) Some force feedback is possible. Absolute joysticks map

the position of the pointer to the position of the stick,

"* Precision - the repeatability of measurements while isometric or velocity-controlled joysticks map
pressure on the stick to velocity of the pointer. An

"* Resolution - the smallest measurable physical change example of the latter is the finger-operated mouse

"* Update rate - the measurement frequency replacement found on some portable computers.

"* Latency - the time the system takes to report a physical Graphics tablets (resistive, magnetic or acoustic) offer
good performance for writing or drawing. Modem models

change are sensitive to stylus pressure, allowing for very elaborate

"* Cost forms of expression. These devices are comfortable and

"* Dependability precise but often require significant desk space.

* Touchpads present the same advantages as touchscreens,
without obscuring the screen. Some training is required to

4.1. CONTACT DEVICES establish co-ordination.
These devices work in two dimensions and usually operate
through a straightforward translation into two-dimensional
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A more detailed summary of contact devices can be found in technology are its sensitivity to ambient sound perturbations, as
[4, 5]. well as to reflections off walls.

4.2.4. Optical Tracking
4.2. TRACKERS Optical trackers generally use infrared light emitting diodes
This section provides an overview of various devices that allow (LEDs). Most of them are built for specific needs. They can
one to measure, in real time, the position of an object in space, be divided into those that use point receivers, e.g.,
that is, the six parameters (three co-ordinates and three angles) phototransistors, and those that make use of planar receivers,
that correspond to its six degrees of freedom. These devices such as cameras.
can be used for tracking the head, hands or other body
components. They have also been used for person localisation Planar devices measure the location of a point light source (or a
and body posture recognition, although in the latter case the reflective marker) using multiple cameras. The 2-D marker
number of devices affixed to the body can make such systems positions detected by each camera are correlated to compute
awkward. Tracking can be done using mechanical connections the 3-D co-ordinates. Using markers relieves the need for an
to potentiometers or non-contact techniques such as magnetic attached wire to provide power, but makes image processing
fields, ultrasonic or infrared beams, or radar, more difficult unless external illumination is provided. The

cameras can either be fixed and track mobile markers (outside
4.2.1. Mechanical Tracking in), or be mobile and track fixed beacons (inside out). The
Mechanical tracking involves connecting the tracked object to outside in approach limits precision. The cameras must have a
its environment, using potentiometers linked to the object via wide field of view, yet measure small movements. The inside-
articulated rods or cables. This allows very high update rates out approach provides better results if there are enough beacons
and very low latency. It is also an inexpensive solution. On in the environment. However, camera size and weight can be a
the other hand, the usable range is small and the apparatus problem.
impairs free movement; the attachments to the body preclude
most in-flight use and make these systems difficult to accept. These devices face the same directivity problem as ultrasonic

This type of tracker has mostly been used for measuring head trackers, and the usable range is similarly limited.

orientation. Furthermore, they can be perturbed by light and the use of
infrared light makes them impossible to use in combination

4.2.2. Electromagnetic Tracking with night-vision goggles. In a military context, possible
Electromagnetic trackers include a transmitter, which is made remote detection of infrared sources can be a cause for concern.
up of three coils radiating orthogonal electromagnetic fields in
a radius of a few meters. The mobile receiver element is also 4.2.5. Other Trackers
made up of three coils. It receives varying signals depending Non-contact, electric field sensing techniques are under
on its position relative to the transmitter. An electronic unit development which enable 3-D position tracking without

ensures proper modulation of the radiated fields, measurement encumbering sensors or cables [6]. Movements of a body

of the currents in the receiver coils, filtering of the data and segment immersed in a dipole field are sensed as changes in

computation of receiver position. Some of these devices allow displacement current to ground. While these systems can track

simultaneous measurement of the position of several receiver the position of a large body segment, such as a hand, they do

units. not yet have the resolution to track individual fingers.

These trackers are moderately expensive, but on the whole they Recently, a variety of low cost emitter-less trackers have begun

are the most precise among the non-contact techniques. They to appear using principles similar to aircraft and missile inertial

also offer a large operating range. The main disadvantage of guidance systems. The sensing components may include

electromagnetic trackers is that any metallic object in the inclinometers, Hall-effect compasses, gyroscopes or

vicinity will generate induced electromagnetic fields and accelerometers. Inclinometers measure orientation with respect

hamper measurements. Any source of electromagnetic to gravity and are sensitive to other sources of acceleration.

radiation, such as a video monitor, can introduce errors as well. Compasses find the north magnetic pole and are perturbed by

Also, there must be an electrical connection between the magnetic fields and metallic masses. Gyroscopes either use

receiver and the electronic unit. This can limit free movement, rotating masses or piezo-electric crystals. They only permit
relative measurement, as do accelerometers. This leads to

4.2.3. Ultrasonic Tracking integration error accumulation when absolute position must be
These trackers make use of ultrasonic pulses to compute computed. Despite these constraints, adequate performance
distances based on time propagation measurements. The main can be achieved for many applications.
advantage of these trackers is that they work seamlessly in Table I provides a summary of the different tracking
metallic environments. They also tend to be less expensive technologies.
than electromagnetic ones. However, ultrasonic trackers face a
directivity problem. Receiver units must have direct line of
sight to the emitter. The latency is greater than with other 4.3. COMPUTATIONAL VISION SYSTEMS
trackers since it includes the propagation of ultrasonic waves. These systems use classical image recognition techniques to
Furthermore, since the speed of sound varies with temperature, find silhouettes of the hands or body and, in-turn, to identify
temperature variations lead to errors. Other limits stem from postures. Figure 1 shows the layout of a system used for cursor
the compromise that must be made in the choice of frequency. control based upon finger pointing [7]. The computational
Too high a frequency will decrease the range since air problems are even more challenging than with marker-based
attenuates ultrasonic waves. Useful range at 80 kHz is limited optical systems, if real-time operation is required. Limited
to about 2 meters. The usable range will be decreased further camera resolution necessitates a compromise between adequate
since directivity increases with frequency. With low recognition of small elements (such as fingers) and the large
frequencies precision is limited by wavelength (4 mm at 80 field of view necessary for free movement. Obstruction of the
kHz). Some new trackers continually measure phase shift fingers by the hand or other body segments is another problem.
between the source and receiver, which leads to improvements Correlating several sources in order to compute 3-D
in precision and latency. Other problems with this tracking information, though a workable solution for simple gestures
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Table I. Comparison of Trackers

Type of Tracker Range Precision Cost Comments

Mechanical Limited Very good Low Bulky, constrains free movement

Electromagnetic Large Good Moderate Sensitive to magnetic fields and metal objects

Ultrasonic Visible area Moderate Low Sensitive to temperature, humidity and sound

Optical Visible area Good Variable Sensitive to light

Inclinometers, compasses Unlimited Moderate Low No position measurement

Gyroscopes, accelerometers Unlimited Low for position Low Shock-sensitive
(integ. Errors)

such as pointing [8], is far from trivial. A problem common to technology is that light attenuation becomes permanent after
all video techniques is that even 60 frames per second, the repeated use and the fibres must be replaced. The fibres are
current limit for typical video cameras, is not sufficient to also fairly fragile. Production of this glove has been
follow rapid hand movements, discontinued, but General Reality Company is selling a model

based on fibre optic technology.

(Ceiling Camera) ASS,,,"E

Figure 2. Schematic of Data Glove with magnetic receiver
Figure 1. Camera and screen layout for video-based attached for tracking hand position and orientation.

detection of finger-pointing direction. Finger direction, in-
trnm, controls the position of a cursor on a large screen

display. From 17]. Game designer Nintendo introduced the Powerglove in 1989 as
a game controller. It is a very inexpensive device that uses the

4.4. GLVE variation in conductivity of carbon ink tracks to measure
flexion. It is coupled with a low-cost ultrasonic tracker.

Gloves measure hand and finger angles and movements of the Production has been stopped, not due to the modest
fingers relative to the hand. Most can be equipped with a performance, but because the dedicated game market was not
position tracker in order to follow global hand position. eleoghdvlpd
Numerous sensors are needed and the resulting data rate can be wl nuhdvlpd
high. Various measurement technologies can be used, A much more sophisticated device, the CyberGlove, employs
including optic fibres, Hall effect, resistance variation or 18 or 22 foil strain gauges for measuring flexion. Two are used
accelerometers. Gloves have been used as pointing devices, for thumb joints, two or three for finger joints, four for
but they offer a much richer form of interaction through hand abduction (thumb, middle-index, middle-ring and ring-pinkie),
posture recognition and dynamic gesture interpretation. The two for palm arch (thumb and pinkie) and two on the wrist
main problems encountered are repeatability, precision and (pitch and yaw). The operating rate can be as high as 149 Hz
reliability. Almost every glove needs calibration before each and the accuracy is about I degree. This glove is quite
use, since the manner in which it is fitted onto the user's hand expensive but provides very good performance.
greatly affects the measurements. Sensor technologies used in
gloves have been applied to body posture recognition using A considerably more elaborate model is the Dexterous

"datasuis", ut his iel is til faily mmatre.HandMaster (Figure 4). It includes an exoskeleton with Hall
effect sensors (up to four per finger) located in each joint. It

The first widely known glove, the DataGlove, appeared on the can measure joint angles with a frequency of up to 200 Hz.
market in 1987 (Figure 2). It takes advantage of the attenuation Sensitivity and resolution are high, but calibration problems
of light in bent optic fibres to compute joint flexion. It uses ten remain. The glove is also fairly heavy (350 grams).
sensors (two on the lower joints of each finger, and two on the
thumb) and works at 60 Hz. Its accuracy is on the order of 5- h esrlv 9]i oercn eprmna eie
10 degrees; it is limited because attenuation is not a linear which uses accelerometers. It does not allow accurate position
function of joint angle. This precision is insufficient for measurement (the required double integration leads to error
complex gesture recognition. Another drawback of this accumulation), but is usable for dynamic gesture recognition.
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Accelerometers allow excellent update rates (up to 5 kHz) and radius of about 25 cm, with a precision of less than 1 mm and a
are lightweight devices, but they are sensitive to shock. Also, it measurement frequency of 250 Hz.
is not clear how they would behave in high-acceleration Spaceballs are spheres that allow one to control six degrees ofenvironments such as a cockpit.Speblsaeshrstaaloontoctolixdgesf

freedom. They sense force applied on each axis and torque

Table II summarises the essential aspects of different glove around each axis. They are rather inexpensive devices. The
technologies, main drawback is whether the user can attain real independence

between these six degrees of freedom. For example, it is
difficult to apply a linear force with no torque at all.

In order to widen the usable range of gesture recognition,
viturC10 "smart ceilings" [10] and "smart floors" are being investigated.

Smart ceilings use a network of LEDs and head-mounted
photo-receivers and allow one to detect the position and
orientation of an operator in a room. Smart floors consist of a
matrix of pressure sensors that give information on the position
of the user, but could also determine movement direction and
speed, and might assist with user identification since they can
estimate weight.

4.6. SIGNAL PROCESSING AND CONTROL
ALGORITHMS
4.6.1. Hand and Body Gestures

:• The algorithms for determining positions and joint angles,
based on the sensor inputs, are provided with the systems
described above. With the glove-based systems, some
individual user calibration is required. Magnetic trackers
require the mapping of ferromagnetic and metal conductive
surfaces in the user's environment, but no individual user
calibration. For interactive applications that employ rapid body
movements, one may need to add or modify movement

g8.O1O-C2 prediction algorithms to compensate for system delays.
Although general-purpose posture recognition software is

Figure 3. Photo of the 18-sensor CyberGIove and becoming available for the glove-based systems, the
VirtualHand software display (Courtesy of Virtual development of algorithms to recognise specific postures or

Technologies Inc., Palo Alto, California). gestures is often left up to the user. These algorithms tend to
be application specific, although some general approaches are
common. For example, the recognition of a fixed set of hand
postures is often based on look-up tables that contain
acceptable ranges of values for each position and joint
measurement.

Interpreting gestures is a much more challenging problem since
pattern analysis must be performed on a moving hand. Many
approaches compare the motion vectors for each degree-of-
freedom of the hand to reference vectors representing the target
gesture. This match must be within error tolerances and these
tolerances are weighted by the contribution of each hand
motion vector to gesture discrimination. The weighting may be
accomplished with principal components analysis [11], with
Bayesian rule-based techniques [12], hidden Markov models
[13], edge-based techniques [14], a "sum of squares" method
[15], or it may be performed by a neural network [16]. A
different technique that has shown promise in several
applications is a feature analysis approach developed by
Rubine [17]. Originally developed for the interpretation of 2-D
written gestures, it has been extended to 3-D hand gesture

Figure 4. Photo of the Dexterous HandMaster (Courtesy recognition [18]. The features Rubine analysed were pre-of Exos, Inc., Wobu sH, Massachusetts). specified measurements of the 2-D movement trajectories, such
as sines and cosines of the initial angle of the gesture, the

duration of the gesture, and so on.

For telemanipulation and robot control applications resolution

4.5. OTHER DEVICES of the kinematic differences between the human hand and the
3-D mice are devices designed to control a pointer in a three- .robot hand is often required. Algebraic transformations have3-Dmic ar deice deignd o cntrl apoiterin thee been employed to perform this human-to-robot mapping.
dimensional space. They can use the same technologies as
trackers, but are typically designed as generalisations of Alternatively, the kinematic differences can be resolved by
desktop mice. Typical 3-D mice can be moved in a spherical determining the 3-D position of the user's fingertips and

driving the robot's fingertips to match.
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Table II. Comparison of Glove Technologies

Glove Technology Precision Cost Comments

Optic Fibre Low Low Fragile, subject to wear

Strain Gauges High High

Resistive Ink Very low Very low

Hall Effect High Very high Cumbersome

Accelerometers Low for position measurement Prototype Sensitive to acceleration and shock
only

Segmentation is a difficult challenge with dynamic gesture e Direct - Features of the gesture or posture generate
recognition. As is the case with continuous speech recognition, kinematically similar actions in the task domain. One-to-
co-articulated gestures interfere with the detection of individual one control of a robot hand would be a good example of
gestures. It is also a nontrivial problem to identify the this style of interaction.
beginning and end points of a gesture. Typical solutions
require the operator to take a "default" hand posture between * Mapped - Features of the gesture or posture are mapped in
gestures which serves as an anchor for the system. Davis and some logical fashion to actions in the task domain, but
Shah [19] demonstrate the feasibility of using simple finite there may be no kinematic similarity between the features

state machines under this paradigm. and actions. For example, the number of raised fingers
might indicate which of four levels of force should be

4.6.2. Facial Gestures applied, or circling of the index finger might indicate that
The human face supports a variety of communicative functions, a load on a crane is to be lifted.
such as identification, perception of emotional expressions and Symbolic - Features of the gesture or posture are
lip-reading. Lip-reading is discussed in detail in the lectures on interpreted as commands to the system. While this may be
speech-based control and to some extent in the lecture on similar to the mapped style, it may also be significantly
biopotential-based systems. Face perception is currently an
active research area in the computer vision community. Much reas trmine t ei em otonalestateoreasoning to determine the intention or emotional state of
research has been directed towards feature recognition in the operator. Most interpretations and uses of facial
human faces. Three techniques are commonly used for dealing expressions would fall into this category.
with feature variations: correlation techniques, deformable
patterns, and spatial image invariants.

Several systems for locating faces have been reported. By 5. USER FEEDBACK REQUIREMENTS
moving a window covering a subimage over the entire image, In many applications the only feedback that is provided or
faces can be located within the image. Sung and Poggio [20] required is the system's response to the recognised gesture.
report a face detection system based on clustering techniques. Examples include simulated movement in the direction toward
The system passes a small window over all portions of the which the user is pointing and synthesised speech following
image, and determines whether a face exists in each window, recognition of a sign language gesture. Feedback requirements
A similar system with better results has been reported by for applications that involve simulated object manipulation,
Rowley et al. [21]. A different approach for locating and vehicle control and robot operations are still the subject of
tracking faces is described in Hunke and Waibel [22]. This research and development. In each of these cases tactile and
system locates faces by searching for skin colours in the image. kinaesthetic feedback play an important role in normal human-
After locating the face, the system extracts additional features system interaction. These cues are absent in most gesture-
to match a particular face. based systems. Significant progress is being made in the

development of force-reflection [26] and tactile stimulation
Another active research and development area is the systems [27] that can provide this feedback through normal
recognition of facial expressions. This work combines sensory modalities. In addition, there is evidence that
techniques for tracking and locating the face with the substitute feedback can be provided with vibrotactile, auditory
recognition of different expressions such as disgust, anger, and electrotactile displays [28]. However, tactile and
happiness and surprise. The goal is to develop an intelligent kinaesthetic feedback are not required in all cases. Massimino
interface that would adapt to the user based on the emotional and Sheridan did not find enhanced performance of a peg
state determined from his or her facial expressions. Examples insertion task when artificial or actual force cues were
of this work are presented by Essa and Pentland [23] and provided. As described in the lecture on biopotential-based
Yacoob and Davis [24]. control, users of EMG-controlled prosthetic arms can perform a

grip force control task adequately with visual feedback alone,4.6.3. Control Modes or Styles although performance is slightly enhanced when synthetic
Given that a specific hand gesture, posture or facial expression pressure cues are provided. The importance of simulated
can be reliably discriminated from other activity, the dialogue tactile and kinaesthetic feedback depends on the specific task,
designer still must determine how it will be used for interaction the experience of the user, the availability of substitute visual
with a system. Sturman and Zeltzer [25] describe several and auditory cues, and the implementation of the artificial
modes of control that encompass many of the available feedback. Until additional parametric studies are performed, it
dialogue options. First, the designer can choose to use discrete is difficult to provide specific guidelines. Nevertheless, it
or continuous features of a gesture in the dialogue. Within seems clear that some form of tactile and kinaesthetic feedback
each of these categories there are three styles of input:
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will be required for certain object manipulation and tool Hale [30] used a DataGlove to control a robot arm in a task that
operation tasks in many telerobotic applications, required retraction, slewing and insertion of a block in a test

Rather than attempting to simulate the sensations that would be panel. He compared his results to another study that used a
presethr tn ajttemptingtoipulationorvethie sens onstrolwo re conventional six degree-of-freedom handcontroller as the inputpresent in object manipulation or vehicle control, gesture device. He concluded that performance with the DataGlove

feedback can be used in a more abstract fashion, such as the cmp He fourably with the satat it
following example [29]. As reported here, the operator draws compared favourably with the "standard" device and that it
follown g exampla e [29]. g A l preportduher, te fopcerrdraws provided a natural and intuitive user interface. Brooks [31], on
on a map and the drawing tool produces a force feedback the other hand, was less optimistic about the DataGlove for
proportional to the population density gradient. This robot control; his evaluation involved more complex gestures
immediately allows the user to determine, for example, the and a neural network for gesture recognition. The reader
least disruptive highway route by simply following the path of should recall, however, that the DataGlove is very limited for
least resistance. precise manipulation tasks.

A distinction must be made between tactile and force feedback. Sturman and Zeltzer [25] evaluated gestural control of a six-
Tactile feedback provides information on the nature of the legged mobile robot with manipulator arms. They compared
surface of a grasped object (geometry, roughness, temperature) whole-hand input using a DataGlove to conventional input
while force involves the proprioceptive sense and provides using a set of dials. Three different levels of control were
information on the elasticity, weight and movement of an investigated. For the control of low-level walking, the whole-
object. hand interface was superior, since it took advantage of natural

Evaluation criteria for feedback systems include bandwidth co-ordination patterns when one produces walking motions
(this determines, for example, the quality of a simulated with their fingers. For object manipulation, the two controllers
texture) and available power of a force feedback system. There were roughly equivalent. For high-level steering, the whole-
is a compromise to be reached here, since great forces are hand interface was inferior, because of hand instability and the
needed to simulate a hard object, but misapplied forces could difficulty of exercising control at extreme rotations of the wrist.
be harmful to the user. Feedback delay is also an important
factor. Delayed force feedback is useless and can even make a 6.2. VIRTUAL AND AUGMENTED REALITY
system unusable. Several examples are provided by 2-D and 3-D displays in

which the user can touch, grab and move objects by
5.1. TACTILE FEEDBACK pantomiming these activities with glove-based sensors. In
Pneumatic, shape-memory materials and vibrotactile these applications the user actually sees a computer rendering
technologies have been used for providing tactile feedback. of their hand performing the object manipulations. Researchers
Experiments have also been performed using hydraulic at NASA/Ames have used this approach in a virtual wind
systems, electric stimulation of the skin or even direct neuro- tunnel to explore simulations of computational fluid dynamics.
muscular stimulation. The currently available devices are few Aeronautical engineers can put their hands and head into a
and this area is still mostly a research domain, simulated fluid flow and manipulate the patterns in real time

Pneumatic devices use a number of small balloons, generally [32].

integrated into a glove, which can be inflated to apply pressure The GROPE project at the University of North Carolina [33,
on the fingers or palm. A matrix of micro-rods, made of a 34] is among the first applications to use force feedback for
shape-memory material, has been used for tactile stimulation, interacting with a computer simulation. The application
The rods change shape when heat is applied and are suitable for domain is the simulation and graphical representation of
miniature devices. Vibrotactile devices use small loudspeakers, interactions between complex molecules. A specifically-
and electromagnetic or piezo-electric micro-rods, which developed force feedback manipulating rod, allowing six
transmit audio frequency (around 200 Hz) vibrations to the degree-of-freedom movement is employed. When the user
skin. They are most appropriate to simulate texture of a virtual modifies the simulated position of one molecule by moving the
object. Some experiments have added thermal stimulation in rod, the simulation computes intermolecular forces and reflects
order to indicate emergency conditions, for example. them back through the feedback system. As a result of the

computational time needed for the simulation, the system
produces relatively low fidelity sensations. Nevertheless, this

5.2. FORCE FEEDBACK system allows one to begin to explore possible chemical bonds
Force feedback systems can use electric, hydraulic or between molecules.
pneumatic technologies. They were first applied to
telemanipulation arms. Increasing miniaturisation has allowed If an application requires the user to manipulate virtual objects
the incorporation of such systems into gloves and joysticks. in some way, accuracy of depth perception becomes an issue,
Despite this progress, the main disadvantage is that most of particularly for computer-generated displays that lack the rich
these systems remain bulky and rather intrusive, which textural cues available in real life. Takemura, Tomono and
prevents their use in transportable or wearable devices. Kobayashi [35], using a stereoscopic projector to display

targets in 3-D space, found that subjects could "touch" the
objects with a three-dimensional tracker with satisfactory

6. APPLICATION EXAMPLES accuracy. Ineson and Parker [36], using a similar task but with
a head-mounted display, found that some subjects could

6.1. TELEOPERATION AND ROBOT CONTROL "touch" the virtual objects with good accuracy, while others
Remote manipulation of objects because of weight or exposure had great difficulty in judging their depth.
risks, e.g., radioactivity, has been performed for many years
using direct mechanical linkages or electric motors that permit Augmented reality is often a more pragmatic approach. It
force amplification. Even though these systems do not actually consists of adding virtual elements to physical objects that one
include a computing system, they involve the transmission of interacts with in the real world. It aims at integrating
gestural information. In that respect they are forerunners of a computing systems into the real world instead of embedding
number of object manipulation applications, the user in a simulated world. An example is the Digital Deskdemonstration [37] that allows one to work with paper and to
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use a variety of digital tools at the same time. If the user is planes, so accurate depth control was not required. The hand
drawing, for example, a video camera can scan the drawing. It tracker worked well and was, in general, faster and more
can then be digitally edited by means of a projector. It is even accurate than a three-dimensional joystick. If the tracking
possible to mix both media and work on a partly-real/partly- volume was made too small, selection accuracy was impaired.
electronic hybrid document. Voice selection was also used in some of the experiments [41,

44]. Unless the targets were labelled it was difficult to define aSome virtual cockpit applications work in this fashion by suitable vocabulary and the method was slow compared to hand

projecting synthetic imagery onto the physical environment of movement.

the pilot. Whiteet al. [38] were interested in the problem of

interacting with real cockpit instruments when direct vision of Reising et al. [41] and Solz et al. [42] also investigated two
the instruments was obscured. They set up a virtual keypad on methods for simplifying object designation - contact cueing
a head-mounted display that overlaid a real keypad, and (colour change when the cursor was within the target volume)
operated it using a finger-tracker. and proximity cueing (automatic selection of the target nearest

to the cursor). The latter was found to be particularly helpful.

6.3. SIGN LANGUAGE INTERPRETATION Not only must one chose the selection device to suit the task,
Sign language interpretation continues to be a significant area but also one must consider the environment in which the device
for gesture research and development. This type of application is to be used. A positional hand tracker might be the preferred
is not the focus of this lecture and we will touch on it only device in a relatively benign environment, but might become
briefly. Fels and Hinton [16] developed a hand gesture to unusable under the acceleration and vibration levels found in a
speech system using a neural network. Their system mapped fast jet or helicopter. A 3-D joystick would have the advantage
hand postures to complete root words, followed by a directional of supporting the hand, but the space needed to integrate such a
hand movement that modified the word ending (singular, device must then be considered. The glove required by a
plural, etc.) and controlled speech rate and emphasis. gesture recognizer might be incompatible with safety
Performance of a single "speaker" with a vocabulary of 203 equipment or might interfere with other tasks requiring finger-
words was evaluated following a network training phase. With tip sensitivity. System lags that are tolerable in a controlled
near real-time speech output, the wrong word was produced experiment might become problematic when the user has to
less than 1 percent of the time and no word was generated attend to several tasks at once. Environmental and integration
approximately 5 percent of the time. Similar hand gesture to issues such as these must guide the choice of control devices
speech demonstrations were conducted by Kramer and Liefer for a specific cockpit task.
[12] with American Sign Language and by Takahashi and
Kishino [11] with the Japanese kana manual alphabet. Several
papers on the subject appear in [39]. Some currently available 6.5. OTHER APPLICATIONSsuchas he Cberlov hav sotwae toconert One of the earliest examples of a multimodal interface
systems such as from Am e softwar e int involving gesture was the "Put-that-there" demonstration
fingerspelled words from American Sign Language into described by Bolt [45]. This demonstration combined hand
synthesised speech. pointing and speech recognition to permit natural interaction

with objects on a large screen display. Pointing direction was
6.4. COCKPIT APPLICATIONS sensed with a magnetic tracker attached to the hand. The
Ineson, Parker and Evans [40] compared a video-based finger interface responded to commands such as "Name that X" or
tracker with several other designation mechanisms to select "Put that there", where "that" referred to the object being
buttons on a virtual, head-down panel during simulated low- pointed at and the action was defined by voice input. This
level flight. Feedback for contact with the button was a colour detnonstration provided a compelling example of integrated
change. Activation of the button required depressing a switch alternative control that allowed the user to directly manipulate
on the Hands-On Throttle and Stick (HOTAS) for task objects. No visible control devices were imposed between
confirmation. The finger-tracker was poorly rated by the the user and his or her task.
subjects since it removed the hand from the flight controls for a
substantial period of time. Some subjects found the device CHARADE [18] is a system designed for gesture-based control
awkward to use since it was necessary to keep the finger in of computer-aided presentations to an audience. Wearing a

clear view of the tracking cameras. Although the normal DataGlove, the speaker points at the screen, which constitutes

means of operating a button is to reach out and press it, the task an "active zone", and makes a short hand gesture

is essentially two dimensional. Methods such as head pointing corresponding to the required command. The gesture is then

and stick-top cursor controllers are suitable mechanisms also, matched to an internal model consisting of a start position,

and both were preferred to the finger tracker. Finger pointing hand and arm movement, and a stop position. This scheme

direction would have been more suitable than finger position, prevents the "immersion syndrome" in that the speaker can

since it could have been operated with the hand on, or near, the keep using gestures when addressing the audience. It also

controls. Voice control was the overwhelmingly preferred alleviates the problem of gesture co-articulation, and the careful

selection technique for this task. choice of start and end positions makes recognition easier. The
choice of tense postures as start positions and relaxed ones as

A series of experiments carried out at Wright-Patterson Air end positions is also a helpful for the recognition device. A
Force Base, Ohio, USA [41-44] required true 3-D selection of variant of the Rubine algorithm [17] is used. Sixteen
targets from a head-down, 3-D tactical map. In this case an commands such as "next/previous page", "next/previous
electromagnetic tracker was strapped to the back of the hand, chapter", "table of contents", "mark this page" or "highlight
resulting in more robust and responsive tracking than the video- area" are available. Recognition rates of 90 to 98% have been
based technique used by Ineson et al. The tracking volume was reached by trained users.
remote from the actual map so that hand movements were
actually made in a space close to the aircraft controls rather
than within the volume of the map. This hand volume was 7. DESIGN METHODS AND PRINCIPLES
reduced in scale so that hand movements were small compared Sturman and Zeltzer [25] have proposed a method to assist
to the size of the map. The volume was divided into four depth users in designing and evaluating whole-hand input for specific
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tasks. A flow diagram of their design process is shown in that is helpful in precision control situations. This may
Figure 5. In the first stage the designer must answer questions not be true for applications in which gesture affords more
such as: "Can existing hand signs be used to perform the natural, user-scaled control location.
task?", "Does the task require co-ordination of many degrees of
freedom?" and "Should the absence of an intermediary control Gesture-based control may be less effective than
device improve performance?". If the answers to these conventional control if tactile and kinaesthetic feedback is
questions support the use of whole-hand input, the designer important for task performance.

then begins an analysis process that: (1) breaks the task down 0 Gestures should be concise and quick in order to minimise
into primitives, (2) specifies the co-ordination, resolution, fatigue. High precision over a long period of time should
endurance and other requirements for each task component, (3) be avoided.
determines whether hand capabilities can meet these
requirements and (4) identifies whole-hand input devices that 0 Since most systems capture every motion of the user's
provide the resolution, reliability and sampling rates required to hand, the controller must provide a well-defined means to
meet the task specifications. After completing these steps, the detect the intention of gestures. An example is the
prototyping and interface evaluation process can begin. CHARADE system [18] for controlling computer-based

presentations to an audience. Gestures are acted on only
when the user is gesturing within the "active zone" of the

Appropriateness for projection screen. Gestures to the audience are not
application recognised.

Taxonomy
choose style of Interaction 8. FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

A significant disadvantage of existing gesture-capturing
devices is that most of them limit the user's freedom of

Break tasks Into movement. This results from the need to grasp a sensor
task primitives component, from wires attached to sensors or from limited

sensor range. Progress in component miniaturisation and

Evaluation Guide telemetry will help to solve this problem.

Task primitive Hand action Static posture recognition has made great progress and allows
requirements match capabilities reasonably high recognition rates, provided the user performs a

____Enaiyze standard procedure such as pointing at a target area or
assuming a standard posture prior to issuing a command. This

is not yet true for dynamic gesture recognition and software
techniques are still developing in this field. The main difficulty

iation is segmentation, i.e., detecting gesture beginning and end
points. Aids such as hand speed and tension are currently

Device selection Testing & being investigated.

Prototype interface EaationSPt IGeneral interface problems such as immersion are still not
Completed solved in a comprehensive fashion. The definition of an active
interface zone partly solves this problem but may not be adequate for all

applications. The development of adequate interface
paradigms for gesture interaction with computers is still under
active research; a consensus on the integration of gestures in

Figure 5. A method for designing and developing whole- interfaces is far from being reached.
hand input for specific applications and tasks. From [25]. In the feedback domain, the determination of appropriate

stimuli is largely in its infancy. Appropriate modelling of

Because of the relative immaturity of this area, detailed design physical objects and of their interaction with body parts is a

principles are not available. Nevertheless, a review of the prerequisite.

gesture literature suggests some general guidelines that are At the present time, learning how to operate a gesture-based
applicable to many situations: interface is mostly done by example. Gesture notation is

" Gesture-based control should offer learning and undergoing a significant amount of research. An example is

performance advantages if the task is based on an already HamNoSys (Hamburg Notation System) [46], which is a

learned set of signs or signals. Glove-based translation of general iconic notation for sign languages. Although it initially
aimed at notation of human sign languages, it has since proved

American Sign Language is an example. helpful in the design of artificial gesture languages.

* Gesture-based control should offer learning and
performance advantages if the natural co-ordination of the Despite these challenges, gesture-based applications are

beginning to take advantage of the dexterity and natural co-
ordination of the human body and to reduce the constraints offreedom in the external device. Finger walking to control conventional input devices. In addition to the explicit controlthe locomotion of a legged-robot is an example [25]. applications that have been the focus of this lecture, gesture

"* Gesture-based control may be less effective than also plays an important expressive role in human
conventional control if the task requires high resolution communication. While we use gestures to indicate specific
control of a single degree of freedom. At least two factors actions and desires, we also use them to indicate emphasis and
contribute to this: (a) conventional controls often have emotion. Interface designers are beginning to explore the
higher resolution than gesture-based devices and (b) recognition and application of facial expressions and other
conventional controls often provide support and damping emotive inputs. Here deviceless, free-form gesture recognition
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will be required, and an effective system will undoubtedly 13. Starner, T., and Pentland, A., "Visual recognition of
integrate the inputs from a variety of the alternative controls American Sign Language using Hidden Markov
reviewed in this series of lectures. Models", in Bichsel, M., (Ed), "Proceedings of the
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APPLICATIONS OF SPEECH-BASED CONTROL

Timothy R. Anderson
Technical Advisor

Information Analysis and Exploitation Branch
Crew System Interface Division
Air Force Research Laboratory

Wright-Patterson AFB, OH 45433-7022

A Tornado GRI has been used by the UK Defence Research
1. ABSTRACT Agency in two series of trials, in 1989 and 1993. The 1989

This lecture will examine many applications of speech based trials were aimed solely at collecting speech recordings in a

control in aerospace environments. Applications of speech cockpit environment representative of modern fast jets, but a

recognition in fixed and rotary wing aircraft as well as in space recognizer was fitted to the aircraft to provide recognition
and command and control will be discussed. Current feedback to the subject. These recordings were subsequently

performance of the technology and application problems will used to assess and optimize the Marconi ASR1000
be presented. The lecture concludes with a discussion of flightworthy speech recognizer.
required enhancements for aerospace applications. The second series of trials was intended to demonstrate the

performance of the recognizer under realistic flight conditions.
2. AEROSPACE APPLICATIONS TO.DATE The navigator's main interface to the aircraft's main computer

This section will examine current aerospace applications of is via the Television Tabular display, known as TV-TABS for

speech-based control. Application and results in fixed wing short. This has a small keyboard, but uses a complicated menu

and rotary wing aircraft as will as command and control and structure to access about 40 functions. Even quite simple

space will be presented. The use of speech as an indicator of operations may require many key presses, and the system is

operator state will be briefly discussed. difficult to use and unpopular with the aircrew. A simple
physical interface to the aircraft was possible, by breaking into

2.1. FIXED WING the keyboard bus and making the recognizer output mimic key

One of the first series of flight trials of speech recognition presses. This also allowed manual input to be mixed with

equipment took place between 1982 and 1985, on-board a voice input, even within the same command. Unfortunately,

BAC 111 civil airliner. This particular aircraft was a flying software reliability problems were encountered which could

laboratory, based at the Bedford, UK, airfield of the Defence not be solved in time for the flight trials. Nevertheless, a total
Research Agency. A speaker-dependent connected speech of 19 flights were made, with the navigator reading lists of

recognizer, the Marconi SR128, was used to control the command phrases and digit strings. An average recognition

displays, radios, and the experimental flight management accuracy of over 95% was achieved. The final vocabulary size
system. Average recognition accuracy was over 95% on a was 99 words and the syntax had a mean branching factor of

vocabulary that was built up over a period to about 240 words. about 15.

Some pilots found the system so useful that they used it as a The U. S. Air Force has been conducting in-flight tests in
normal part of their cockpit interface, even during trials of recent years in a NASA OV-10 aircraft. These tests are to
other equipment. The cockpit environment of such an aircraft determine the present performance of speech recognition
is, of course, much less noisy and stressful than that of most systems in the cockpit environment. The generic task selected
military aircraft. was controlling communications and navigation functions. The

The U.S. Air Force, NASA, and the U.S. Navy conducted a vocabulary consists of 53 words or phrases. The system was

joint program in the mid-1980's to flight test interactive voice tested in flight conditions of lg and 3g and noise levels from

systems in the fighter aircraft. The program consisted of 95 to 115 dB. Performance levels of better than 97% were

laboratory and simulator testing prior to flight tests. Significant obtained for 12 subjects in these conditions, using a

improvements in recognition accuracy were made during each commercially available speaker-dependent continuous speech

of the three phases of the program. Speaker-dependent, recognition system.
isolated-word speech recognition systems were evaluated in the The French Delegation Generale pour l'Armement (DGA) has
first two phases. A ten-word subset of that vocabulary was been supporting studies and experiments dedicated to speech
used in flight to control Multi-Function Displays (MFDs) in recognition since 1983. From 1983 till 1989, in-flight tests
the cockpit of an experimental F-16 jet aircraft. The MFDs (mainly on Mirage IIIB but also on Rafale-A) have pointed out
contained programmable switches, which selected pages of speech recognition systems limitations when used in a military
status information or control functions. The vocabulary words aircraft cockpit. In light of these results, new algorithms have
enabled the pilot to either address a particular page and then a been developed and experiments in a centrifuge have been
particular function on that page, a specific function on a conducted in order to reduce the effects under adverse
specific page, or select an aircraft master mode. These conditions (noise and G-load effects: see paragraph 3.1 and
functions could be selected either manually or by voice. 3.2). In 1989, a database was recorded during real flights under
Performance was approximately 90% initially, but increased to G-load on a Mirage IIIB aircraft. This database was used to
the high 90's, for some pilots, by the end of flight tests. For evaluate speech processing and recognition algorithms
those pilots with performance in the high 90's, speech was the performance (see [2] and [3]) before tests during real flights on
preferred mode for interacting with the MFDs. Those pilots the AlphaJet (described later in this section). The vocabulary
with performance in the low 90's preferred the manual mode of was a restricted one, involving 36 words, allowing 9 linked
operation [1]. words. The speech recognition algorithm was the preliminary

version of TopVoice, the Sextant Avionique Speech

Paper presented at the RTO Lecture Series on "Alternative Control Technologies: Human Factors Issues",
held in Britigny, France, 7-8 October 1998, and in Ohio, USA, 14-15 October 1998,

and published in RTO EN-3.
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Despite this noise level, noisy speech processing avoids
Table I Effects of G on speech recognition bad recognition rates and appears efficient.

performance

S The microphone and audio circuitry must be optimized.Speaker - experimental conditions Sentence Recognition

Rates * The different parts of the syntax do not lead to the same
results: systems commands, isolated words, and digits are

Speaker la, 2g 100% well recognized, but international alphabet or numbers

Speaker l a, 4g 95% appear to be more difficult to recognize.

Speaker lb, 5g 96.4% . Speech recognition remains very tied to speaker
habituation as the results show. It depends on training

Speaker lb, 2g 90% phase quality and speaker vocal characteristics.

Speaker 2, 2g 91.6% On the other hand, some effects are not so relevant as it

Speaker 2, 4g 76.3% seemed; specifically, G-load and Lombard effects.

The subjective conclusions of the users were that it appears
easier to obtain data and parameters from the system when

Recognition system (previously named DIVA). This speech using vocal command. With a more and more complicated
recognition system is speaker-dependent, based on Dynamic system to manage, vocal command is a relevant tool to
Time Warping pattern recognition. decrease the workload, but vocal command must be controlled

Two speakers took part in these experiments. Speaker 1 by a system able to detect recognition errors and to avoid
appears twice (Speaker la and Speaker lb) because he used disastrous consequences of speech recognition mistakes. Does
two different oxygen masks. The results are shown in Table I. it induce a dialogue between the pilot and the system, as soon

as an error is detected? And first of all, how to detect erroneous
Remark: For the results described below (real flights in an recognitions?
AlphaJet), the recognition rate is a Sentence Recognition one: a
whole sentence is considered as misrecognized as soon as there Such evaluations have shown the technical feasibility of speech
is only one recognition error, whatever the error is (deletion, recognition during flight and have identified some operational
substitution or insertion), problems to solve, the main one being the system's ability to

control its own recognition and to manage erroneous
After these preliminary database experiments, TopVoice has recognition.
been tested during flights on AlphaJet, the French training jet.

The U. S. Air Force and the U. S. Navy are also conducting
All flight configurations have been tested (speed from 200 to flight tests of speech recognition in the Joint Strike Fighter
450 knots, flight phases under G-load effects, low flight levels, program. The application is a means of managing information

and sensors. The vocabulary for this application is 12 words.
The system has been tested in operational flight test conditions.

Table II Sentence recognition rate, including all Performance levels of 70% or greater were obtained with three
flights all speakers pilots. Two of the three pilots had performance of 90% or

First utterance 90% greater on several flights. The system tested was a militarized
speaker-dependent isolated-word speech recognition system.

First repetition (in case of error on the first 95%
utterance) The European Fighter Aircraft EF2000 is a single-seat agile

combat aircraft, planned to enter service about 2002. Speech
Third utterance (in case of error on the first 97% input was included in the requirement from the beginning, and

repetition) will be used for control of displays, radar, radios, target
designation, navigation aids, and several other functions.
Although test flying of the aircraft commenced in 1994,

real commands in context). Two syntaxes were defined in order development of the speech recognizer module has not reached
to take into account new functionalities involved in modem the stage of flight trials (at the time of writing). A
military fast jets (example: Rafale). The first one, to be used commercially available speech recognizer has, however, been
during cruise flight phases, involved more than 150 words and integrated into the cockpit simulator and used in the
allowed sentences whose maximum length was about 10 development of the man-machine interface. The reaction of
words. The second one was designed for flight under G-load pilots during the assessment program has been very positive.
and contained 25 real-time commands. These evaluations They regard speech recognition as essential to the safe and
consisted of 80 flights, involving 15 different speakers and
more than 10,000 vocal commands to recognize. The results
(see Tables II and III) show that the Sentence Recognition Rate
(SRR) increases as soon as the pilot's attention increases. Table III Sentence Recognition Rate under G-load

effects (5g)
These evaluations are broad enough to draw conclusions about
the main parameters that influenced the performance: First utterance 90%

Noise is obviously one of these parameters, since the First repetition (in case of error on the first 94%
sentence recognition rate decreases as the noise level utterance)
increases. Note that noise level increases not only during Third utterance (in case of error on the first 98%
flight phases under G-load, but also as the speed increases. repetition)
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efficient operation of the aircraft. SRR is over 95% during real flights, for any pilot. Moreover,
tests conducted using an equivalent German syntax resulted in

2.2. ROTARY WING an SRR of over 98%.

The first in-flight use of ASR in a helicopter was in January The system has been used for several months during real
1981 [4]. These tests demonstrated that the most important flights, and it is very important to point out the subjective
problem to overcome for ASR in helicopter applications is the appreciation of the users who consider that the integration of
high noise level during flight. speech recognition in a system such as MultiH6licare provides

The Day/Night All Weather (D/NAW) program in the UK, and a tremendous amount of increased abilities, while decreasing

the associated Covert Night and Day Operations in Rotorcraft the workload

(CONDOR) collaboration between the USA and the UK, are
primarily concerned with advanced visual systems to allow 2.3. SPACE
rotary-wing operations to proceed in very poor visibility. The Investigations into the utility of voice input/output (1/0) in the
reliance on helmet-mounted displays can create a problem for space shuttle were initially conducted in the mid 1980's [5].
the aircrew in operating switches and controls inside the The investigations centered on the control of the shuttle's
-aircraft, so voice input is an important adjunct to the visually Multifunction Cathode ray tube Display System (MCDS). This
coupled system. system is the main method the astronauts have for interacting

with the five flight computers. Through the MCDS system, the
Preliminary recognition trials in the DERA noise and vibration astr nt s do everyt from r eonigning te f ht

simulator have given good results. Mission-based trials in the computs to ecking the m o a e. M
Helioptr Mssin Smultor n Jnuay 197 ompred computers to checking the mission elapsed time. The MCDS

Helicopter Mission Simulator in January 1997 compared has a 32-key oversized keyboard designed for use with the
missions flown with and without the use of voice input. Bot bulky gloves of a space suit. A commercially available,
pilot and commander had voice input, with different speaker-dependent speech recognition system was used as an
vocabularies. The pilot used about 25 words to control display alternative to the keyboard. Similar applications of voice 110

modes and the radio altimeter (radalt); the commander's

vocabulary of about 45 words controlled radios, map displays, are being considered for the space station as well [6].

transponder, and radalt. After the trial, the subjects, mainly An experimental voice command system was carried on shuttle
operational Army aircrew with no previous experience of voice mission STS-41 in October 1990, with the aim of collecting
input, were strongly in favor of it, and considered it would data on speech in microgravity conditions and to demonstrate
offer a considerable enhancement to mission effectiveness, the operational effectiveness of controlling spacecraft systems
Following the simulator trials, a commercial speech recognizer by voice. The recognizer was interfaced to the orbiter's closed
was installed on the Lynx helicopter used for the D/NAW circuit TV system, which allows the astronauts to monitor the
program at DERA, Boscombe Down, in the UK. Flight tests in payload bay from inside the flightdeck. The speaker-dependent
late 1997 gave over 98% word accuracy. system used a vocabulary of 41 words to control the four TV

cameras mounted in the payload bay. A very simple syntaxSpeech recognition has been tested on Gazelle, as a component allowed the cameras to be panned, tilted, focused, and

of a Real-Time Digital Map Generator named MultiH6licare allocated to one of two monitors. Two astronauts used the

provided with graphical symbology overlaying capabilities, speaker-dependent system, with templates created on the

MultiH6licare is connected to the aircraft navigation system, to ground before the mission. The system had the capability to

a voice command system and to a transmission system. The retrain templates in space should the need arise. One of the

operator controls MultiH6licare with a joystick and the voice

command system. The voice command system is TopVoice astronauts experienced some initial difficulties due to the

provided by Sextant Avionique, and which was described in placement of his microphone, which was boom-mounted on a

the previous section. very lightweight headset. Once this was corrected, the system
gave good results, and both astronauts were pleased [7].

Actions of the operator allow management of: There are plans for further assessment of voice input on future

"* the underlying map presentation, shuttle flights, possibly using it to control the manipulator arm.
As a preliminary, the Canadian Space Agency included an

"* the overlaying symbology presentation, experiment on simulated voice control of a robot arm during a
", the loading and saving of the mission data, short-duration space mission simulation. Four trainee

astronauts spent seven days isolated in a hyperbaric chamber
"* the aircraft navigation, with workload and living conditions similar to those

encountered in space, except for the gravity. The voice control"* the communications with another MultiH6licare system. tasks consisted of instructing a simulated 6 degree-of-freedom

The main functionalities of MultiH6licare are: manipulator arm to grasp a ball while avoiding obstacles. The
voice recognizer was simulated with the "Wizard of Oz"

"* the friends/enemies tactical situation presentation and technique. The astronauts were not given a fixed vocabulary
modification, other than starting each command with the word "Viktor," but

"• the flight plans presentation -and modification with spoke spontaneously. Despite this, they used only 107 words

automatic guidance, in total between them, and only about 30 of these were
common to all speakers. This experiment has helped to

"* the dynamic terrain analysis by coloration and profiles identify the vocabulary and syntax most natural for the task and
display. will contribute to further evaluation of voice input in space

The syntax used for this application involved 67 French words applications.

and 2150 possible different sentences. The average length of
the sentences is 3.5 words and the branching factor is 6.3. The
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2.4. COMMAND AND CONTROL and will require extra telemetry bandwidth. There has
In the late 1980's, researchers at Boeing [8] investigated the therefore been considerable interest in using the voice to
utility of speech input/output (1/0) in the Airborne Warning monitor the state of the astronaut.
and Control System (AWACS) man/machine interface. The
present AWACS interface provides control and management of Many experiments have found changes occurring to voice
sensors through updating fields in tabular displays by inserting parameters under stress conditions, but there have always been

or changing alphanumeric values. This interface proves very large differences in responses between speakers. Some of

adequate for controlling one or two sensors, but it begins to this variance is associated with different reactions obtained

overload the operator as more sensors are added. Operator from different personality types, and also with gender. It is

tasks were analyzed to identify those thought to be best possible, though, that more consistent reaction would be

performed by speech 110. Based on these functions a obtained from a group as highly selected and trained as

vocabulary and grammar were developed for a commercially astronauts are. Even so, a reliable "voice stress monitor"

available speech recognition system. This system demonstrated seems a long way off.

the effectiveness of voice I/O for several functions including
fuel updating, committing fighters, and tactical broadcast 3. APPLICATION PROBLEMS
control. The studies identified several features required of Speech processing's influence on speech recognition
speech 1/0 in the AWACS operational environment. In the performance is obvious. Classical speech processing can be
AWACS environment, the operator is under stress, there are improved by various algorithms (speech/noise discrimination,
multiple voice communications occurring in the background, denoising algorithms,...) whose aim is to take into account the
and few 1/0 errors (speech input not recognized, speech output particular environmental characteristics of military
not heard by the operator) can be tolerated. applications. This next section will address several such

Another application of speech recognition in the late 1980's techniques. Subsequent sections will discuss other challenges
was training of air traffic control (ATC) trainees in the use of facing the application of speech-based control in aerospace

the correct ATC technology and phraseology [9]. The concept environements.
is that the trainee/speaker runs through a set of ATC scenarios.
He speaks sentences intended to be appropriate to the scenario. 3.1. NOISE

The system provides feedback, identifying items and places One problem that all current systems share is that their
where the vocal behavior of the trainee must be altered. The performance degrades significantly as conditions depart from
trainer used a commercially available, speaker-dependent the ideal noise-free case. Recognition errors can increase
continuous speech recognition system. dramatically in the presence of noise, which can come in a

variety of forms. All real-world applications are subject to
2.5. MONITORING interference from noise, whether it is due to fans in an office

environment, vehicle engines, machinery, or even other voices
It is common experience that many aspects of a person's in the background. The usefulness of an ASR system is limited
physical or emotional state may be detected from the sound of by how well it can handle such problems.
his voice, but detailed knowledge relating changes in
measurable parameters of speech to particular kinds of stress is Recently, there has been some success in this area. Two areas
very limited. Two major problems are that stress can be very of focus have emerged: the use of additional knowledge
difficult to define, and that individual reactions to it may vary sources such as improved language models or prosody and
over a very wide range. However, given that humans can improved modeling of the acoustic phenomena.
classify others' emotional states from their voices with some Woods asserts that "there is not enough information in the
degree of accuracy, it must be possible, at least in principle, to acoustic signal alone to determine the phonetic content of the
automate the process. message". Humans rely on other knowledge sources to help

Physical stresses, such as G-force and vibration, have relatively constrain the set of possible interpretations. These are useful
well defined effects on speech production, because they act for machine recognition as well, and indispensable for many
directly on the vocal apparatus without the mental tasks. The most important knowledge source is grammar.
interpretation that intervenes in the case of many other stressful Grammar places strong restrictions on the set of words which
stimuli. Nevertheless, the effects are still dependent on the can follow or precede a given word [11-15]. Others include
subject's level of training and experience under the particular prosody (information contained in the rhythms and pitch
stressor. In practice, the physical conditions in an aircraft can variations of speech) [16, 17] and focus (constraining the
be measured accurately and reliably by physical sensors, so vocabulary to the topic of a "conversation") [12].
there is little need to use voice monitoring in this way. It may, Modeling of acoustic phenomena has focused primarily on
however, find an application in accident investigations when reducing the effects of noise on speech. To combat this kind of
there are no physical measures available, effect, various speech enhancement techniques have been

There is considerable psychological literature on the effects of investigated. These have resulted in error reduction in ASR
stress and emotion on the voice [10], but most of the practical systems of around 35% to nearly 100%, depending on the task
interest has been associated with space flight. Given the and the amount of noise [18-24].
isolation, danger and expense of space missions, monitoring of Another area of focus has been that of representing the acoustic
the astronauts' state may be crucial to avoiding a disaster, signal in ways that relate to the human auditory system, since
Stress levels can be determined by means of physiological humans perform very well at speech recognition [25-28]. Since
measures, but the associated sensors and wiring will be a very large reduction in data dimension and data rate takes
inconvenient in the confined cabin of a spacecraft. Also, place between the sampling of an acoustic signal and the
where the astronaut is required to work outside the spacecraft, representation of that signal which is used in the recognition
they will complicate the process of donning the pressure suit, algorithm, it is critical that the reduction take place in a manner
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Figure 1 Speech Processing

which preserves the important information. Filters and signal cancellation algorithms. The result of such an approach is
processing methods are designed which mimic processes that described by Figure 1 that depicts the whole processing chain.
occur in the inner ear and the brain. It is thought that the Noise cancellation is assumed to be performed by Wiener
information extracted by these techniques is likely to be Filtering.
linguistically relevant and more robust to effects of noise. This principle has been tested on a database recorded during

Among these methods, some have been implemented by real flights under G-load on Mirage III B (see section 2.1). The
speech/noise discrimination [2, 3]. Noise robustness associated results obtained are described in Table IV, where the
with speech/noise discrimination has been involved in a flyable nomenclature is the following one:

speech recognizer which has been tested during flights on
helicopters and fast jets (see sections 2.1 and 2.2). As * PTT: results obtained when the pilot's original Push-To-

described in [2], preliminary experiments on a database Talk is used in order to define the beginning and the end of

recorded during flights of a Mirage IIIB (see section 2.1.) have the utterance

shown that speech detection alone was able to improve the * SD: results provided with Speech Detection alone
speech recognition rate, even under G-load effects. If noise

cancellation is added, there is an additional speech recognition * SD+NC: results provided by the complete algorithm

rate gain, but which is lower than the gain due to detection. (Speech Detection and Noise Cancellation)

It is quite obvious that speech/noise discrimination improves 0 PWB+NC: results obtained with a Perfect Word Boundary

the speech recognition rate. It is more difficult to understand Detection and Noise Cancellation
why speech detection is so important. In fact, a pilot uses a In each column of Table IV, the number of errors and the
push-to-talk (PTT) in order to give a voice command to the number of utterances are given, as well as the recognition rate:
system. The pilot's PTT is not perfect and, in most cases, islongr tan te ral peec duatio. Seec recgniion for example, 12/30 (60%) indicates 12 errors in 30 utterances,longer than the real speech duration. Speech recognition and the recognition rate is then 60%.

algorithms begin the recognition process during a noisy pause;
this can induce bad choices in the syntactic tree structure. Figure 2 illustrates the Noise Cancellation efficiency of such an

Owing to accurate speech detection through speech/noise approach on the utterance "Donne Page Hydraulique."
discrimination, such a phenomenon can be avoided.

Speech/noise discrimination and noise cancellation are closely 3.2. STRESS
related problems, because noise cancellation algorithms need
statistical and spectral information about the background noise Stress is a rather ill defined concept, covering a multitude of
of interest. The noise can be considered stationary during a generally threatening conditions. Many of these have elements
vocal command, but from one vocal command to another, its in common, particularly those that activate the autonomic
characteristics (for example, its level) can change. So, noise nervous system, but the external stimulus is always subject to a
cancellation requires the detection of noise to adaptively greater or lesser degree of mental interpretation which resultscancllaionreqire th deecton f nise' t adptiely in individual reactions varying widely. In addition, training
extract its spectral and statistical parameters. The ability to indivdulrean varg wid ely Ia ditio tain
discriminate speech from noise enables the calibration of noise a eperiec can have a larg e effect ow w ell als

•cope with many kinds of stressors. The effects of stress are

Table IV speech recognition rates with/without speech knoise discrimination and

with/without noise cancellation

Environmental PTT SD SD+NC PWB+NC

conditions

Speaker 1 - 2g 5/36 (86.1%) 2/36 (94.4%) 0/36 (100%) 0/36 (100%)

Speaker 1 - 4g 4/60 (93.3%) 5/60 (91.6%) 3/60 (95%) 3/60 (95%)

Speaker 1 - 5g 3/28 (89.2%) 4/28 (95.1%) 1/28 (96.4%) 1/28 (96.4%)

Speaker I - 2g 12/30 (60%) 6/30 (80%) 3/30 (90%) 2/30 (93.3%)

Speaker 2 - 2g 39/48 (18.75%) 11/48 (77%) 4/48 (91.6%) 2/48 (95.8%)

Speaker 2 - 4g 53/55 (4%) 23/55 (58%) 13/55 (76.3%) 8/55 (85.4%)
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usually apparent in the voice, and hence affect the performance inexperienced subjects may suffer 30% loss in performance at
of speech recognizers. The problem, as always, is that the lower G-levels. Vibration is the predominant problem in rotary
conditions of use are different from those under which the wing aircraft. Dominant frequencies from the main rotor lie in
recognizer's models are trained. This mismatch is largely the range of 5-30 Hz; typical resonant frequencies of body
unavoidable, as it is usually impractical, expensive or unethical structures of the torso and head also lie in this range. Pressure
to subject a user to such stresses in order to train the breathing for G-protection involves increasing the pressure of
recognizer. the breathing gas by as much as 50 mmHg or more. This

inflates the vocal tract and makes speaking difficult.

3.2.1. PHYSICAL STRESS Some studies have been conducted in order to determine not
Physical stresses may be classified under four main areas: the only the speech recognition rate degradation due to G-load
force environment, auditory distraction, the thermal effects, but also in order to point out efficient speech
environment, and personal equipment. For aircrew, the major processing able to balance these degradations owing to an

factors in the force environment are G-force, vibration and analysis of speech production alterations under G-load.

pressure (cabin pressure or pressure breathing for G These studies are based on experiments in a centrifuge,
protection). Some experiments have shown that highly trained involving six pilots whose mean age was 30. Through different
and experienced personnel can speak relatively normally at up signal analysis tools (pitch detection, short time Fourier
to 5g with only about 5% loss in recognizer performance, but transform, Multiresolution analysis, Principal Component
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Figure 2 Noisy speech (top) and after Noise Cancellation (bottom)
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Analysis), it has been possible to study speech production also covers social aspects such as the weight of responsibility
modifications at different G-load levels (1.4g, 3g, 6g). Even if and difficulties in interactions between crewmembers. Finally,
these tools point out some typical phenomena correlated with background anxieties covers aspects of domestic, career and
identified physiological mechanisms, it remains difficult to health worries that do not arise out of the mission itself but can
integrate such considerations in a speech recognition system have a significant impact on aircrew performance.
since these phenomena remain variable and hazardous.

However, this study points out that detecting speech from 3.3. ACCENT
pause and reducing the vocabulary complexity were two It is well known that speaker accent is one factor that degrades
relevant means in order to get acceptable speech recognition, the performance of present-day speech recognition systems
even under G-load effects. Speech detection principles and The a presenthat s nogniter te ms
influences on the speech recognition task are, under G-load [29]. This is a problem that occurs no matter the target
effects, the same as those described in section 3.1. Reducing language on which the recognizer was trained [30].
syntax complexity is not simply a trick but fits with section 4 Approaches to this problem are to first identify the accent [31-recommendations and human physiological abilities, since it 33] and then use a recognizer trained on that accent [34, 35],
becomes really difficult to speak clearly and naturally, except select an appropriate language model [36], or adapt to the
beomesrehig ly difficult torsoneak cearlyro and opeationall, e pt accent/speaker [37]. Each of these approaches has trade-offs in
for highly trained personnel. Finally, from an operational point terms of training complexity.
of view, the number of required speech commands decreases
quickly. Degradation in recognition performance due to accent is a

In order to take into account each environmental parameter concern in commercial applications running on the telephone

whose influence is relevant, some studies have been conducted network and on personal computers. It is also a concern in

in order to determine the speech production modifications due military applications with the now-common multinational
forces and in air traffic control. This area will get increasedto combined stress (workload, noise, G-load, positive pressure atninbcueo h infcn eeista ilb eie

breathing). A database has been recorded in a centrifuge and attention because of the significant benefits that will be derived

the data are currently being processed. Such an analysis should in commercial applications. The unique military aspects will be
provide some constraints that future speech recognizers will the effects on speech recognition performance with

provde ome onsraits tat utue spechrecgnizrs ill combinations such as accented speech in a stressful, high-noise
have to respect in order to be relevant under complex fast jets environment.

environmental conditions. Such a theme is close to the current

NATO working group IST/TG001 (formerly RSG10) dedicated
to state-of-the-art speech processing. 4. REQUIRED ENHANCEMENTS

Noise levels are high in modern military aircraft, often 110-115 Speech recognition performance for small and large vocabulary

dB SPL. Hearing protection is improving, but many aircrew systems is adequate for some applications in benign

can still expect to be subject to levels of around 85 dBA for the environments. Any change in the environment between the

duration of the mission. Short-term effects can be training and testing causes degradation in performance.

compensated by training the recognizer under similar noise Continued research is required to improve robustness to new

conditions, but these noise levels can also create mental fatigue speakers, new dialects, and channel or microphone

over a period. Other auditory stressors include auditory characteristics. Systems that have some ability to adapt to such
warnings and voice communications that add to the total noise changes have been developed [38, 39]. Algorithms that enable

dose and may carry distracting or anxiety-causing information. ASR systems to be more robust in noisy changing
environments such as airports or automobiles have been

The thermal (i.e. temperature and humidity), environment of developed [40-43], but performance is still lacking. Speech
military aircraft is in general not too extreme, but may become recognition performance for very large vocabularies and large
so in the event of a failure or battle damage. At present, there perplexities is not adequate for applications in any
is not much detailed knowledge about the effects of environment. Continued research to improve out-of-vocabulary
temperature on the voice. word rejection in addition to the above-mentioned areas will

Personal equipment includes clothing, helmet, oxygen mask, enable larger vocabulary ASR systems to be viable for

NBC protection, and safety harnesses. These may restrict applications in the future.

movement in various ways or apply pressure to the body. The An answer to the problem of the user having to remember a
oxygen mask is a special case, in that it is intimately involved large vocabulary is to make the system capable of
in speech production. The effect that the mask has on the understanding any command, however it is phrased. The user
speech spectrum is considerable, but is not a stressor as such. can then speak naturally, using whatever form of words comes
The mask may also constrict jaw movement, add to fatigue, to mind at that instant. This removes the workload associated
and, over a long period, apply painful pressure to the face. with having to remember which words are valid. Such systems

are often called "speech understanding" systems.

3.2.2. EMOTIONAL STRESS The simplest systems use word-spotting techniques. For

Emotional stresses may be classified under the general example, to select a radio frequency with a finite state syntax,
headings of task load, mental fatigue, mission anxieties and the pilot may have to say, "RADIO VHF HEATHROW

background anxieties. Task load arises out of the immediate APPROACH." A natural language system could accept "GIVE
demands of the mission on a crewmember, requiring him to ME HEATHROW APPROACH ON VHF" or "SELECT VHF,
absorb information, make decisions and take actions. Mental ER, I WANT HEATHROW APPROACH." The system needs
fatigue affects general alertness, and may arise from loss of only recognise the words "VHF," "HEATHROW," and"APPROACH" to infer that the VHF radio should be tuned to
sleep, physical fatigue or boredom. Mission anxiety arises out that che not a good match to
of threatening situations that occur in the course of the mission. that channel. Words which are not a good match to keywords
As well as the obvious threats arising from enemy action, this in the vocabulary are matched to a so-called "garbage model,"
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which approximates the long-term speech spectrum. Another 8. Salisbury, M. and Chilcote, J., "Investigating Voice
approach is to attempt to recognize all words spoken, then pick I/O for the Airborne Warning and Control System
out the key words from the resulting word stream. The overall (AWACS)", Speech Technology, 5, 1, 1989, pp 50-
error rate may be relatively poor, but providing that the key 55.
words are recognized correctly, useful output may be obtained. 9. Benson, P. and Vensko, G., "A Spoken Language

Many speech understanding systems attempt to make use of Understanding System for Phraseology Training of
several different areas of knowledge about the speech and the Air Traffic Controllers", Speech Technology, 5, 1,
situation in which it is being used. Starting with a parametric 1989, pp 64-69.
representation of the speech signal, hypotheses are formed 10. Scherer, K.R., "Voice, Stress, and Emotion", in
about possible phone sequences. Phonetic and phonological "Dynam ics Stress" and R.otrumbull,

knowledge is used to provide constraints at this level. From "Dynamics of Stress", M. Appley and R. Trumbull,

these sequences, higher-level hypotheses are formed about

possible word sequences using syntactic, prosodic and lexical 11. Woods, W.A., "Language processing for speech
knowledge. Constraints may be added from knowledge of the understanding", in "Readings in Speech
application and the current situation, until finally a single Recognition", A. Waibel and K.-F. Lee, Editors,
sentence emerges. A reliable natural language interface may be Morgan Kaufmann: San Mateo, CA, 1990, pp 519-
some way off, but is a prime goal for research in speech 533.
recognition.

12. Young, S.R., Hauptman, A.C., Ward, W.H., Smith,
Use of speech-based control as a supplement to conventional E.T., and Werner, P., "High-level knowledge sources
controls is becoming common. For example, a system designer in usable speech recognition systems", in "Readings
can make cockpit radio frequency selection or multi-function in Speech Recognition", A. Waibel and K.-F. Lee,
display operation accessible with speech-based as well as Editors, Morgan Kaufmann: San Mateo, CA, 1990,
conventional control systems. The user could choose to use pp 538-549.
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TECHNOLOGY AND APPLICATION OF HEAD BASED CONTROL

Joshua Borah
Applied Science Laboratories

175 Middlesex Turnpike
Bedford, MA 01730

1. SUMMARY 3. METHODS FOR MEASURING HEAD
This lecture reviews the use of head position and orientation POSITION
as a means for human interaction with computers and other The predominant techniques for measuring head position and
systems, especially in the military aerospace environment. It orientation can be classified as mechanical, inertial, acoustic,
addresses the reasons for using head based control, current optical, and magnetic. Mechanical, optical, and magnetic
measurement technology, relevant physiological and head tracking techniques have already seen operational use in
behavioral factors, and the uses of head based control to date. military aircraft. In recent years magnetic systems have

probably seen the widest use and can be considered a

2. REASONS FOR CONSIDERING relatively mature technology for the aerospace environment.
Although some specific implementations have been designed

HEAD BASED CONTROL to measure only head orientation, all categories of system can
People normally direct their visual attention by facing their theoretically measure all 6 degrees of freedom.
head toward the general area of interest, and by using eye
motion to focus more finely on areas within the central field Translation measurements (3 degrees of freedom) specify the
of view. location of a fixed point on the head gear with respect to a

fixed origin in the airframe. Translation is typically specified
Head motion based control attempts to take advantage of this in Cartesian coordinates, but can also be specified in polar
natural behavior in order to facilitate tasks that would coordinates. Orientation measurements (3 degrees of
otherwise take longer and occupy other manual and cognitive freedom) specify the orientation of a coordinate frame that is
resources, or to increase the richness of information that can fixed to the head gear relative to coordinates that are fixed to
be presented by using knowledge of where attention is the airframe. Orientation is typically specified as 3 Euler
focused. angles, a 9 element rotation matrix, or a set of 4 quarternions.

Head tracking instrumentation is a mature technology that has Head tracker performance is often described in terms of some
already seen significant operational service in military of the following parameters, usually specified separately for
aircraft. Past and current uses include designation of external translation and orientation measures. Accuracy is the
targets for weapons delivery systems, and slaving of external expected difference between measured position and true
airframe mounted sensors, such as radar and thermal sensors. position. Precision (repeatability) is the expected difference
The former (target designation) requires that the target be in repeated measurements of the same true position.
sighted through a head mounted aiming reticule, and is an Resolution is the smallest change in true position that can be
example of explicit control. The head is purposely positioned reported by the device. Range is the maximum excursion
to affect a control input. The later (slaving of an external from some specified nominal position over which valid
sensor) is an example of implicit control. No special head measurements can be made. Orientation range is usually
motion task is required. The pilot simply moves his head specified in terms of the three Euler angles, and translation
naturally, but enhanced information corresponding to the range is usually specified as a three dimensional region of
pilot's central field of view can be continually presented on a space ("motion box"). Update rate is the frequency with
head mounted display. which data samples are measured and reported, usually

The example of a head slaved sensor is a case in which a head reported as "samples/second". Transport delay is the amount
mounted display image is made to appear stable with respect of time that it takes data to travel through the system and

to the outside environment. Head position measurement is become available for use. Latency (or throughput) usually
also required if a head mounted display image must appear to refers to the amount of time required to accurately reflect a
be stabile with respect to the cockpit. Future use of virtual change in the quantity being measured. It is influenced by

environments, for example, may require that images of virtual pure transport delay and also by dynamic operators (for

controls created by a helmet mounted display appear to be example, a low pass filter) in the signal path. Bandwidth is

fixed to the airframe. the range of sinusoidal input frequencies that can be
processed by the system without significant attenuation or

In the future, eye line of gaze, rather than just head position, distortion. A more detailed discussion of performance
may be used to designate targets, or to interact with objects parameters can be found in Kocian and Task [1].
and switches in the cockpit or in virtual environments. If eye
position is measured with respect to the headgear, as it
probably will be, head position and orientation measurement

is still required to determine line of gaze with respect to the Mechanical head trackers, sometimes referred to as

airframe. Thus a head tracker will usually be an integral part goneometers, work by mechanically coupling head gear to the
environment (e.g. airframe) through a set of linkagesconnected by flexible joints. The position of each joint is

Paper presented at the RTO Lecture Series on "Alternative Control Technologies: Human Factors Issues",
held in Bretigny, France, 7-8 October 1998, and in Ohio, USA, 14-15 October 1998,

and published in RTO EN-3.
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measured by a transducer, and the set of joint positions is acceleration forces) with respect to an inertially stable
used to calculate head gear position and orientation in 6 reference frame. Methods for position and orientation
degrees of freedom. Transducers are typically optical tracking with such instruments have been developed for
encoders, potentiometers, strain gauges, or some combination inertial navigation and the same principles can be applied to
of these. tracking a person's head gear. If an initial orientation is

known, angular velocity can be integrated to continually
There are a very small number of commercially available estimate orientation angle. Once orientation with respect to
mechanical devices which are specifically designed to track gravity is known, gravity can be subtracted from specific
head gear position and orientation. Many "one of a kind" force data to yield acceleration with respect to the
goneometers have been built for use in research and
simulation laboratories. One such device, developed for use gravitational field. If an initial position and velocity are
withmauflatsion ulab ator[2]ies. sketchdeviceped in F e 1known, acceleration can then be integrated to continually
with a flight simulator [2] is sketched in Figure 1. estimate current position and orientation. Inertial sensors

Some custom mechanical systems have been flight tested in measure motion with respect to an inertially stable reference
various countries, especially on helicopters, and are usually frame; so in order to measure head motion with respect to an
designed to provide only azimuth and elevation degrees of aircraft cockpit, information from an inertial package that is
freedom. For example, such a system has been used on the fixed to the airframe must be subtracted from measurements
Cobra helicopter for many years. The system used on the made by the head mounted package
Cobra [3] consists of an overhead slider mechanism allowing Transient errors in the angular velocity or acceleration
a rod to slide for and aft just above the pilots head. The rod is measurements accumulate in the integrated orientation and
attached to the slide track with a universal joint and also has a position estimates. Even if the inertial components are quite
universal joint on the other end which can be attached, via a accurate this "dead reckoning" technique requires periodic
nipple shaped magnet, to a mating receptacle on the pilot's independent measures of position and orientation to remove
helmet. The magnetic helmet attachment mechanism allows accumulated drift. The rate of drift, and consequently the
for very quick disconnect. The universal joint angles are frequency with which it must be corrected, depend on the
measured with AC resolvers. Analog outputs from the
resolvers are input to an electronics unit which computes the accuracy of the sensor measurements and of the integrationazimth nd eevaionangl ofthepilo's elmt (2degees process. With a sensor package that is of practical size and
azimuth and elevation angle of the pilot's helmet (2 degrees weight for head mounting, drifts of at least several
of freedom), and sends a corresponding command signal to a degrees/minute and several cm/minute would not be
rotating gun mount, or to a wire guided missile system. unexpected

Inertial sensors provide high bandwidth angular velocity and
read potentiometers acceleration information, and can provide position and

orientation information with very high resolution, but the
requirement for frequent drift correction constrains inertial

convert potentiometer head tracking to use in conjunction with other head tracking
.helme values to Joint angles techniques. There is currently a commercially available
coordinates I -_ Isystem that uses a combination of acoustic and inertial

use joint angles and sensors to measure head gear position and orientation. An
known boom arm early version of this device is described in Foxlin andsegment lengths to

compute position and Durlach [4]. The head mounted inertial package measures
orlentatlon of helmet approximately 3.5 cm x 3 cm x 3 cm. The device was not,
coordinate system however, intended for use on an aircraft and the current

- helmet position system makes no provision for subtracting vehicle motion.
WCH and orientation Inertial sensors, particularly angular rate sensors, have been

used quite successfully to add high frequency (lead)L t-potenilomtr information to systems employing other head tracking
techniques. For example, Emura and Tachi [5] describe an
optimal estimation technique for combining inertial angular

Figure 1. Sketch of mechanical head tracker built for rate information with magnetic head tracker data.
use in a flight simulator, redrawn from Jarrett [2].

Mechanical trackers can have relatively low cost, and are 3.3 ACOUSTIC HEAD TRACKING
capable of good accuracy, high update rate, reasonable range Acoustic trackers use a triangulation technique that is usually
for a seated user, and very good dependability; but the based on sound propagation time. The ultrasonic frequency
mechanical linkage takes up valuable cockpit space, are range is generally used so as not to be audible to people.
subject to mechanical damage, are affected inertial forces, and
pose a difficult ejection safety problem. In spite of excellent Assuming that the speed of sound is known, the delay
performance parameters, future in-flight use of mechanical between sound emission by a speaker, and detection by a
head trackers is likely to be restricted to helicopter, transport, microphone yields the distance between speaker and
or ground based, applications, and then only when low cost is microphone. Note that this assumption can be compromised
important.. Mechanical trackers will probably continue to be by changes in the speed of sound due to temperature changes
extremely useful as low cost research and development tools, or other atmospheric changes. Distance values from 3 known

fixed receivers (microphones) to a moving speaker allows the
emitter (speaker) position to be triangulated. The emitter is3.2 INERTIAL HEAD TRACKING usually the moving component since a single emission from

Inertial sensors are available which can measure angular

velocity and specific force (the vector sum of gravity and
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one speaker can easily be received by multiple microphones military aviation. Update rate is limited, primarily by the
without confusion.. speed of sound, to about 30 samples/sec.

Line of sight must always be maintained between the emitters Currently available acoustic tracking devices are not as
and receivers since it is assumed that sound can follow a accurate or dependable as the state of the art magnetic or
straight trajectory between emitter and receiver, optical tracking devices, and militarized versions are not

currently available. Acoustic devices do not suffer from
If at least 3 such speakers are fastened in known positions on metal and electro-magnetic interference as do magnetic

a helmet, the helmet position and orientation can be sytes or fromasnlig interference as do o alntr c
unamiguosly ompued.systems, or from sunlight interference as do optical trackers;

unambiguously computed. but the problems listed above are at least as severe. Future

A small number of commercially available systems have been development of acoustic technologies may solve or reduce the
designed primarily for use as 3D computer input devices. A practical problems, but at present both magnetic and optical
device was made in the 1980s to acoustically detect pilot head technologies are significantly more mature and are more
orientation (3 rotational degrees of freedom) for weapon likely to find practical use in airborne environments.
aiming application, but is no longer available. A
commercially available device mentioned in the previous 3.4 OPTICAL HEAD TRACKING
section on inertial tracking [4], combines acoustic steady state Over the past 35 years engineers have developed a variety of
measures with higher bandwidth inertial measures to optical helmet tracking systems in an attempt to attain a
implement a head tracking device. The resulting system is satisfactory balance between measurement accuracy and
intended to have update and throughput rates as well as reliability in the cockpit environment. Although several have
resolution characteristics (ability to measure small changes) exploited phenomena such as interferometry and pattern
that are associated with inertial systems, while maintaining recognition [7], the most successful have been based upon
the steady state performance characteristics of acoustic triangulation. These invariably use near infra-red light,
trackers. which is unnoticeable to the user and for which a variety of

It is also possible to detect motion of an emitter with respect commercial emitters and receivers are available, and they all
to a receiver by measuring phase changes between a signal measure a set of angles between cockpit- and helmet-mounted
and reference sound source [6]. This has the same inherent devices. They differ by employing alternative devices, and in
problem as inertial sensing in that no steady state some the emitters are fixed in the cockpit while in others they
measurement is made; rather, a velocity measure must be are on the helmet. Their sensitivity to artifacts, particularly
integrated, those due to incident sunlight, also depends strongly on the

chosen sensor.
Acoustic trackers require line of sight between emitters and
receivers, are easily influenced by temperature gradients and The Honeywell MOVTAS (Modified Visual Target
air currents, and are subject to interference from echoes and Acquisition Set), shown schematically in Figure 2, was
other acoustic sources, especially in the noisy environment of devised in the late 60's and has been installed in a variety of
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aircraft. It is best known as the helmet tracker employed in reduced significantly by only opening the camera electronic
the IHADSS (Integrated Helmet and Designating Sub- shutter during the brief fraction of the frame period when the
System) for the AH-64 Apache helicopter, in current US diodes are pulsed.
Army service. As illustrated, a helmet-mounted infra-redArmysenig iode. psillustroces a shotelmectroulsed when Some systems use lateral effect photo-sensitive detectorssensing diode produces a short electrical pulse when ( E S ) i se d o i e e s r 7 o i c e s hilluminated by a fan-shaped beam from a sensor sreig (LEPSD) instead of video sensors [7] to increase the
illuminated (SSU m d f n- the cockpit. The surveying measurement update rate and enable sequential pulsing ofunit (SSU) mounted in th oki.Teprinciple is individual diodes to remove any uncertaint in their identit
analogous to a sailor observing the flash of a lighthouse. As and iovesignaly uncertainty is eisenti ty
the beam rotates rapidly at a constant angular rate, the interval and improve signal delectability. It is essential to filter the
between detection by the helmet-mounted diode and a incident light to exclude all but the IR source waveband to
reference pulse produced by the beam rotating mechanism is prevent sunlight from saturating the detector, but it is possible
proportional to the mechanism angle at the instant the beam
illuminates the diode. The diodes are paired, and a pair is LEPSD output when all the diodes are momentarily inactive.
"surveyed" by both beams in a SSU to give four beam angle As with the MOVTAS system, the range of measurements
measurements. Given knowledge of the installation and the allowable head box of the imaging techniques are
dimensions, the electronic unit solves the trigonometric invariably extended using several clusters of emitters and
equations to calculate the helmet pointing direction, which is several cameras. The allowable range of head positions has
output each computational cycle as the helmet azimuth and an been taken further in a ground-based laboratory where the
elevation angle. Several sets of diodes and SSUs are normally user can walk around a room in which the ceiling is studded
used to extend the range of measurement and the head box. with clusters of JR emitters [8].

A more modem approach is illustrated in Figure 3. Here, a Optical systems require very careful placement of cockpit
cluster of LED emitters on the helmet is imaged by a cockpit- mounted units to yield the required range of measurement,
mounted camera. An electronic unit, based on digital signal allow an adequate head motion envelope, and adequately
processing (DSP) chips, finds the position of each diode in shield the sensors from direct sunlight, all without intruding
the 2-dimensional camera image and, knowing the installation on the pilot's view through the canopy.
geometry and the distortion introduced by the camera optics,
calculates both the position and the orientation of the helmet. The helmet-mounted and cockpit-mounted units must be

The update rate of systems employing video cameras as installed where they give the required range of measurement

imaging sensors is usually limited by the frame rate of the and an adequate head motion envelope without intruding on

video signal to either 50 or 60 Hz, although fast frame the pilot's view through the canopy. The sensors should also

cameras can be employed to increase the measurement be shielded from direct sunlight, and the canopy should not

frequency. Measurement delay can be reduced by motion reflect either the sun or the IR emissions into the sensor field.

prediction algorithms, and sensitivity to sunlight can be At night, the mixture of emitted, reflected and scattered IR

I R sensitive video camea I

S•! Helmet
Plset R redioded Setect requioded Predict hemet poetiont position &

s& onentatio orientationrelative toeirframe

Figure 3. Schematic summarizing a modern optical head tracker
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from the SSUs makes MOVTAS incompatible with the use of producing electro-magnetic fields with mutually orthogonal
night vision goggles. A similar intensifier overloading can polarization's. This set of antennae is usually referred to as
occur with the later optical trackers, particularly when the transmitter or source.
helmet-mounted diode emissions are reflected from the A smaller set of orthogonal coils, usually referred to as thecanopy. There is also som e concern th at IR em ission from se s r o r c iv , a e m un d to he bj t b i g t a k dthecocpitcoud mke iliaryaircraft more readily detected sensor or receiver, are mounted to the object being tracked
the cockpit could make militaem (e.g., aircrew headgear). The current induced in each of the 3
by external surveillance systems. sensor coils is measured during the field produced by each of

Although optical trackers offer good performance and require the 3 transmitter coils. The 9 sensor responses are processed
no calibration or alignment in service, they may be to compute position of the sensor with respect to the
susceptible to strong sunlight during daytime and at night transmitter in 6 degrees of freedom [9,10].
they may interfere with other cockpit systems which utilize
the IR spectrum. Given that electro-magnetic tracking The transmitter is typically housed in a cube shaped
systems achieve comparable performance with none of these enclosure, ranging from 5.5 to 10 cm on each side. The
attendant drawbacks, and at similar cost, optical techniques sensor is typically housed in a much smaller enclosure,
are unlikely to be preferred. typically 1.5 to 2.5 cm on each side.

Two categories of magnetic system are available: those using
It is possible that a simple optical tracker, working around a

small cone of angles centered on the boresight, could be an AC coupled technique and those using a DC technique.

installed to complement an electro-magnetic system. The AC type systems excite each transmitter antenna with a

optical tracker could have the very high accuracy for sinusoid and can take advantage of AC coupling techniques

delivering boresighted weapons, and it could alleviate the to eliminate the effect of static fields in the environment. AC

need for pre-take-off harmonization of the e-m system. Cross- systems are very susceptible, however, to error due to the
checking would also ensure that the helmet tracker of a presence of conductive metal in the environment. The errors
visually-coupled system was unlikely to produce erroneous, are due to eddy currents induced in the conductive metal by

and potentially disorienting, measurements. changing fields.

DC systems excite each transmitter antenna with a DC current

3.5 MAGNETIC HEAD TRACKING pulse. Sensor antennae are sampled when the transmitter is

Magnetic trackers create magnetic fields of known orientation dormant, as well as during the time each transmitter antenna

and measure the current induced in sensor (receiver) coils is excited, so that components of the Earth's magnetic field

that are fixed to the object being tracked, can be subtracted. When run with update rates in the region
of 100 Hz, DC systems are far less sensitive to the presence

"- "' of conductive metals than are AC systems. The eddy currents
/ .. --., produced by field changes die out at an exponential rate
/ proportional to the metal conductivity. As update rates
~ i *, \ 'increase and there is less time during each transmitter antenna

TransmuMtr (NX) I pulse to wait for eddy currents to die away, DC systems
I J. -,become more susceptible to eddy current interference [11,12].

"This is now a relatively mature technology, and magnetic
/./ . ,tracking devices of both AC and DC type are readily

"- ""- " % ,. % available in both commercial and militarized versions.

v (In a benign environment (no large metal objects or electro-
R I Processng Uni magnetic interference problems), commercial type systems
S-- - - -typically offer accuracy ranging from 0.75 to 2.5 mm•' ',Produce

exe, afon translation, and 0.15-0.5' orientation. Accuracy is usually
current best when sensor and transmitter are very close, and tends to

decrease as they separate. The allowable motion box is
"typically on the order of a 1 meter hemisphere for best

Scompute performance. Update rate typically ranges from 60 -120 Hz,detect & rijent.
curen orRxstth and latency ranges from 4-150 msec with a typical value of

Tx about 40 msec depending on the type of system and amount
of filtering used.

Correct for [ Depending on the environment, varying amounts of filteringfield
distortions may be needed to reduce noise in the measurement. The

filters used are usually dynamic filters with properties that are
related to motion rates, and this makes latency determination6 degree of femc/

msremedom 11very complex. A comparison of latency's in some
measurement "L commercially available systems can be found in [13].

A promising approach to reducing system lag, as described by
Figure 4. Schematic showing a generic electro- Emura and Tachi [5] (and previously mentioned in the section

magnetic head tracking system. describing inertial trackers), is to augment the magnetic

As shown schematically in Figure 4, a set of 3 orthogonally system data with information from inertial sensors. The

oriented coils mounted to the environment (e.g., airframe) are magnetic system provides accurate low frequency

sequentially excited with electric current, sequentially
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information, while angular velocity sensors can provide very level by incorporating miniature compensating circuitry at the
good high frequency information, magnetic sensor [14].

Metal objects produce errors whose magnitude depends on Electromagnetic emissions from other equipment can also
proximity to the magnetic components as well as size and effect the magnetic field and cause error which usually
composition of the metal object. It is possible to compensate manifests itself as high frequency measurement noise. This
for effect of stationary metal, but determination of type of error can often be eliminated or reduced by properly
compensation equation parameters is an elaborate procedure synchronizing the magnetic system with the offending
requiring placement of the sensor in many precisely known electro-magnetic source.
positions with a non metallic jig. The results are then validonlyforonepreisey dfind phsicl evirnmet. uch Current state of the art does allow magnetic head trackeronly for one precisely defined physical environm ent. Such pr b e s t b e m n g d uc s f l y in o t ca s. I h s
procedures, referred to as cockpit mapping, usually take problems to be managed successfully in most cases. It has
several days to be completed with an acceptable accuracy. been reported, for example, that a militarized AC magnetic
Successful transfer of mapping data from one aircraft to tracker, developed to have a high degree of metal tolerance,
another of same type is possible only if very tight has achieved angular accuracy's of 0.1' RMS, within mapped
manufacturing tolerances are maintained. areas, even in environments containing a great deal of

interfering metal. This performance has been achieved, for

Another problem has been posed by metal objects attached to example, in an OH-58 helicopter cockpit for sensor motion
the aircrew head gear, and subject to repositioning as helmet within an 18" x 12" x 7" motion box [15].
mounted systems are reconfigured for different tasks. This Magnetic tracking technology is relatively mature, has been
problem has been solved, or at least reduced to a manageable militarized, and offers the best overall head tracking

Table 1. Summary of Major Head Tracking Techniques

Method Major Characteristics Typical Performance Status

Mechanical * Good accuracy * accuracy: * Has seen operational in-flight use
"* High bandwidth -5 mm; in the past (usually on helicopters
"* Low cost -0.2' for 2 degree of freedom
"* Subject to inertial forces and 9 update rate: application)

mechanical damage >500 samples/sec * Future use will probably
"* Takes up a lot of cockpit space * (can vary significantly emphasize ground based
"* Mechanical linkage between helmet with specific simulation, R&D, use on

and cockpit is undesirable (ejection implementation) helicopters or transports when
and fast egress problems) very low cost system needed.

Inertial * High bandwidth * accuracy: * Potential use in conjunction with
* Poor static accuracy (requires time -0.1-1 °/sec: other techniques that have good

integration of accelerations and -0.002-0.2 m/sec2  static accuracy.
angular velocities) (not appropriate for

static measurement)
update rate:
>500 samples/sec

Acoustic e Moderate Accuracy * accuracy: * Requires further work to match
"* Moderate to poor bandwidth -5 mm; optical and magnetic system
"* Echo and blockage problems -0.5' performance
"* Environment noise interference * update rate: * Systems currently in production

problems -30samples/sec are intended primarily for ground
"* Effected by air temperature and based virtual reality applications.

motion * A system is available commercially
which combines acoustic and

I_ inertial techniques
Optical e Good accuracy * accuracy: e Mature technology

9 Moderate to poor bandwidth -1 mm; 9 Military versions available (have
e Stray IR interference problems -0.2° seen operational use).

(especially from sunlight) * update rate: 9 Currently under-perform magnetic
9 IR emissions may interfere with 30 samples/sec systems at similar price

other cockpit systems that use IR.
* Camera mounting problems

(multiple cameras must be properly
positioned)

* Line of sight interference problems
Magnetic * Very good accuracy * accuracy: * Mature technology

a Moderate bandwidth -1 mm; e Military versions available
e Large motion box -0.1-0.2° e In current operational use
* Metal (including helmet mounted * update rate: 9 Further accuracy improvement

metal) interference and -120 samples/sec might enable implementation of
electromagnetic emission problems head mounted HUD
have largely been solved for most
environments, but create expensive
and time consuming installation and
calibration requirements.
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performance available at this time. It is likely to be the Typical reaction to the appearance of a non predictable
predominant head tracking technique for the next generation visual target is a rapid eye movement (saccade), followed
of military head coupled systems. by a head motion towards the target. The head movement

typically begins 30-50 msec after initiation of the eye
All of the major head tracking techniques are summarized in saccade. If the target appearance time and location is

predictable, an anticipatory head motion typically precedes
eye motion by up to several hundred msec [19, 20, 21, 22].

3.6 REQUIRED DEGREES OF FREEDOM This typical behavior breaks down if the visual field is

Parallax is the difference in sighting angles necessary to sight sufficiently restricted. Under these conditions, head motion
the same object from different positions. If separation alone may be used to direct gaze, and ability to perform
between two sighting positions is small compared to the visual tracking tasks is impaired [23].
distance of each from the target, parallax will be negligible There is no entirely natural way to point the head
(E.g., two telescopes aimed at the same star will be parallel to precisely. Designation of physical objects by head pointing
each other). alone (no eye tracking) requires a head mounted sighting

Designation of distant external targets by head pointing reticule so that a fixed line of sight is defined with respect to
usually requires measurement of only head azimuth and the head. If head motion is used to control a display cursor,
elevation (2 rotational degrees of freedom). The parallax visible position of the cursor provides the necessary feedback.
effect of motion within the cockpit is minimal in this case Although turning the head toward a target is a natural
because head motions are small compared to the distance action, neither fine positioning of the head nor
from the targets; and since roll is a rotation about the pointing maintaining rigid head positions for extended periods are
axis, it doesn't affect the direction of the pointing vector, at all natural.
Stabilization of HMD imagery with respect to the external
environment usually requires measurement of all 3 rotational Human performance for designating an eccentric target
degrees of freedom. Parallax is still not a significant effect, by sighting through a head mounted reticule can probably
but the imagery must be stabilized in Roll as well as in pitch be best described by Fitts' law, which relates "time-to-
and yaw. Designation of objects within the cockpit or target" to the ratio of (distance-to-target)/(target-size) [24,
stabilization of imagery relative to the cockpit interior 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31]. The farther the head must be
requires measurement of head position in all 6 degrees of turned to reach the target, and the smaller the size of the
freedom (3 position coordinates, and 3 rotation angles). target, the harder the task and the longer it takes. The precise

performance achieved is very dependent on task details as

3.7 BORESIGHTING well as the performance of measurement and display

When head position measurement is used to implement a equipment involved. One laboratory study, in a non-dynamic

head mounted aiming device, it is necessary to know the environment, showed that a particular head mounted sight

relation between the measured position of the head gear and implementation required 0.8-1.5 seconds to bring aim point to

the line of gaze ("boresight") produced when the pilot sights within 2.50 of a 0.20 diameter target, and 2-4 seconds to come

through a head mounted aiming reticule. The process of within 0.30 of the target [32]. Once on target, also in a non

determining this relation is often referred to as dynamic environment, tracking with a head mounted sight

"boresighting". It is usually accomplished with a calibration has been demonstrated with RMS error of about 0.20 [33, 34,

procedure during which the pilot, who is positioned so that 35, 36]. The effect of variables such as helmet weight,

his eye point is known, sights a target whose position is also reticule size and shape, and off boresight angle are reviewed

known. The line of gaze is thus known independently of the in an article by Wells and Griffin [37].

head tracker measurement, and if the head tracker Inertial forces have a detrimental affect on head motion
measurement is also sampled at this time, the two can be and tracking performance; furthermore, the dynamics of
compared. If the eye point with respect to the head gear is these forces must be considered. High Gz levels make head
precisely known, alternate procedures can be devised to motion more difficult. The head becomes noticeably heavy at
accomplish the same result with appropriate jigs and laser 2-3 Gz and head motion becomes extremely difficult, if not
beams so as not to involve the human pilot, impossible, at 8 Gz [38]. One set of centrifuge studies found

that tracking error with a head mounted sight increased from

4. PHYSIOLOGICAL AND 0.20 at normal gravity to 0.8-1' at constant 5 Gz levels.
Changing acceleration ("jerk") caused even more error,

BEHAVIORAL CONSIDERATIONS averaging 1.50 and sometimes exceeding 50 during Gz onset
Normal range of head motion is approximately ±600 for rates of 1 Gz/sec [33, 34, 35, 36]. Resistance to sinusoidal
chin up chin down (pitch) motion, ±400 for tilting one ear force externally applied to the head has been shown to be
towards the shoulder, and just under ±800 degrees for nonlinear at some frequencies [39]. Head pointing is also
rotation about the spinal column (yaw) [16,17]. All of significantly disturbed by whole body vibration, especially in
these range values have standard deviations of close to 20% the 3 to 6 Hz range (a little bit above the jolts transferred to
or more between subjects. For pilots head motion may the head of a runner). The predominant disturbance is an
sometimes be further restricted by flight gear. involuntary nodding of the head due to vertical (heave) seat

motion. Sideways (sway) and fore/aft (shunt) motions haveTypical peak velocities for voluntary head motion are significantly less effect. Head pitching can be controlled

about 600 '/see in yaw rotation and about half that for voluntarily if the excitation is below about 0.5 Hz, while

pitch, with virtually all frequency domain energy below v ibration is ded byut trn [4, 41,

15Hzvibration above about 10 Hz is damped by the trunk [40, 41,15 Hz[18].42, 43, 441.
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Head worn mass and center of gravity location interact enabled him to exploit the inherent missile agility and attain
with dynamic forces to affect head mobility. It has been earlier weapon release to win the combat.
observed, for example, that when performing a smooth Slight sophistication's brought further benefits. The signals
tracking task (tracking a visual target with head motion), from the helmet sensing system could also be used to point
under conditions of 5 Gz, some subjects cannot rotate their from th at the tem couldhea beondabout 200 in azimuth and 400 in elevation [45]. the aircraft radar so that the target range and range rate could
head beyond aot2'iazmtan40ineeaon[5. be measured and the target g-level computed. Additional
No such limits are observed for ballistic head movements. It symbeas in the targetor co mpused tonal
can be hypothesized that the effect is explained by changes in symbols in the reticule projector could then be used to tell the
head center of gravity location with respect to neck pivot pilot whether the dynamically fluid relationship between the
points. two aircraft represented a robust firing opportunity or merelya transitory chance shot. If the pilot looked away the radar

would remain locked to the target, and arrow-shaped symbols
5. APPLICATIONS alongside the projected aiming symbol could be illuminated

to cue the direction in which he should move his head to re-
5.1 HELMET MOUNTED SIGHTS acquire visual contact. A similar cueing arrangement could
The idea of providing the pilot of a combat aircraft with a also help one crew member point out the target to another
helmet orientation sensing system and a simple monocular crew member.
reticule display, so that he could designate an external target Early equipment was developed by Honeywell in the form of
by moving his head to superimpose the reticule over the the Visual Target Acquisition System (VTAS) which used a
target, was devised in the early 1960s [7]. MOVTAS-type helmet tracker in conjunction with a simple

As shown in Figure 5, these two components formed a robust reticule projector [8]. The pointing error arising from
helmet-mounted sight (HMS) which was integrated into the combined technological and human factors turned out to be
weapon control system so that helmet orientation signals were comparable with the capture field of an infra-red missile, and
sent directly to the seeker head of a lock-before-launch the system was first deployed in a USAF squadron of F-4
missile, such as the infra-red sensitive AIM-9L "Sidewinder", aircraft.
and the pilot would listen for the change in audible tone that Since then HMS systems have been developed by a number
told him when the missile had locked onto the target. He of manufacturers and the HMS has become an established
could then pull the trigger and release the missile. This was in facility in combat aircraft operated by the Air Forces of the
contrast to the normal technique which required the pilot to US, Israel, SA and USSR. Systems are also likely to be retro-
use more extreme maneuvers to point the aircraft so that the fitted to other fast jets such as Jaguar, Tornado, F-16 and F-
target was brought within the small field of view of the HUD. 15. The sight will be a standard requirement in all future
Essentially the missile "launch success zone" expanded from combat aircraft such as Eurofighter-2000 and Rafale,
a cone of about 100 to one of about 600 half-angle, which

Aiming Targetsymbol Tre

Receiver •Helmet-mounted
I-D reticle projector
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•!•i • ' Missile

Helmet

tracking Audio acquisition tone
system

Figure 5. The basic elements of the helmnet-mounted sight (HMS)
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although in most of these aircraft the aiming symbol will be somewhat limited in scope, quality and sharpness. In general,
engineered as one element in a more complex set of imagery. with suitable communication links and arrangement of the

sensor, it is possible to give the user an ego-centric view from
Note that for this application the helmet position sensing an inaccessible, hazardous or remote location, a facility which
system need only measure the helmet line of sight relative to i urnl ne netgto o yidapiain

the airframe, which can be specified by two angles such as in from mrser to bomb rial andlcete-

azimuth and elevation. Factors found to be most critical to robotics

usefulness of the HMS were:

"It is the use of a sensor, such as a thermal imager working in
iaghe s the atmospheric transmission spectrum between 8 pim and

image, 14jim wavelength, which has been the most notable

"* the size and positioning of the optical exit pupil, application. Such a VCS has been developed as the Passive
Night Vision System (PNVS) to give the crew of the AH-64

"* vibration-induced involuntary head motion, Apache helicopter the means to fly at night and in conditions

"* the difficulty of voluntary head motion at high-g, normally precluded by rain and fog, and not be blinded by
missile rocket bum or gun muzzle flash [46].* windscreen/canopy optical distortions, and "The displayed sensor image is invariably overlaid by

"* the accuracy, update rate and head box size of additional symbols giving flight and weapon aiming
the helmet tracking system. information, so the output of the helmet sensing system is

simultaneously sent to the symbol generator. It is also

5.2 VISUALLY COUPLED SYSTEMS available, via the avionics data bus, to the rest of the mission

The idea of the visually coupled system (VCS), illustrated and weapon suite to enable the VCS to be used as a HMS. In

schematically in Figure 6, is a fairly obvious extension of the daylight the system can operate exactly as the HMS described

concept of the HMS to include the feedback of the image above, using an aiming cross in the center of the HMD field.

from a head-slaved sensor to a helmet-mounted picture- At night or in poor visibility, when the sensor image is in use,

projecting display. Whereas the HMS is an explicit control, the pilot can instead move his head so that the image of the

the visually coupled system concept adds implicit use of head target, rather than the directly viewed target, is designated. In

position information, the Apache it is also possible for the gunner/co-pilot in the
front seat to receive a magnified target image from a narrow

When the field of view of the display matches that of the field of view sensor so that he can better identify and more
sensor, the user can have a reasonably normal visual accurately designate the target. However, since unwanted
sensation of viewing the world from the sensor location, head shaking invariably disturbs his aim because head motion
although the resulting "synthetic vision" is likely to be is also magnified, he also has recourse to a head-down
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Figure 6. The idea of a visually-coupled system
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display and ajoystick to slew the sensor, application would require this accuracy only over a small
forward cone of head pointing angles, and only for the set ofThe technology employed in the PNVS is a monocular CRT HU aplctosrqing cuaergsrton f

display unit mounted on the side of the helmet, combined symbol icath re quirn a ccurate registratver of

wit a OVTS hlme snsig sste. Te nxtgeneration symbology with real external objects (E.g., delivery ofwith a MOVTAS helmet sensing system. The next geeain unguided bombs), but head tracking technology needs

of helicopter VCS, such as those integrated into the RAH-66

Comanche and the Franco-German Tiger [47] will have improvement to achieve this.

binocular display systems and electro-magnetic helmet
trackers. Similar equipment has been tested satisfactorily in 5.4 VIRTUAL COCKPIT
fast jet trials aircraft [48, 49], and it is likely to be included in As summarized in Figure 7, the idea of the "virtual cockpit"
fixed wing combat aircraft which are soon to enter service, (VC) is to extend the visually-coupled system to its practical
such as Eurofighter-2000. It is also under investigation as a limit so that it could provide an integrated and intuitive man-
means of supplying synthetic vision for future aircraft having machine interface for all the tasks which make up the pilot's
windowless cockpits [50]. job [51, 52]. To enable operations in any external visibility

condition, all relevant head-out information for controlling
Note that for this application the helmet position sensing the aircraft, navigating, finding targets, avoiding threats and
system must measure the helmet orientation in all three maintaining tactical awareness, would be superimposed
rotational degrees of freedom to give correct control over the directly onto the pilot's normal view of the world or, when
sensor orientation, this is unavailable, the sensor-derived and computer-

generated synthetic substitute for this view. Directional
5.3 HEAD UP DISPLAY sound cues would provide reinforcement, and the
The requirement to replace an aircraft fixed Head Up Display stereoscopic capacity of the binocular display would allow
(HUD) by presenting aircraft stabilized symbology within a the presentation of cockpit-stabilized 3-D "virtual panels" to
helmet mounted display, and maintaining good registrational convey aircraft systems information and tactical overviews.
accuracy with the outside world, calls for head orientation The idea also postulates that although the pilot would control
measurement comparable with 1 milliradian alignment the aircraft flight path and speed using conventional pedals,
accuracy of current stationary HUD systems. The HUD stick and throttle, and have ready access to HOTAS switches,

.......

Aircraft systems

Figure 7. The likely systems of a virtual cockpit
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he would also use a suite of novel controls which are Integration for Intelligent Systems", Las Vegas, NV,
compatible with virtual imagery. 1994.

Note that for this application the helmet position sensing 6. Sutherland, I. E., "A head mounted 3 dimensional
system must measure all six degrees of motion freedom of the display", in "1968 Fall Joint Computer Conference,
head relative to the airframe. Imagery must be stabilized with AFIPS Conference Proceedings", 33, 1968, pp 757-
respect to the close interior surfaces of the cockpit and. 764.
parallax affects cannot be ignored 7. Jacobs R. S., Triggs T. J., and Aldrich J. W., "Helmet-

mounted display/sight system study" US Air Force

6. PROGNOSIS Technical Report AFFDL-TR-70-83 Vol 1, 1970.

Head tracking devices are a relatively mature technology 8. "An introduction to Honeywell helmet-mounted
compared to other enabling technologies for "alternative displays", Avionics Division, Honeywell, 1977.
control" techniques.

9. Kuipers, J. B., "SPASYN -- an electromagnetic relative
Optical devices and both AC and DC type magnetic devices position and orientation tracking system", IEEE
providing full six degree of freedom head position Transactions on Instrumentation and Measurement, IM-
measurement are available in militarized configurations. 29, 4, 1980, pp 462-466.
These devices are in current use, although to a limited degree,
in military aircraft. 10. Raab, F. H., Blood, E. B., Steiner, T. 0., and Jones, H.

R., "Magnetic Position and Orientation Tracking
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THE TECHNOLOGY AND APPLICATIONS OF
BIOPOTENTIAL-BASED CONTROL

Grant R. McMillan
Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL/HECP)

2255 H Street
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, OH, USA 45433-7022

SUMIVIARY constrained by the need to control the acceleration of their body

This lecture reviews the technology for using electrical signals when using tools and other devices. A third example is high

from the muscles and brain as a means for interacting with acceleration flight in which g-forces essentially limit the pilots

computers and other physical devices. It discusses the rationale access to all controls except the joystick and throttle. The

for biopotential-based control technology, methods for Hands-On Throttle and Stick (HOTAS) system is, in part, a

acquiring and processing such signals from human operators, response to the movement limitations of high acceleration

applications of these control technologies, and anticipated flight.

future developments. A variety of aerospace applications fall into the second class,
ones in which there are high manual workload demands.

1. INTRODUCTION Maintenance technicians must devote high visual and manual
attention to the task at hand. Frequent access to technical

Electrical potentials can be measured from the natural reference material is also required. Head-mounted displays and
electrochemical activity of many physiological systems wearable computers are being developed to provide this
(biopotentials). These signals are produced when excitable information. However, the technician needs some means to
cells, such as muscle or nerve cells, are stimulated in response interact with the information system, while keeping their hands
to an internal or external stimulus. We are interested in two devoted to their work. Voice control provides one option, but
types of biopotentials, the electromyographic (EMG) signals it can be constrained by high noise, the requirement for
associated with the contraction of skeletal muscle and the concurrent communication, as well as a variety of speaker
electroencephalographic (EEG) signals associated with brain characteristics. Biopotential-based control provides another
activity. As a control modality, the principal objective is to option for such systems.
measure biopotential activity from the operator so that it can
designate desired control actions or augment other control The control of secondary systems in flight can generate high
modalities. manual workload for pilots. Although it is difficult to imagine

a day when pilots might use biopotentials as a primary control,
it is easier to foresee the use of biopotentials as a secondary

2. THE RATIONALE FOR control by which pilots or navigators perform multifunction

BIOPOTENTIAL-BASED CONTROL display operation, weapons selection, radio frequency
It has been a goal of control system designers in many fields to switching, or target selection.

tap our natural physiological systems to achieve intuitive, non-
fatiguing control of external devices. The idea of an operator
using natural motions of their hand to teleoperate a dextrous
robot is one example where this intuitive mapping could reduce
operator training and workload. Similarly, the notion of
operating a device simply by thinking about the desired action
represents the ultimate in intuitive control. Although current
technology limits our ability to achieve such natural control
systems, many practical devices have been designed and other
promising technologies are being evaluated in the research
community. For example, EMG-controlled prosthetic hands
and wrists are of significant value for people with lower-arm
amputations and thousands of units have been fitted worldwide
(Figure 1). This area represents the most significant real-world
application of biopotential-based control. This base of
experience is reflected in the discussion of EMG systems,
below.

In addition to applications as an assistive technology for
persons with physical disabilities, biopotential-based control
has a variety of potential applications in aerospace
environments. These environments fall into two broad classes:
(1) ones in which there are constraints on control access, and
(2) ones in which there are high manual workload demands.
An environment that requires operators to wear protective gear
against chemical and biological agents is an example of the
first class. The bulky clothing and gloves make it difficult, if Figure 1. EMG-controlled prosthetic hand and arm
not impossible, to operate small switches and controls, systems. (Courtesy of Otto Bock USA, Minneapolis,
Extravehicular operation in space is another example. In Minnesota).
addition to the limitations of the space suit, operators are

Paper presented at the RTO Lecture Series on "Alternative Control Technologies: Human Factors Issues",
held in Brdtigny, France, 7-8 October 1998, and in Ohio, USA, 14-15 October 1998,

and published in RTO EN-3.
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Operator state monitoring represents a third class of potential motor control. In addition, numerous EEG patterns can be
applications, but one that does not involve explicit system brought under conscious voluntary control with appropriate
control. In this case the biopotentials provide on-line data, not training and feedback. The EEG signals of interest are in the I-
otherwise available, about the operator's physical and cognitive 40 Hz frequency range with amplitudes ranging from 1-50
state. Research in this area has emphasised three domains of microvolts. Because of their small size, EEG signals are highly
human-system interaction that are of strategic importance to susceptible to contamination from eye and muscle activity,
aerospace operations: operator workload monitoring, error from external electrical sources and from movement of the
prediction, and physical and cognitive fatigue monitoring. In user. These challenges can be managed, even in flight
addition to passive operator state monitoring, several advanced environments, but they require significant care and expertise on
interface programs have considered the use of operator state the part of system designers and operators.
data as part of an interface adaptation scheme. If used in this
manner, biopotentials would provide an implicit system control
function that blurs the distinction between monitoring and 4. THE TECHNOLOGY FOR
control. ACQUIRING AND PROCESSING EMG

AND EEG BIOPOTENTIALS FOR
3. CHARACTERISTICS OF EMG AND CONTROL
EEG BIOPOTENTIALS

4.1. EMG AND EEG SIGNAL ACQUISITION

3.1. EMG Although implanted electrodes continue to be explored for

The EMG signal resembles random noise that is amplitude some biopotential control applications, it is unlikely that they

modulated by changes in muscle activity (Figure 2). It results will be employed in near-term aerospace environments. EMG

from the asynchronous firing of hundreds of groups of muscle and EEG signal acquisition is most commonly accomplished

fibres. The number of groups and their firing frequency using metal, coated plastic or gel electrodes located on the

controls the force produced by the muscle contraction [1, 2]. A surface of the skin. Mild cleaning of the skin is often

convenient means of observing myoelectric activity is by an performed to reduce the impedance of the electrode-skin

EMG recording on the surface of the skin. Surface-recorded interface. EMG electrodes are usually applied dry and rely on

EMG signals occupy the 20-500 Hz frequency band and are in high input impedance amplifiers and the development of a

the hundreds of microvolts to tens of millivolts amplitude perspiration layer to reduce common mode interference. EEG
range. Both of these characteristics present practical recording electrodes are commonly applied with a conductive paste or

problems. The peak of EMG signal power is close to the power cream and affixed with adhesive rings, tape or an elastic band.

line frequency and the EMG amplitude is far less than the Gel electrodes do not require a conductive paste since the gel

electrical interference due to capacitive coupling between the itself contains an electrolyte. Aerospace applications will

body and power mains, benefit from convenient dry electrode systems, but these are
not yet commercially available for EEG recording. Bandpass
and notch filters are commonly employed to eliminate DC drift,
AC line noise and to focus on the signal frequency range of
interest. Commercially available biological signal amplifiers
are well suited to the amplification and filtering of both EMC

RAW EMGand EEC signals.

I-
zo
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Figure 2. Time history of the raw EMG signal produced Z 1.
by two brief muscle contractions and the same signal 04

after rectification and smoothing with a 100-millisecond Lo o

moving average filter. Frequency (Hz)

3.2. EEG Figure 3. Sample raw EEG signal (a) and power spectral
EEG recorded from the surface of the scalp represents a density (b). Spectrum based upon 10 seconds of data
summation of the electrical activity of the brain (Figure 3). from one subject with I second of raw EEG shown. High-
Although much of the EEG appears to be noise-like, it does pass filter set to 1 Hz and low-pass filter set to 40 Hz.
contain specific rhythms and patterns that represent the Spectral data were smoothed using Hanning window
synchronised activity of large groups of neurones. A large techniques. Subject's eyes were closed producing a
body of research has shown that these patterns are meaningful marked increase in power in the alpha (10 Hz) region,
indicators of human sensory processing, cognitive activity and visible in both plots.
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Biological instrumentation amplifiers commonly use a discriminated from normal background activity. This signal
differential arrangement to reduce the power line interference, processing takes time and can degrade the system response.
but the interference rejection is only effective when the Second, various signal filtering schemes are commonly used to
electrodes and skin are in contact and when the electrical eliminate the sources of artefact listed above. These filtering
impedance of the skin is low (Figure 4). Another problem steps smooth the control output, but can also introduce lag or
associated with surface electrodes is that if they move relative delay. Finally, approaches that require the user to voluntarily
to the skin surface, a noise signal is produced which can be modulate or produce specific patterns have an additional source
confused with the true biological signals. In severe cases, this of variability that must be managed. While users are able to
motion artefact completely overwhelms the biopotential and rapidly raise a specific EMG or EEG component above a set
appears to the system as a large control signal. To minimise threshold, holding it in a stable state is difficult. The raw signal
this unwanted effect a good electrode/skin contact must be sometimes shows brief drops below threshold that must be
maintained. managed by the control algorithm. The required signal

averaging or smoothing adds additional lag or delay to the
system. These limitations, while severe, are not unique to
biopotential-based control. Most eye-gaze-based controllers
face many of the same problems in discriminating intentional

ml~n+ EG Sinaf from spontaneous eye movements.

n)-(m+ 4.2. EMG SIGNAL PROCESSING
Reference 4.2.1. Processing Learned EMG Responses as Control
Eft,.rod_ Detect>--" Signals

Unre ed TI.sue To enable the EMG signal to be used as a means of control,
some feature of the signal must be extracted and an association
must be made between values of this feature and the desired

_ control response. The simplest EMG feature that can be
extracted is signal amplitude. However, due to the random
nature of the underlying myoelectric signal generation process,
the average value of the EMG signal is zero. Consequently,
any attempt to filter the EMG signal to produce a smooth
output for control purposes will result in a zero signal. To
remedy this problem the signal must be processed to produce a

Figure 4. Differential signal recording arrangement signal that reflects the variance of the EMG signal. Although a
commonly used for biopotential signal acquisition. The square law device has been shown to be the optimum processor

EMG signal is represented by m and the noise by n. based on error probability [3], most controllers approximate
(Courtesy of Carlo J. De Luca, Boston University, this non-linearity using a full-wave rectifier. By amplifying,

Neuromuscular Research Center - rectifying and filtering the EMG, a control signal can be
http://nmrc.bu.edu/nmrc/detect/emg.htm). obtained based on the effort of the voluntary muscle activity.

Several types of control algorithms have been developed that
employ this signal amplitude feature. These can be divided

The next signal acquisition step in most biopotential controllers into three general categories: (a) Level coding, (b) Rate coding
is analogue to digital signal conversion. Signal processing is and (c) Pulse coding.
most commonly performed in the digital domain. Personal
computer systems, in some cases with digital signal processing 4.2.1.1. Level Coding
boards added, provide sufficient computational power to To control a single degree-of-freedom device the control signal

implement the signal processing approaches reviewed below, can be derived from either the EMG signal level of a single
Thus the size, cost and weight of biopotential-based control muscle or from the two EMG signal levels from an
systems are not serious constraints. agonist/antagonist muscle pair, i.e., flexor/extensor. In the first

case, the dynamic range of the signal (the range between the
Two general approaches characterise most EMG- and EEG- noise and the maximum EMG signal produced) is divided into
based control systems: three regions by two switching thresholds giving a 3-way

" The use of EMG and EEG responses, not normally switch to control the state of the terminal device, e.g., off, hand

associated with motor control, to operate external devices, open, hand close (Figure 5a). In the latter case, each signal

For example, learned control (self-regulation) of the EEG controls one state switch, i.e., flexor EMG for hand open,

activity in a specific frequency band might be used to turn extensor EMG for hand close. To avoid the situation where

a switch on or off. both switches are in the on position, i.e., co-contraction of the
two muscles, control is given to the larger of the two signals or

" The use of natural EMG and EEG patterns, normally to whichever signal first exceeded the switching threshold.
associated with sensory or motor activity, to produce a
similar response in an external device. For example, the 4.2.1.2. Rate Coding
remaining movement-related myoelectric activity in the Rate coding works on the principle of how fast the user
arm of an amputee might be used to operate a prosthetic contracts the control muscle (Figure 5b). A control signal is
hand. derived based on the initial slope of the processed EMG signal

from a single electrode site. A slope threshold is set such that a
When using either type of biopotential signal, designers face a slow contraction selects one function, i.e., hand open, and a fast
significant trade-off between achieving short response times contraction selects another, i.e., hand close. The operator
and smooth control outputs. Several factors contribute to this performance and training requirements are similar to the single
problem. First, the biopotential pattern being used for control channel level-coded system.
is typically a small component of the overall signal and must be
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4.2.1.3. Pulse Coding 4.2.2. Processing Natural EMG Responses as Control
It is also possible to derive a control signal based on pulses of Signals
EMG activity (Figure 5c). A simple coding scheme can be Several recent approaches to EMG control are based upon the
devised to define the control output signal. Function selection interpretation of spontaneous EMG signals associated with
is then just a matter of producing the associated pulse code, i.e., natural muscle contractions. The impetus for such systems is
one pulse - hand open, two pulses - hand close, that they would require little or no user training. No longer is

the operator required to produce somewhat unnatural, self-
regulated contractions. The control system learns to recognise
the spatial and temporal patterns within the EMG signals, from

S rd B St le one or several muscles, during contractions that correspond
I so ;__ I .. --- naturally to the desired controlled function. For example, an

< s above-elbow amputee may choose to train the control system to
o d~ 1 ..... associate the patterns produced during stump rotation with
off j s • selection of wrist rotation. In other words, the training function

is shifted from the operator to the control system.
50 100 '0 100

tull (11,0,,•n,, ,) 4.2.2.1. Pattern Recognition

Td All myoelectric control systems implemented using pattern
r"d .......... ..... recognition have been based on the assumption that at a given

electrode location, the set of parameters describing the EMG
R-1 ,eld :1 •,m-,, will be repeatable for a given state of muscle activation and

furthermore that it will be different from one state of activation
LO0 Ž00 30D 400 W00 to another. To control m distinct functions requires m unique

time(m00) patterns of activity. Control schemes have been based almost

entirely on the discriminant approach to pattern recognition, in
Figure 5. EMG signal coding: (a) Level, (b) Rate, (c) which each pattern is described by a set of signal features.

Pulse. MAV = Mean Absolute Value with arbitrary units. These features may be EMG from a number of myoelectric
channels, a set of statistics describing the signal sampled at one
electrode site, or some other reproducible set of features. Once

4.2.1.4. Discussion the patterns are described in this feature space, an unknown
Clinical experience has shown that control systems based on pattern can be compared with them to determine which of the
either level coding or rate coding are easy to operate and that m functions should be selected.
operator error is insignificant (Figure 6a) after a short period of In the most straight-forward approach, the activity (simply
training [4]. However, if the dynamic range is segmented into muscle active = on / muscle inactive = off) at a number of
more than three regions (Figure 6b), in an effort to extract more muscle sites is monitored and function activation is controlled
control information, the operator error increases quickly [5]. on the basis of a match between the observed activity and a
Gains and switching level settings for each system depend on predefined on/off pattern across all sites.
the individual's EMG levels and must be adjusted to achieve
optimum control. Further adjustments may be required during 4.2.2.2. Neural Networks
the initial training period but little adjustment is required Much of the most recent work employs neural networks to
thereafter. classify specific patterns in the myoelectric signal from natural

voluntary contractions of the residual limb [6]. In this case the
pattern classifier is trained to recognise the specific

0.3 0o.3 contractions based on a set of time domain features. The
(a) (b) features are extracted from a single EMG signal during

0.2 0.2 reproductions of several contraction types. The classifier then
uses this information to develop a feature template or signature

P(E) P(E) for each contraction type (Figure 7). During use, each

0.1 0.1 contraction produced by the operator is compared to all
templates to determine which is most similar. The control

! . system then selects the function that corresponds to this choice.
1 5 7 9 11 133 5 7 9 11 13

DAY DAY 4.2.2.3. Discussion
The key advantage of a control system based on pattern

Figure 6. Training effect on the probability of operator recognition is that the training burden is moved from the
error, P(E), for (a) 3-state and (b) 5-state level-coded operator to the control system. This assumes, however, that the

EMG control systems. From [4]. operator will produce patterns that are unambiguous to the
classifier. It is often the case that only a small number of
distinct patterns can be found. Each new pattern class entered
into the training set reduces the available feature space and

For both level-coded and rate-coded systems the operator does increases the chance of pattern class overlap.
not notice the small time delay introduced by the control
system. A system based on pulse coding, however, introduces Pattern recognition systems based on on/off muscle activity
a noticeable delay due to the operator's inability to produce patterns require many channels of EMG amplification and
rapid EMG pulses. Although the delay limits the application of signal conditioning and a large number of accessible muscle
pulse coding to low bandwidth operations, this form of coding sites. This is reduced in the single- and dual-channel systems,
does have the potential to control a large number of functions. however, more complex signal processing hardware and

software is necessary to achieve comparable system
performance. The recognition of on/off events can also be
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Figure7. Representation of the EMG pattern by a time feature vector. MES = Myoelectric Signal

done very quickly. Systems based on the recognition of more 100% classification of thumb motions from the same EMG
complex time or frequency domain features require an analysis data. These results suggest that it may be feasible to use EMG
of a much longer sample of the EMG signal to reduce the from an operator's own hand and arm to replace or augment
feature estimation error. This can introduce a noticeable time joysticks and exoskeletal instrumentation, and as the master to
delay in the selection process. intuitively control a remote anthropometric robot arm.

Recent work by Junker, Berg, Schneider and McMillan [13]
4.3. USER FEEDBACK REQUIREMENTS WITH EMG- has shown that subjects can use a combination of EMG and
BASED CONTROL EEG, referred to as a brain-body signal, extracted from
Although EMG-based control provides muscle contraction electrodes on the forehead to control the movement of a cursor
feedback for users with intact sensory systems, many other to track computer-generated targets. This group has also found
feedback channels are absent. Nevertheless, most current that, for discrete on/off responses, a brain-body actuated
prosthetic systems rely on visual feedback, or auditory and control scheme can achieve high classification accuracy with
vibration cues from prosthetic motors, to provide this little user training and with reaction times comparable to
information. Attempts to provide grip force feedback in manual switches [14]. Vodovnik [15] has shown that reaction
prosthetic devices have most often employed vibratory or time can be enhanced using an EMG trigger. That study
electrical cues proportional to grip force. A study by Patterson showed a substantial reduction in reaction time when an
and Katz [7] showed that pressure cues provided by an electronic braking system, triggered by EMG from the frontalis
inflatable cuff permitted better grip force control than vibratory muscle, was used to augment a normal foot-activated
cues. However, visual cues alone appeared to be sufficient automobile brake.
(Figure 8). To some extent this finding reflects limitations in
the performance of current prosthetic devices, and it is The EMG signal has the potential to augment more traditional

generally believed that enhanced feedback will be required as control methodologies. For example, recent work [16] has

the performance of prosthetic devices improve [8]. shown that phonetically-relevant orofacial motions can be
estimated from the underlying EMG activity.

4.4. EMG-BASED CONTROL APPLICATION
EXAMPLES 30
Early work sponsored by the US Air Force [9] showed that
on/off EMG patterns from six sites on the upper arm could ,
discriminate the purposeful muscular actions of pilots in O
simulated high-g environments. An EMG-based control P 20

system was designed which controlled the movement of a O
splint to provide a powered assist to the pilot's arm. The pilot Oi
was able to achieve 90% accuracy in a tracking exercise using I •

IL 10 1
this system. W

0
The National Aeronautics and Space Agency (NASA) has Wcc
sponsored several studies on the possibility of using EMG W 0
control for robotic teleoperation applications. Clark and VIBRATION PRESSURE VISION VIBRATION PRESSURE
Phillips [10] found that EMG time histories from normal hand PLUS VISION PLUS VISION
and arm motion were not appropriate for controlling the FEEDBACK GROUP
complex movement kinematics of a robot arm. However,
more recent work by Farry et al. [11] has found that a time-
frequency analysis of the EMG patterns from forearm Figure 8. Grip force error with a prosthetic hand as a
musculature could discriminate several different hand grasp function of the type of feedback. Error magnitude is
types and thumb motions with a high degree of accuracy. shown as a proportion of the reference force, i.e., force
Fernandez et al. [12] has continued this work and has used a error/reference force. From [7].
classification scheme based on genetic programming to achieve
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Follow-on studies at the University of New Brunswick in seconds to move the cursor to a target. The target was correctly
Canada suggest that information from the EMG of facial selected on 80-95 percent of the trials. Their dual-axis task
muscles could improve the performance of current speech used mu rhythm signals from both cortical hemispheres in a
recognition systems (Figure 9). There is also a possibility that more complex control algorithm. The sum of the signals from
information from neck and shoulder muscle EMG could aid in the two hemispheres was used to control vertical cursor motion,
determining head position and orientation. Kang et al. [17] while their difference controlled horizontal movement. After
have reported a 86.7% success rate in classifying ten head and approximately 12 additional hours of training, the users
shoulder movements using EMG pattern information from the required 2-4 seconds to move the cursor to targets that
Trapezius and Sternocleidomastoid muscles, appeared in one of the four comers of the screen. The target

was correctly selected on 40-70 percent of the trials.

100 4.5.1.2. Evoked Response Level Coding
Level coding of the amplitude of externally-evoked, as opposed
to internally-generated, EEG signals has also been successfully
employed. In this case, the brain response is produced by an

b .external stimulus, such as a flickering light. With biofeedback
s9 • and training, users can learn to modulate the amplitude of the

brain's response to such stimuli.
S85

80 4

7 A
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Figure 9. Word recognition accuracy using EMG signals /

recorded from the face. Five electrode pairs were <
mounted in a flight oxygen mask and EMG data were - - - - - -,
recorded while one subject uttered the digits "zero" to
"nine" Data were recorded for ten replications of each 03
spoken digit Inputs to the neural network were the ten 0 10 20 30

pairwise ratios of the five EMG channels for time segment FREQUENCY (resolution 1 Hz)

lengths ranging from one per word (10 inputs) to eight per
word (80 inputs). * 6 residual errors in training set, ** 2

residual errors in training set. B
4.5. EEG SIGNAL PROCESSING TOPARE
In most cases, the approaches used for EEG signal processing TARGET
have been linked to a specific control application. Therefore,
the signal processing techniques and associated applications are BOTTOM
described in the same sections, rather than separating them as TARGET
was done with the EMG discussion, above. j10 pV

1 sec
4.5.1. Processing Learned EEG Responses as Control
Signals Figure 10. EEG rhythm level coding. High power in the
4.5.1.1. EEG rhythm level coding 10 Hz region moves a cursor toward the top target and
Level-coding techniques have been employed in several low power moves the cursor toward the bottom target.
examples of EEG-based control. The EEG amplitude in a (a) Frequency spectrum of EEG signal for top (dashed
specific frequency band is determined using fast Fourier line) and bottom (solid line) targets. (b) Sample EEG
analysis, bandpass filtering, or some other technique, and this traces. From [191.
amplitude is compared to set threshold criteria or used as the
input variable in a linear equation. For example, small
amplitudes might move a computer cursor downward, medium Using self-regulation of the visual evoked response, McMillan
amplitudes produce no motion, and large amplitudes might and Calhoun investigated EEG-based control of a number of
move the cursor upward. devices, including the roll-axis motion of a simple flight

Wolpaw and his colleagues [18, 19] developed such a system simulator [20]. A task display in the simulator (which included
using self-regulation of the 8-12 Hz mu rhythm (Figure 10). a light source flickering at 13.25 Hz) provided a random series
Although it is in the same frequency range as the alpha rhythm, of commands requiring the operator to roll right or left to
mu is recorded over the primary sensorimotor area of the brain specific target angles. The operator accomplished this control
and responds in known ways during movement preparation. In by raising the evoked response above a high threshold to roll
the single-axis task, the user moved the cursor to contact targets right and suppressing the response below a low threshold to roll
that appeared randomly at the top or bottom of the monitor, left. In this example, the control system produced a discrete
After approximately 18 hours of training, users required 2-6 output when the amplitude of the evoked response remained
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above an experimenter-specified threshold for 75% of the 4.5.1.3. Discussion
samples in a one-half second interval. This combination of The principal difference between the two EEG self-regulation
threshold and duration criteria required the user to produce methods discussed above is the presence or absence of an
sustained changes in the response; however, brief fluctuations evoking stimulus. In both approaches the user controls the
did not interrupt system control. A typical simulator control amplitude of a brain signal, but in one case the fundamental
trial is shown in Figure 11. Most subjects were able to acquire signal is evoked by external events. The use of an evoking
70-85% of the roll-angle targets after 5-6 hours of training stimulus complicates the interface design and requires that
(Figure 12). some of the user's sensory and perceptual resources be devoted

to the processing of this input. In addition, the evoking
stimulus may serve as a distraction or be poorly accepted by

ta 10 some users. On the other hand, the evoking stimulus produces
oLc 5_ a time-locked EEG response. This permits one to use
zz - synchronous signal processing techniques that improve noise
•, tolerance and reduce or eliminate the confounding effects of

ooL other activities and rhythms. An open question concerning the
L- 4, self-regulation of internally-generated brain rhythms is the

ZWt- 3, applicability of this approach with active, multitasked users;

I-J o 2 ROLL LEFTTHRESHOLO how difficult will it be to discriminate intentional and natural
o•M D_ J.: .................. variation? At the present time, it is premature to discount

cmROLL RIGHTTHREsHOL either of these approaches based upon such considerations.
12 Only further development and application will identify the real
6 T 6 constraints associated with each method.

0--M- - - - Both of the self-regulation approaches require significant
2-JR -6-V50 calibration or adjustment for individual users early in the

.12 training process. Once users establish reliable control, the

0 5 10 1'5 D i5 aiO is calibration values tend to remain quite stable from day to day.
TIME (seconds) 4.5.2. Processing Natural EEG Responses as Control

Signals
Figure 11. Control of simulator roll-axis motion using the Several approaches to EEG-based control are based upon the
visual evoked response. The lock-in amplifier provides a interpretation of spontaneous brain responses. Using this
continuous measure of the magnitude of this response. approach, little or no user training is required. Informal
Responses above one threshold produce motion to the observations suggest, however, that overall system

right (positive), while responses below a lower threshold performance may improve with experience, i.e., users may
produce motion to the left (negative). From [20]. develop the ability to enhance their spontaneous responses in

order to improve their control.

In addition to the simulator control application, the same group 4.5.2.1. Evoked Response Level Coding
employed evoked response control to operate a neuromuscular Natural variation in the amplitude of brain responses evoked by
stimulator designed to exercise paralysed limbs [21]. Raising external stimuli can be used for control. One example is the
the evoked response above a high threshold turned the P300 component of the event-related potential (ERP). The
stimulator on and suppressing the response below a low P300 is a positive-going component of the ERP response to a
threshold turned it off. This, in turn, caused the user's knee to sensory input, with an amplitude in the 5-10 microvolt range
extend or flex in response to changes in stimulator current. A and a latency of about 300 milliseconds. This response is most
series of specific knee extension angle commands was prominent over the central and posterior (parietal) regions of
presented in each trial to test user performance. A group of the scalp. Many studies have demonstrated that the P300 is
three subjects was able to acquire 96% of the knee angle targets enhanced when users are presented with a stimulus that is of
presented in a brief pilot study. low probability or has special significance. If, for example, a

user is asked to select a particular item that is presented in a
lo, series of items, the user will produce a larger P300 when the

desired item is presented [22].
0, *Unfortunately, it is not possible to reliably discriminate among

P300 responses to single presentations of a series of items.
40- Multiple presentations and response averaging are required.

Farwell and Donchin [23] investigated the rate of stimulus
presentation, the number of presentations, and the type of

o1 _signal processing algorithm while using the P300 response as a
I 2 3 4 s 6 a 10 nI means for subjects to select one element from a 36 element

Training Session (35 min eah) matrix of letters and words. In this case the stimuli were
repeated intensifications of the rows and columns of the matrix.

Figure 12. Learing curve for one subject performing the Farwell and Donchin found that they could discriminate among
roll-axis motion control task using the visual evoked the P300 responses using interstimulus intervals as short as 125

response. Subject had no prior biofeedback or simulator milliseconds, which caused the responses to overlap. Despite

training. Data points are means of 16 trials in each this overlap, a minimum of 26 seconds was required to generate

session. Solid line is a linear regression on these means. discriminable responses to each of the 36 matrix elements. As

From [20]. a result, a communication rate of 2.3 characters per minute was
the best that they were able to achieve.
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Another spontaneous response that has been evaluated for repetitions of each movement), the authors were able to predict
EEG-based communication is the visual evoked potential or the direction of joystick movements with 96% accuracy. This
VEP. This microvolt-level signal is produced by visual stimuli evaluation was conducted with one subject and off-line analysis
such as flashes and colour reversals. The major components of of the data. By way of comparison, the authors also attempted
the transient VEP occur within 80 milliseconds of the stimulus, real-time prediction of the utterance of one of two Japanese
and are most commonly measured over the posterior (occipital) vowels and reported 100% success after 1000 network training
region of the scalp. As with the P300 response, multiple trials.
presentations and response averaging are required to estimate Alternatively, one may focus on more specific patterns of BEG
the amplitude of the VEP. activity associated with the cortical preparation for body

Sutter [24, 25] used the VEP as a means for subjects to select movements. One such pattern is the reduction in mu rhythm
elements from an 8 by 8 matrix of letters and words presented (8-12 Hz) power in the sensorimotor area of the cerebral
on a computer monitor. The matrix elements were modulated hemisphere contralateral to the movement [27, 28].
in intensity or colour and the VEP to each modulated element Pfurtscheller and his colleagues have attempted to use this and
was individually computed. His approach was based on the other such patterns to classify finger, toe or tongue movements
fact that a modulated stimulus in the centre of visual field before they actually occur [29, 30]. In particular, they have
evokes a much larger VEP than one in the visual periphery focused on power decreases, event related desynchronisation
(Figure 13). The system selected the character with the largest (ERD) in the 8-12 Hz band and brief power increases, event
response as the desired one, i.e., the one the user was visually related synchronisation (ERS) in 30-40 Hz band (Figure 14).
fixating.

------------------ 20* UP ,

~~ . . .. . .' ... . \.. .\

oFIXATION F

II I \

20* LEFT 0* FIXATION 20* RIGHT / /

300 milliseconds right left

Figure 13. VEP to central and peripheral visual stimuli, index finger index finger %
From [24].

/ ", /\

A powerful methodological aspect of Sutter's approach was the / :*. \ , "
use of m-sequences (white pseudo-random binary sequences) to
control the elements of the flickering matrix and to extract the \ . j
average response to each matrix element from the combined "'i' ../ \\ '
signal. This signal included hundreds of overlapping VEP 0/ /
responses. The use of in-sequences allowed Sutter to generate " ...
discriminable responses to each of the 64 elements in right toes tongue
approximately 1.5 seconds. Each of these responses was
correlated with a reference VEP template collected in a 10-20
minute preliminary session. These correlation coefficients
were then compared to each other and to a threshold value. If
coefficient n remained above threshold and was larger than all Figure 14. Brain maps showing specific patterns of event
others for a specified amount of time, then matrix element n related synchronisation (ERS) associated with the
was selected, preparation for specific body movements. From [30].

By using m-sequences and virtual keyboard overlays,
communication rates of 10-12 words per minute were achieved. These signals were recorded with an array of 8-14 electrodes
For example, the first keyboard overlay contained the alphabet spread over the central and posterior regions of the scalp and
and many frequently used words. If the desired word was not processed using DSP techniques. Classification was
on that screen, the user selected the beginning letter, which accomplished with Kohonen Learning Vector Quantization
brought up an overlay of words beginning with that letter. (LVQ) [31 ] which iteratively defined a set of reference vectors
Clearly, Sutter's approach provided practical communication for each classification category, in this case finger, toe or
rates, but potential users must deal with a somewhat unpleasant tongue movement. Following training, these reference vectors
flickering keyboard display. were used by the network to classify new EEG input vectors.

4.5.2.2. Pattern Recognition Pfurtscheller and his colleagues typically used only 100-200

Rather than focusing on the amplitude of a single EEG trials to train the LVQ, far less than the number employed by
Hiraiwa. The greater temporal and spatial specificity of theresponse, control can be based on more complex spectral, BEpatrsbigcsifebyfrsheermyeamjo

temporal or spatial patterns in the EEG. For example, virtual EEG patterns being classified by Pfurtscheller may be a major

joystick operation has been demonstrated by Hiraiwa, contributor toreducednetworktrainingtime.
Shimohara and Tokunaga based upon neural network Pfurtscheller's off-line system achieved 89% accuracy in
recognition of the EEG patterns that precede joystick predicting button pushes with the left or right hand. With toe
movement [26]. Following network training (as many as 1000
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and tongue movement added, accuracy dropped to 70%. In One can also compare the approaches based on EEG self-
addition, the neural networks could be trained with imagined regulation with those that employ spontaneous EEG responses.
rather than actual movements, but movement prediction was The former are clearly less natural and intuitive than the latter,
slightly degraded in this case. since the user must produce artificial changes in their EEG.

This does not mean that such changes are inappropriate,
While Hiraiwa and Pfurtscheller provided their neural networks interfere with other cognitive activities, or are difficult towith samples of EEG collected at successive time points, their produce.. Rather, users must learn to produce these changes,

static neural networks did not actually assimilate the temporal ard Rathequ ses must in tr o nce these es,

dimension of the patterns being classified. With static and this requires an investment in training. Once these EEG
networks, the successive samples are provided as simultaneousa great deal of
ineutwrs the succratenodessiv the sam pls lareprovided as s tneos flexibility in how these patterns can be applied. Essentially,
inputs to separate nodes of the input layer. Barreto, Taberner their application is constrained only by the bandwidth,

and Vicente [32], have recently begun to evaluate the potential resolution and accuracy of EEG self-regulation.

of dynamic neural networks for the classification of EEG

patterns that represent the preparation for body movements.
With dynamic neural networks, the input consists of a temporal 4.6. USER FEEDBACK REQUIREMENTS WITH EEG-
sequence of values provided to a single input node. Such BASED CONTROL
networks store past samples of the inputs in memory structures Biofeedback is one of the key technologies that enabled the
that perform a time-to-space mapping for the classifier, development of systems based on learned control of EEG

responses. User feedback has been implemented in two ways:
4.5.2.3. Discussion (1) as an inherent part of the task, e.g., movement of the display
The evoked response approaches require no training of the element being controlled by EEG, or (2) as a separate display
user, or of the signal processing algorithms. Since the element when movement of the controlled element does not
responses are essentially time-locked to an external stimulus, provide timely information. Although biofeedback is not
selecting temporal windows for signal processing is readily required in systems that are based on the recognition of
accomplished. However, the requirement to average multiple naturally occurring EEG patterns, it is still possible that such
responses, in order to obtain reliable amplitude estimates, can feedback will allow users to improve the speed and accuracy of
be a significant constraint. Sequential presentation of the their EEG responses.
evoking stimuli limited Farwell and Donchin [23] to very low
character selection rates. Sutter's [25] use of m-sequences
permitted highly-overlapping stimulus presentation and 5. FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
significantly improved the output bandwidth of his system. This lecture has discussed a wide variety of tasks that employ
The pattern recognition techniques, which all employ neural biopotential signals for control. With creative interface design,
Thepatworks requiregindividual trainin, wche alemloyneural A almost any discrete response task can be performed with these
networks, require individual training of the recognizer. As modalities. In certain cases, response time advantages have
noted above, the neural network must be trained with 100-1000 been demonstrated using EMG signals to replace physical
repetitions of the EEC patterns to be classified. One potential movement of a conventional control. The ability to perform

approach to this training issue is to conduct it implicitly rather continuous proportional control is clearly much more limited.

than explicitly. For example, the user might continue to Difficulty in producing and maintaining graded EMc and EEC

physically operate the controls, while the EEG-based signal outputs is the reason for this limitation. To achieve this

recognizer observes the brain patterns associated with these type oftrol, istigators mo tacmonl eml tim

activities. Once the recognizer can satisfactorily predict certain proportional techniques in which the position or velocity of the

control actions, it could then be permitted to take over those controlled element is proportional to the amount of time that a

functions. This implicit training might be conducted in biopotential signal remains above an established threshold.

simulated or synthetic environments, for example.

A clear limitation of the current state of the art, with the
Practical application of the pattern recognition techniques must exception of prosthetic device control, is that little work has
address the issue of selecting the temporal window that been done outside the laboratory. There is a profound need to
includes the EEc patterns to be recognised. This problem is identify applications that require hands-free operation and to
analogous to the challenge faced by speech recognizers develop biopotential controllers for field evaluation. Only then
operating in a high noise environment. The experiments can developers determine how to achieve effective performance
conducted to date create an artificial solution to this problem. in real-world, multitask, multicontrol environments.

The user is given explicit cues to execute the movements to be

predicted from the EEG, and the pattern recognizer is Improvements in signal acquisition hardware are required to
synchronised to these cues. In the real world, such cues support such applications. Dry electrode systems that do not
typically will not exist. Barreto et al. [32] argue that dynamic require skin preparation or electrode creams are essential.
neural nets will reduce this problem, but this advantage has not These electrodes must work on hairy skin or scalp areas and be
been demonstrated in a real world environment, tolerant of slippage or movement. Self-administered user

calibration approaches, as well as signal monitoring schemes
Finally, individual differences represent an additional that continually adjust the interface based on signal quality and
constraint on both approaches. Evoked response amplitudes, background noise, are required.

dynamic EEG patterns, artefact characteristics and optimal

electrode locations all vary from person to person. The pattern Signal processing enhancements are also needed in many areas.
recognition techniques tend to address these issues during While discrete EMG and EEG responses can be identified
recognizer training, while the evoked response approaches rapidly, recognition of complex patterns is more time
often require initial tuning of electrode locations, signal consuming and constrains the speed of human-system
processing algorithms and response templates for each interaction. Nevertheless, the pattern recognition approaches
individual. Fortunately, many of these sources of variation are offer the greatest potential for discriminating signal from
fairly stable from day to day, once the signal processing artefact and for controlling multiple DOF systems. In the area
parameters have been optimised for each user. of EEG-based control, for example, it is apparent that complex
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pattern recognition will be the method of choice if we are to 10. Clark, J.E., and Phillips, S.J., "The Efficacy of Using
develop true "intent-based" interfaces. Human Myoelectric Signals to Control the Limbs of

Finally, as discussed by McMillan, Eggleston and Anderson Robots in Space", NASA-CR-l 82901, 1988.

[33], biopotential control may be most applicable when used in 11. Farry, K.A., Walker, I.D., and Baraniuk, R.G.,
a manner that bridges the space between operator state "Myoelectric Teleoperation of a Complex Robotic
monitoring and explicit control. Referred to as an intelligent Hand", IEEE Transactions on Robotics and Automation,
controller paradigm, this approach employs an intelligent 12, 5, 1996, pp 775-778.
interpreter that monitors a range of human outputs, includingEMGandEEGsigals toinfr uer ntet, deirefor 12. Fernandez, J., Farry, K.A., and Cheatham, J.B.,
EMG and EEG signals, to infer user intent, a desire for "Waveform Recognition Using Genetic Programming:
information, and so on. The interpreter then issues commands Theform Recognition Problem mic
to the system, consistent with user intentions. Recognition of The Myoelectric Signal Recognition Problem", Genetic
the EEG patterns that precede specific physical movements is a Programming 1996 Conference, 1996.
simple example of this notion. Detection of a specific EEG 13. Junker, A., Berg, C., Schneider, P., and McMillan, G.R.,
response permits the interpreter to infer that the user desires to "Evaluation of the CyberLink Interface as an Alternative
push a specific button. The intelligent interpreter approach, Human Operator Controller", US Air Force Technical
rather than simple substitution of EMG and EEG signals for Report AL/CF-TR-1995-0011, 1995.
conventional inputs, represents the path to achieve optimal
utilisation of biopotential-based control. 14. Nelson, W.T., Hettinger, L.J., Cunningham, J.A., Roe,

M.M., Lu, L.G., Haas, M.W., Dennis, L.B., Pick, H.L.,
Junker, A., and Berg, C.B., "Brain-Body Actuated
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Human Factors Issues for the Integration of Alternative Control Technologies

Dr G.M. Rood

Systems Integration Department, Air Systems Sector
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SUMMARY 2. HUMAN FACTORS APPROACH

The introduction of Alternative Control Technologies The design process does not, unfortunately, only involve the
(ACTs), and their closer links with human natural behaviour, more rational aspects, such as engineering and technology,
will require a better balance between the human factors but includes the more imponderable aspects like commercial,
requirements and the aircraft integration engineering issues, political, pragmatic, managerial and end-user pressures. In
Successful integration of ACTs into aircraft systems should the areas of human interface design, operator or pilot
provide significant operational advantages, and the following requirements should retain a major influence. ACT may be
paragraphs discuss an approach for the necessary balance of used for reasons other than human factors issues, such as
human factors and engineering, workspace limitations, but there remain many human factors

methods that will help integrate the new control technologies

Preferably, however, the decision to use ACTs within an
1. INTRODUCTION interface should be made as the best operator-centred

Current control in cockpits generally uses only manual solution within the existing engineering constraints.

switching and this has been a traditional method from the Design processes are becoming more multi-disciplinary and
earliest days of aircraft use. Technology has advanced to concurrent, and many design drivers, such as useability and
such an extent that there now are a number of alternative maintainability, can influence a design at far earlier stages
ways of entering or inputting data and information into an than was previously possible. Ideally a human-centred
aircraft system. However, like most technology insertion design philosophy should be adopted to ensure that a system
into real aircraft systems, if it is not integrated properly then is designed starting with the operators interface and using
significant problems can occur in service use. The use of human factors principles. Although final design will always
these alternative control technologies utilises the more be a compromise, the best human factors practices should be
natural ways of human communication and requires that a used and an understanding of how much system performance
human centred approach to integration be used to a greater is lost by restricting the human engineering aspects.
extent than is currently used in design. As human-in-the-loop systems become more complex, the

Thus there becomes two main approaches that must be humans' task can also become more complex, requiring more
reviewed in the integration of Alternative Control interaction with the system, and bottlenecks may occur at the
Technologies (ACTs). interface. ACTs may help in these 'overload' conditions and

* Human factors approach allow an increase in the effective communication bandwidth
between the system and human, thus allowing a greater

This examines the ideal design process and discusses the amount and complexity of information exchange.
human factors tools that are available to develop, refine, and
evaluate interfaces. This approach is designed to capitalise 2.1 ACTs as Supplements and Substitutes
on the strengths and minimise the weaknesses of human ACTs may be used, in many cases, as supplements and
operators. substitutes within an existing interface. Supplements are

* An engineering framework used when, for example, a new task is being introduced, or it

This examines mechanical and electrical issues associated may be a substitute for another control. For instance, voice

with the selection and location of new components in the control can be used to switch radios instead of manual

crew station: and the computational architecture required to selection, but in both cases of supplements and substitutes it

interpret nonconventional control outputs from the human is important to analyse the whole set of concurrent and

and integrate them with the outputs from conventional subsequent tasks which the operator has to carry out and not

controls. just focus on the local context. Thus it is almost essential to
use some form of task analysis to ensure that all of the inter-

Both segments to this approach are considered relationships have been accounted for.
complementary, can be pursed in a concurrent fashion andcompmentfar, ben bpursed, in a g conurleretent , fhion and The introduction of a form of ACT into an existing system is
have, in fact, been used, to a greater or lesser extent, in a cnieal ipe hnwt yohtcldsgsneinumber of US, CA & UK helicopter programmes (LHX, considerably simpler than with a hypothetical design, since it
numberofUS, CoAnche E Merlicopter program s e) involves factors that can be observed and measured and
Ap ache, Comanche, EHIOI/Merlin, Kiowa etc.) compared in terms of effectiveness or performance against

the existing system. But the choice and implementation
should be made with the understanding of the demands that

Paper presented at the RTO Lecture Series on "Alternative Control Technologies: Human Factors Issues",
held in Brdtigny, France, 7-8 October 1998, and in Ohio, USA, 14-15 October 1998,

and published in RTO EN-3.
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the task place upon the human operator, and the alternative psychology, and, in particular, data will be required about
ways in which it is possible for the operator to do the task. natural behaviour (eye and head-movements, body

movements, non-verbal communication etc), response times
2.2 Future Interface Developments and sensitivities in different modalities, and sensory-

It is difficult in current practices in many complex systems, cognitive compatibility. This will allow the ability to

military or otherwise, to achieve a man-machine interface prescribe optimum design solutions rather than analyse and

that is based on human characteristics alone. This is assess pre-specified options. These user-centred designs

certainly so for current systems, but, in future systems, where could offer radical solutions by identifying unconventional

technological development allows - such as in Virtual interface techniques, and, if these are not technically

Environment Interfaces (Crewstations etc) - the limitations of possible, will provide a useful aim for technology

physical factors, such as space, cost & safety, are liable to be development - a possible balance of the technology push-pull

less restrictive. The interface is only one aspect of the process.

human machine integration and the relative roles of the 2.4 Human Factors in the Design Process
human and the machine are evolving. The machine is now
increasingly capable of sophisticated behaviour, and In the current world much of the human factors design for
therefore the contexts and rules of the interaction could aerospace related interfaces is for modifications to existing
become quite complex. Currently most human operated designs. Whilst this human engineering process is important
systems are just that - a master/slave relationship, where to go through, the advantages are liable to be effective but
command inputs have a fixed structure and meaning. It is marginal.
feasible that the operator and machine could work more like If a new design is being offered, the comprehensive interface
a team, such as supervisor and operator, where the machine design process could involve the following steps;
is capable of inference, adaption to changing circumstances
and complex decision making. In these type of cases the * Identify top-level task requirements (e.g. Mission

human-plus-machine would become, in effect, a joint Analysis).

cognitive system. The potential is for powerful and * Analyse and model the task (allocation of function i.e
sophisticated performance, but each system may have what the operator will do and when; what the machine
incomplete information about each others intentions, similar will do and when -- but not how).
to human-to-human team work. The interface is thus more * Determine what communication needs to take place
dependent on the communication of uncertain and potentially between human and machine.
ambiguous information. Cognitive ergonomics has arisen as
a human factors discipline to address specifically the (devlopurecommedaon forminte ation r nt
integration of the users psychology and the systems (dialogue) based on the type of communication and
information processing, and the hope is that progress in this context.
field will help resolve some of these significant problems. * Develop initial recommendations for interface technology,
ACTs have an important role in making such interfaces based on type of interaction requirements.
possible by broadening the scope of human-machine * Develop initial design specifications for the interface
communication. But it is the interpretation of an ACT output content based on detailed task analysis, human factors
that, in many cases, requires both considerable human guidelines and predictive models of human performance.
engineering knowledge and engineering development. * Produce a (rapid) prototype of the design.

2.3 The Benefits of Human Factors and Human Centred * Evaluate the design with user trials to establish how the

Integration. operator does perform his allocated functions.

One of the primary benefits of bringing human factors into * Re-iterate as required to achieve the required human

the design process is the necessity to methodically analyse performance.

the human-machine interface, and that forces an analysis of The last four steps should be a part of any interface design
factors that are too easily taken for granted or overlooked, process, and as many of the preceding steps as possible
With a man-in-the-loop system there are a number of included. There are a number of human factors tools used in
permutations and unknown factors which can affect the way the interface design process and these may include: task
in which tasks are carried out, and the human engineering analysis and modelling methods, human performance models
process uses various models and techniques which can and databases, guidelines, design philosophies, simulation,
ensure that certain factors are addressed, and can represent experimental investigation and human performance metrics.
and predict some aspects of human performance in the
system. These models and techniques have to deal with 2.5 Review of Human Factors/Engineering Tools
imprecise, incomplete and uncertain data, yet provide a
useful input to the design process. This is accomplished by 2.5.1 Design principles and frameworks
combining the knowledge of human physiology and In human engineering design there are human factors
psychology with experimental studies and using methods 'principles' which have been compiled to provide high level
which force designs to make allowance for the range of aims when designing an interface. Schneidermann (1), for
variance which is probable for a particular population of instance, describes eight main principles:

operators and the particular conditions in which they will
carry out the task. This is less critical in the design of current * Dialogues should be consistent.

systems, where controls are usually manually switched and, * Systems should allow short cuts through some parts of
in general, the information required may be only the ability familiar dialogue.
to reach the control and the time taken to complete the * Dialogues should offer informative feedback.

control task. The use of ACTs will, however, require a * Sequences of dialogues should be organised into logical
greater knowledge and understanding of physiology and groups.
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"* Systems should offer simple error handling. 2.6 Allocation of Function

"* Systems should allow actions to be reversed. The obvious allocation of function is as to capability, such as

"* Systems should allow experienced users to feel that they human workload capacity or decision making capability, data
are in control, rather than the system is in control. processing ability etc. But, if this is the only consideration,

"* Systems should aim to reduce short term memory load the overall performance of the human and system may be

(users should not be expected to remember much). sub-optimal. But there are other considerations such as
maintaining alertness, job satisfaction, retention of training,

Similarly Dix et al (2) describes three principles which can error minimisation or avoidance and crew interaction which
be summarised as: may have important implications for allocation of function.

"* Learnability - take advantage of natural behaviour to When ACTs are bought to the interface, the allocation of

reduce learning needs. function should refer not only to the sharing of tasks between

"* Flexibility - use general (flexible) interaction rules rather the human and machine, but also to allocation of tasks to

than task specific. different sensory modalities.

"* Robustness - systems should provide transparent There are a number of approaches to allocation of function

feedback so that errors are understood. and at least four ways in which functions are allocated:

Other guidelines principles include those of Williges et al * allocation to machine by 'a priori' management decisions.
(3), who offer seven dimensions (Compatibility, * allocation according to respective capabilities.
Consistency, Memory, Structure, Feedback, Workload and
Individualisation) and a substantial (679) set of guidelines * allocation by formal analysis of tasks and sub-tasks.

from Smith and Mosier (4), parts of which are relevant to * allocation by Fitts' list.
integrating ACTs. A breakdown of the dialogue parameters General good practice precludes the allocation of as many
provides a framework for analysing the sort of interaction tasks as possible to the machine, as this risks leaving the
which is required by the task and allows the designer to human out of touch with the machine. The first two methods
determine whether a particular control method can be noted above are appropriate for tasks where there are
implemented to match a particular type of task. constraints that cannot be removed (ie only the operator can

Nominally there are five aspects to any interaction; make the decision to attack a target). The use of Fitts List
"Style: how fixed the interactions are ( interfaces may involves looking up a specific function (eg data sensing) and
be constant or adaptive). reading off a list of pros and cons for human and machine

"performing that function. However, this method generally
* Structure: how constrained the rules are (e.g. protocols or precludes the ability to show how a single task can be shared

natural language) between man and machine, and cannot be used for the more

"* Content: how explicit or implicit conveyed information advanced approaches to interface design which may be

can be (e.g. semantic codes or raw data). generally described as 'joint cognitive systems'.

"* Context: how context dependent the interaction is, As in many of the human engineering analyses, there is no
including contexts such as system failure). magic formula to prescribe optimum allocation of function

"* Mode: traditionally only two modes have been identified: and also these techniques do not handle dynamic or adaptive
verbal and spatial. This may be insufficient for interfaces allocation.
with ACTs, where implicit pilot state modes may be used. In many cases, allocation of function can only be carried out

McMillan, Egglestone and Anderson (5) describe two types by comparing a number of potential solutions, by the use of
of paradigm for coupling operator intentions to machine operator trials and/or the use of modelling aspects of human
activation; performance/workload, errors, etc.

"* The Servo Paradigm: effectively a monologue rather than

a dialogue, which involves the operator making pre- 2.7 Task Analysis & Modelling
determined, intentional commands to invoke fixed The creation of a formal and auditable trail in the early parts
machine responses. of the design process can be accomplished through a formal

"* The Structural Coupling Paradigm (SCP): this views the representation of the tasks, which will, in turn, allow

operator as a performer, whose performance is monitored interdependencies to be assessed, problem areas to be

in order to ascertain what the machine should be doing. identified, and important dispects of the task to be taken into
account. The representation can be based upon an analysis

In the use of ACTs, implementation may be under either of different factors, such as processes, functions, goals,
paradigm, but the SCP will require ACTs that can monitor human knowledge or skills.
the performer. Also, the SCP requires other sources of
information, for instance about the vehicle status and an Taken to an extreme task analysis can create large amounts

inference engine to interpret the appropriate action to of unwieldy data and decomposition paths should be taken

instigate the machine. In this, more complex, framework, the only as far as is cost effective. STANAG 3994 and US MIL-

operator becomes just another variable which has to be taken H-46855B specify a 'critical task analysis' to be carried out

into account by the system to determine the most appropriate on those tasks which are predicted to have high workload, or

action. which are critical to safety or mission success.

The choice of coupling paradigm will depend upon the 2.8 Taxonomies
particular circumstances into which an ACT is being
integrated. The simplest is the servo paradigm, and probably Taxonomies delineate the categories or classes into which a
more appropriate for 'upgrading' systems where servo task or activity can be separated, such as actions, skills,

coupling is already in use. The SCP is more appropriate as performance, knowledge etc. They are important as they

an overall framework for the whole of the control interface.
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allow an achievement of consistency and repeatability in the * HOS (Human Operator Simulator).
analyses, especially with respect to level of detail. * EPIC (Executive Process-Interactive Control).

For ACTs, an appropriate taxonomy would define the sorts * COGNET (Cognition as a network of Tasks).
of function each ACT could usefully perform (eg track, * IPME (Integrated Performance Modelling
select, indicate stress etc). It would also be useful if the
taxonomy could also capture the features by which ACTs Environment).

could benefit interaction eg 'track target (eyes), showing that * MIDAS (Man-Machine Integrated Design and
the eyes always looked at the object to be tracked: this Analysis System).
highlights a possible exploitation of natural behaviour, such
as eye pointing. There is thus a need to develop a control 2.11 Error Modelling
taxonomy especially for ACTs. The assessment of the likelihood of error is important for any

2.9 Human Factors databases interface, but there will be particular considerations for the
use of ACTs. ACTs are essentially designed to make use of

The use of general human factors databases must be 'natural' human behaviour and this behaviour is perhaps
undertaken with care. Much of the information is shown in more prone than other interface behaviour to contextural
the form of experimental results, many of simple dual mode influences, and intrinsically more variable. This is one of the
interactions, and the application to more specific complex reasons why redundancy is more important, ensuring more
integration issues can be difficult. But they provide an than one behaviour can be used to control an input.
invaluable source of information, particularly for the Variability of behaviour can occur between individuals, but
physiological (eg perception) thresholds and limits, and also within an individual over time. In this context is will be
provide good guidance, but may not be directly applicable to important to understand both error occurrence and error
a given interface problem. recovery. In many cases it may be more efficient to design a

The major Human Factors database available can be found system which allows rapid and efficient error recovery, rather

on CASHE PVS, a CD-ROM tool including the Engineering than try and reduce error probability to an acceptably low

Data Compendium (Boff & Lincoln (6)), MIL-STD-1472D value. The benefits to operational performance may

and a Perception and Performance Prototyper. ameliorate the potential problems of producing higher error
rates, if error correction is appropriate, rapid and efficient.

2.10 Predictive Modelling Conventional methods of assessing error rates (error analysis

There are many human performance models, created for by activity analysis, subject matter experts, previous data

different purposes and with varying degrees of validation. etc.) will not necessarily be applicable to ACTs, and it will

Some aspects of human performance, particularly those in be important to take an approach to error assessment which

the sensory modes (Visual, Auditory) are more amenable to firstly can identify the potential cause of errors and the

validated modelling than others (eg cognitive). They provide context dependency of those causes, and secondly allows

a useful first pass at the earlier stages of interface design. task based probabilities of errors to be mapped onto the

AGARD WG22 is developing an expert system, HOPE causation model.

(Human Operator Performance Evaluator), to assist in the
selection of Human Performance models. 2.12 Rapid prototyping

"There are many tools, basically very similar, for predicting It is preferable to have completed the analysis and design of

workload with different task and interface designs. Most are the interface before starting rapid prototyping, otherwise the

based on Wickens (7) multiple resource theory and generally assessment can only be on a hit-and-miss basis. If limited

involve a task analysis being performed, either on the basis options exist, rapid prototyping can be used to compare those

of a design proposal or from observation of an existing task, designs, and to assess human performance. But the value of

and an assessment of workload over time is generated. This the exercise is dependent upon how the evaluations are made.

allows an identification of potential overload or underload Rapid Prototyping makes use of tools to assist in creating an

problems. Such tools include POP (Predictor of Operator adequate representation of the interface for evaluation

Performance from DERA, UK; W/INDEX (Workload Index) purposes, and these tools include VAPS (Virtual Prototypes

from Honeywell, USA; PUMA (Performance and Useability Inc.), Designers Workbench (Coryphaeus Inc), or Virtual

Modelling Tool) from Roke Manor Research, Siemens, UK; Reality, or some simple physical mock-ups with behind-the-

WINCREW from Micro Analysis and Design, USA. scenes human substitutes for machine functionality.

There are also models of anatomy and biomechanics such as 2.13 Evaluation and Performance Measures
SAMMIE and 'Jack' and are implemented in a computer
based environment into which geometric information about Evaluation of each integrated ACT is different, and

the workstation can be imported. evaluation trials must be tailored to particular requirements,
conditions of use etc. It is important to identify, at the

Further tools attempt to provide a more integrated tool for outset, what criteria are important for the assessment and
human factors analysis, but are inevitably more complex and how they can be measured. Some criteria for ACTs may
require more expertise to both run and make use of their include:
outputs. These tools are difficult to comprehensively * Compatibility: perhaps indirectly measured by ease of
validate due to their relative complexity, but provide a useful learning, error rates, intuitiveness, reduced workload,
design tool if used correctly. A number of those type of better situational awareness.
predictive modelling tools is noted below and are described
in more detail in NATO Technical Report AC/243: A * Capability: faster response times, greater accuracy,

Directory of Human Performance Models and System capacity for parallel activities.

Design. * Reliability: Fewer errors, less variability.
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"* Flexibility: Ease of reconfiguration, and reallocation, 3. ENGINEERING INTEGRATION

versatility achieved by operators. The satisfactory introduction of novel controls into an

"* Acceptability: User ratings, trials in workplace, analysis working aeroplane introduces a gamut of engineering issues,

of socio-cultural context. and it is assumed that the procurement of the equipment

Some of the measures, such as timing and errors (speed and would be carried out to comply with the wide range of

accuracy), are easily measured, but any measures can be engineering standards applied by the customers, often, in

meaningless unless they are made within the context of military aircraft case to MIL standards in the USA, Defence

careful experimental design which takes into account the user Standards in the UK, or, increasingly, to commercial

sample, the control of variables, the order in which the tests standards. The introduction of ACT will, however,

are made, the way in which experimental participants are necessitate some reconsideration of the physical arrangement

briefed and the statistical techniques to evaluate the results. of the cockpit systems and the flow of information between
the cockpit and the remainder of the aircraft systems.

The measurement of workload or situational awareness
would be very valuable in assessing the impact of the whole 3.1 Mechanical and Electrical design
interface: the sum of its various components. Several toolsare being developed to try and do this. The schematic, Fig 3.1, shows how the integration of novel

controls could involve mounting of components in the
"* NASA TLX (Task Load Index) and variants, is a NASA airframe, the cockpit, on aircrew clothing and on the pilot.

developed tool in the form of a paper or computer based Most aircraft-mounted equipment is rack mounted and
questionnaire, to assess subjective impression of generally high density packed, and retro-fits become a
workload. problem, but not always insoluble. Future systems will use

"* SWAT (Subjective Workload Assessment Technique), modular avionics, which should allow additional facilities to

developed by Wright Patterson Air Force Base, is an on- be accommodated relatively easily, and such architectures are
line subjective assessment tool with 3 'domains' of intrinsically reconfigurable and to a high degree fault
workload, each of which is given a rating between I and 3 tolerant.
at critical parts of the task. Recent developments with this The use of an electro-magnetic helmet and hand tracking
technique have enabled the identification of a 'red-line' syse o anie he lmet trackingmaximum workload, above which performance drops off. system, to provide head movement tracking and gesture or

virtual pointing control, the transmitter would be the only
"* SAGAT (Situational Awareness Global Assessment) was component that needed to be cockpit mounted. This would

developed by Northrop as a direct measure of situation probably be bonded to the inside of the canopy just above the
awareness, but as it requires task interruptions, it is of rear of the helmet. Optical tracking would, however, require
limited use, and may be unacceptable to users in more sensors and different locations to minimise reflections
evaluation trials. and avoid the capture of direct sunlight.

"* SART (Situational Awareness Rating Technique), from A major consideration in the fitting of systems to operational

DERA, is a questionnaire for assessing subjective and experimental aircraft is the question of emergency escape
situation awareness, which has been refined through by the use of the ejection seat. The elements that are
repeated use. There are several versions, including CC- attached directly to the crew member or his helmet and
SART which aims to assess the cognitive compatibility of clothing, must be arranged to separate automatically from the
interfaces. other cockpit mounted or airframe mounted units,

There are others measures worth considering, particularly in
the physiological domain. Eye-movement patterns, blink as well as allowing the further separation of the pilot fromrate hert ate, Glvanc sin espnse EE~ (bth ~c.andthe seat later in the ejection sequence. The additional
rate, heart rates, Galvanic s kin response, EEGs (both a.c. and problems of more electrical cabling and connectors will
d.c.) and other aspects of secondary task performance, become more problematical and alternative approaches, for
training time, behaviour modification - all can provide some instance the use of multiplexed fibre optic channels to
measure of performance. However, it is important to assess transfer data in digital form, become increasingly attractive.
the variance of such measures both within individuals over
time, and between different individuals. The design of aviators helmets, incorporating both night

vision devices and sensor displays in addition to the original
It must be emphasised that the design and evaluation process protective, life support and communication functions is
should be regarded as an iterative cycle which starts by already a serious challenge, primarily because this
putting together a human-machine interface which has beinerto mutb acmpshdwhutnraig

recommended through an analysis of requirement. it integration must be accomplished without increasing

involves conducting a series of evaluations, primarily so that headborne mass. The incorporation of head and eye tracking
involvesign coutem can ueriestandevaluat ans, eimariyoate systems, and later biopotential sensing systems on the helmetthe design team can understand its useage and eliminate will need careful design and consideration to minimise any

unforeseen defects before the arrangement is frozen and

built. The foregoing material discusses key ergonomic and mass increases or increasing CofG offsets.

psychological issues and describes a variety of tools that can
materially assist this process. Ultimately the design team
must use their judgement in choosing which issues to address
and in selecting the most appropriate tools for their
application.
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Fig. 3.1 A schematic representation of the location of novel control system components

3.2 Computational
The additional function, called the 'command interpreter',Having arranged the satisfactory physical installation of the adjudicates between the signals generated by any of the

novel control suite, it is necessary to connect it to the rest of novel or conventional control modalities in order to send an

the aircraft avionics. Future aircraft systems will inevitably novelgor co mmal controlevant ircrat send an

include some advisory aids, 'intelligent' or otherwise, and unambiguous command to the relevant aircraft system. Suchinclde omeadvioryaid, 'nteliget' r oterwseanda command interpretation function is already incorporated in
some pilot state monitoring, in addition to comprehensive advanced fighters, for instance Eurofighter and Rafale,
mission, utility, flight control and weapon systems. One a acdfgtrfrisac uoihe n aaemissionh woutlbety, flightegrateth v control an system Oh Fprimarily as a means of integrating the voice control system
approach would be to integrate the novel control suite with in these aircraft.

the conventional systems, shown schematically in Fig 3.2.

Feedb tack infc o rmaction

System inshnmahnn

Fig. 3.2 Broad information flow paths in an aircraft with novel control systems
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tis that the command interpreter of the user to optimise accuracy and reliability. Any time
The fundamental requirement consminhcalbraion neemtocarrednutenrthrgrund

should accept only the intended inputs: switch selections, consuming calibrations need to carried out on the ground,
utterances, designations, gestures and perhaps physiological perhaps in a simulator, and any pre-flight checks should be

and mental state measurements of the pilot. Intention, as simple, quick checks to confirm correct system function and
accepted by the interpreter, being defined by the pilot, by set an alignment, and it should not be necessary to engineer

doctrine, by tactics and by other factors. Unintended facilities which allow re-calibration in flight.

utterances, designations, gestures and mental and Finally, the high level means of exercising control over the
physiological states should be identified and have no effect ACTs could be engineered by something as simple and
on the aircraft systems. This could be accomplished by unambiguous as a dedicated panel housing a short row of
software in which the allowable links between the received 'on/off toggle switches. If the user becomes convinced that,
output from the controls and the signals which are sent to the for instance, spoken commands are being interpreted
systems could be specified as a set of finite state 'rules'. erroneously, he can switch the voice recognition system off,
These would trap errors, such as double selections, and knowing that the command interpreter will be aware of this
express the constraints and flexibilities which, by analogy de-activation, and he can continue the mission using the
with man-computer interaction, constitute the aircraft remaining facilities. This would be true of all the ACTs as
operating system. For instance, the ability to select an they will, at least in the near future always be alternative
external object by fixating with the eye, pointing the helmet ways of controlling the aircraft systems and not necessarily.
sight or indicating by a hand pointing gesture, then saying the primary method, unless chosen by the pilot to be so.
'target', 'lock radar'or 'range', or the flexibility to perform a
mixture of these actions, would be programmed as a set of 4. REFERENCES
command acceptance rules. These references are only a selection of those 34 references
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information, for instance the pilots eye pupil diameter 6. BoffmK Rand Lincoln J E, 'Engineering Data
and his blink rate from the eye tracker, his formant Compendium, Human Perception and Performance',
frequency from the speech recogniser and his head Vols 1,2 &3.
activity from the helmet tracker. All of these would 7. Armstrong Aerospace Medical research laboratory,
supply extra information which could assist the Ohio 1988.
intelligent aid which monitors the pilots state to make a
more reliable classification, for instance whether 8. Wickens C D, 'The structure of processing resources' in
workload has induced boredom or frenzy, and whether Nickerson R and Pew R (Eds) ' Attention and
he was conscious. Performance VIII, Hillsdale, NJ,Erlbaum.

3.3 Control of the Controls

Conventional control mechanism all have fixed
characteristics and cannot be matched to the qualities of the
operator - indeed the human factors specifications set out, to
a large extent, the 'standard' human (and the range) such that
the individual qualities of the humans are minimised. In
contrast, ACT will probably need 'control controls' so that
they can be set up to suit the individual user and be de-
selected in the event of a failure.

The most evident need is to be able to calibrate the
appropriate sensing system to match the possible mixture of
voice, eye, hand gesture and cortical response characteristics
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Synthesis-and expected benefits Analysis

Alain Leger

SEXTANT Avionique/MMI

BP 91 - Rue Toussaint Catros

33166 Saint-M~dard-en-Jalles CEDEX - France

On the machine side, generalization of virtual
controls would result, at least in new aircraft, in a
drastic reduction of the number of dedicated

A synthetic approach of the various Alternative mechanical switches and control panels. The
Control Technologies is proposed, taking into resultant gain in space would then facilitate cockpit
account advantages and inconveniences for layouts including very large size displays. The
military aircraft applications. Operational rationale, interactivity provided by the new controls is
classification of technologies following capabilities expected to play an essential role in regard of the
and degree of maturity, summary of main usability of such large displays. The alternative
functional characteristics and integration issues are control devices are highly susceptible to be
critically reviewed. A brief presentation of integrated in modular avionics systems and existing
multimodal dialog issues is also presented. Finally, equipments as Helmet Mounted Displays. The
a tentative investigation of potential areas of replacement of bulky and quite expensive control

benefits for military aircraft design and operation panels by these new controls may have some

is conducted. positive impact on cost, especially if applications are
developping in the public domain. Maintenance
costs could also be substantially reduced. It is quite
common that mechanical switches are jammed or

1. INTRODUCTION even broken by pilots strictly abiding to the old
principle ((If it jams, force it; If it brakes, anyway it

From a purely theoretical standpoint, allowing the needed replacement ). Controllers as speech
human operator to expand control possibilities on recognizers should be less susceptible to that kind of
aircraft systems beyond simple manual actions problems and more easily serviceable than
constitutes definitely a significant advance in term mechanical control panels.
of Man-Machine communication improvement. From a practical standpoint, enthusiasm for these
Implementation of effective non-conventional new technologies has to be quite tempered and the
((Alternative Control Technologies », such as voice state of the art review shows that things are not so
or gaze control, would ideally let the operator use simple.
intuitively his own communication strategies, then
generating considerable benefits. Moreover, such In the first place, experience and also some surveys
benefits could apply to both side of the man machine tells us that pilots usually take quite conservative
interface, positions when asked about using new control

devices. Such a reserved position is easily
On the human side, using intuitive communication understandable, since manual control has been
strategies rather than arbitary mechanical actions exclusively used from the beginning of aviation, in
may allow to minimize the ( cost »> of interaction most case satisfactorily. Manual control is robust,
with the system, in selecting the most situationally extremely reliable and the large variety of
adapted control modality(ies). This way, controllers developed by engineers covers quite
sensorimotor, attentional and cognitive costs could adequately the various classes of usage found in
be optimized , function of operators' intentions and combat aircraft. There is also a strong consensus
external constraints of the moment. Globally, better among pilots that physical contact-with the control
use would be made of the limited resources of device generates a high level of confidence.
human beings. A positive effect could also be found
on training needs, but this remains to be To overcome the users' legitimate concerns, the
demonstrated, need to introduce new technologies, alternatives to

manual controls, should be carefully analyzed and

Paper presented at the RTO Lecture Series on "Alternative Control Technologies: Human Factors Issues",
held in Br~tigny, France, 7-8 October 1998, and in Ohio, USA, 14-15 October 1998,

and published in RTO EN-3.
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clearly demonstrated in regard of the tasks and reached a certain degree of technical maturity, there
activities to be performed. Collective expertise and appears to be currently some emerging operational
common MMI ((know how »ý is far to be enough in motivations justifying more general usage of non-
this domain and a strict methodological approach is conventional controllers.
probably the only way to avoid further Very demanding operations in the currentdisenchantment. Vr eadn prtosi h urn

generations of fixed and rotary wing aircraft
Above that, it has to be recognized that most considerably increase the need for veyes out »
available technologies suffer from more or less operation particularly at night and in poor weather.
stringent technical limitations, sometimes Meanwhile the complexity of aircraft systems and
hampering seriously their usability or, at least, the speed of operation require from the pilot to
increasing the cost and difficulties of operation constantly interact with the system in order to
through complex installation and functional properly configure it and acquire information.
procedures. In most case, a significant gap also exist Twenty years ago, pilots were still flying manually
between the human capabilities (in term of range, the aircraft and faced with the need to rapidly access
speed, accuracy, semantic content of the signal,....) information, without spending too much time head
and the sensing technique used to capture these down and while keeping their hands on the main
capabilities (movement, speech, biopotentials). As controls (Stick and Throttle). The HOTAS concept,
an example, the most technically mature techniques introduced in the seventies, brought for a while an
in speech recognition (probably also among most acceptable solution to this problem. Despite massive
mature Alternative Control Technology) appear still introduction of flight control automation, current
very crude in regard of the richness of natural trends show that we are clearly approaching the
human language. limits of this concept, particularly in regard of the

overload of pilot's short term memory. Excessive
So far, operational considerations and applications, number of HOTAS accessible functions induces
technological and integration issues have been difficulties, especially in highly time constrained
individually reviewed. Our purpose will be now an situations. Such problems are susceptible to result in
attempt to summarize, synthesize and compare the increased error rates in issuing commands and
main advantages and -limitations of the various additional requirement for training. Anthropometric
technologies, with regard to the various cont aspects have also to be considered. The larger
issues onboard aircraft. The potential areas of number of switches required to access the HOTAS
benefits which could be expected for crew station functions clearly raises a space problem, interfering
design will also be addressed critically. with the design of the main controls. Difficulties in

handling correctly all the switches are already
reported by some o small)> pilots and this will
definitely be aggravated with the arrival of female
crew in the cockpit.

2. SYNTHESIS ON OPERATIONAL AND

TECHNOLOGICAL ISSUES On the positive side, non-conventional controls may
also offer new possibilities, which could not be

Introducing non-conventional technologies as an obtained without great difficulties neither by
alternative to conventional manual control mechanical manual controls, nor by aircraft mounted
automatically brings several questions: Do we really sensors. The best example, if not the most useful, is
need to do that? What is the level of maturity of the probably the capacity to fire missiles with large off-
various technologies, their advantages and boresight angle given by Helmet Mounted Sights.
limitations? Does the integration of these new The head tracking technology used in these helmet
technologies requires specific attention? should has been widely demonstrated to accurately cue
these technologies rather be used stand-alone or in a missile seekers on target located 600 off-boresight or
cooperative (multimodal) way? beyond. Using gaze tracking technology, without the

need to display a reticule, would make more natural,
Answering these questions is of course intimately easier and faster such designation, particularly under
linked to the intended application. The data G-loads or in time-constrained situations. It would
previously presented in the different lectures aims to also considerably expand the aiming envelope. The
provide support to designers regarding this matter. implicit use of these technologies in head-slaved
Some general issues deserve, however, to be pointed sensors systems, such as those currently used for
out. night vision in combat helicopter, constitute

probably the best example of current operational use
of alternative control. Similarly, the ability of voice

2.1 The need for alternative control technologies control to enter a complex hierarchical control
structure at any point constitutes a feature which

Most ((new)> control technologies are in fact around cannot be easily matched using conventional
for quite a while now. Generations of engineers and controls.
scientist have worked on gaze tracking systems, The operational rationale to introduce Alternative
speech recognizers and other non-conventional Controls Technologies onboard aircraft appears
controls. Besides some of these technologies have
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twofold. It would constitute a way to alleviate are preferably used to enter discrete inputs, when
current problems. and offer solutions for the future, Touch Pads are used as a mouse or a joystick. Head
as it is expected that more complex systems will and eye trackers are considered here as continuous
almost inevitably require more control mechanisms. CCD as they require an additional validation input
It would allow the pilots to perform more efficiently (mechanical switch or else) to perform designation.
using unique features offered by non-conventional Duration of fixation on an object would be difficult
controls. to use for validation, since there is no on/off position

for head and eye signals. DVI can be considered to
have a discrete capacity as a pointing device but
tracking is impracticable. It has the capacity of high

2.2 Technological issues level communication and still a large potential for
improvement. Gesture has both discrete andObviously, there is very large differences in the continuous CCD capability, associated with

degree of maturity of the reviewed alternative communication capability through signs language. It

control technologies, ranging from operationally definitely appears as the most complete input

fielded (head trackers in helicopters and fixed- channel, unfortuat te m aturitylremains
wing) t pue rseach lbortor (EG).The channel, unfortunately technical maturity remainswings) to pure research laboratory (EEG). The low and limitations aboard aircraft are quite severe.

control capabilities of the various technologies EMG has only CCD capabilities and has been

shows differences, from discrete Cursor Control s how oalo bot disrte ono ips an

Devices (CCD) to high level communication. Before shown to allow both discrete on/off inputs and

summarizing advantages and limitations of these continuous tracking. Through sophisticated signal

technologies, it appears therefore of interest to processing EEG has the same CCD capabilities, but
introduce a simple classification in regard of whatcapability. Should
they are good at and degree of maturityo complex pattern recognition software be developed

for EEG control, this technology would then

potentially offer the basis for true ((thought-based >»
interfaces. Maturity of this technology is of course

2.2.1 Classification low.

Basically, all alternative control technologies have a 2.2.2 Summary of advantages and limitations
CCD capability, two classes could be introduce here,
discrete and continuous. Only some technologies, The different technologies will be reviewed
Direct Voice Input (DVI), gesture and brain control sucessively in order to summarize and comment the
(EEG) are high level communication capable. Table main characteristics of each one, essentially in
1 shows an attempt to classify these technologies regard of military cockpit applications.
following their capabilities, with reference to their
maturity level as they are already flying, R&D 2.2.2.1 Touch screens - Touch pads
mature or still in research laboratories.

Fwcdm Cursor Control Communication - Touch pads and Touch screen are typical Cursor
Capability Control Device designed to operate in (( Glass

Device Capability Technicl Cockpit >>. Touch Pad positioning accuracy has been

DISCRETE C U C T P shown to be worse than input devices such as
trackball, but they are definitely faster to operate.
On this last aspect, Touch Screens are far better

Toach 0 High than Touch Pads but their accuracy is considerably

worse. Comparatively, Touch Screens are also
TohP~d 0 - Hig' considered as more comfortable, intuitive and

Hed- - Hig procuring the least fatigue to operate, but Touch
Tracker Pads remain quite acceptable in regard of these
Eye- 0- Medium subjective criterion. Touch screens inputs are known
Trac. to be more affected by turbulence than Touch pads.
DVI 0 - * High

Flight test results in the < Rafale >» have shown that
G,•,r 0 0 0 L ow the touch pad associated with a collimated Head

Level Display (HLD) has been very rapidly anEMG • ? Medium tolw, intuitively used by pilots in all flight conditions.

EGo •Location, positioning accuracy and adequation of the
size of the touch pad was found satisfying. Due to

Table 1: Capability and maturity of alternative technical difficulties, the Touch Screen lateral LCDcontrol technologies (a: exist,ui: non-existing, displays required more time to be usefully
potential improvement) evaluated. Once these difficulties were adequately

solved, the level of satisfaction of pilots was good

Touch screens and touch pads are contact devices, and they start using routinely the touch screen to
They are border between Alternative Control -activate the menus on the displays. It has to be noted
Technologies and manual control. With variations that visual and haptic feed-back was available in the
due to the realization technologies, Touch Screens latest prototypes versions.
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There is an obvious complementarity between the mechanisms, the gaze line of sight, usually referred
two devices. When possible, it may be interesting to as Point of Gaze (POG), is also less likely to be
consider an heterogeneous redundancy of such affected by turbulence and sustained accelerations in
devices. That mean that the complementarity of combat. As POG is the controlled variable, it would
devices such as Touch Screens and Touch Pads not be necessary to display an eye-slaved cursor or
could be used to optimize pilot actions. Pilots would reticule to designate a point in space. Continuous
be then free to use the best input modality in regard secondary visual feed-back (presentation of own
of own preferences, task to be performed and point of gaze as measured by the gaze tracking
environmental conditions device) has been described as more disturbing than

helpful in some situations. Theoretically, using POG
2.2.2.2 Head and Eye trackers rather than HLOS in controlling cursor or

designating target should present many advantages,
When used explicitly, Head and Eye Tracker are as it would be enough to olook)) at object and
basically of the CCD type. Main functional validate to complete the intended action.
difference with Touch Screens, Touch Pads and Unfortunately, the accuracy of ousable>> eye
other mechanical pointing devices is that they are trackers (Corneal reflection/pupil) is not very good
not attached to a specific display area. They can (- l*).That means that all task requiring a great
virtually access all locations in the surrounding accuracy, as selecting a way point on a navigation
environment. display could not be completed using eye or gaze
Currently, head trackers are used in Helmet tracking alone. It has to be noted that, for a given
Mounted Sight and Displays (HMSD) for direct and location in space, the errors of eye and head trackers

reverse cueing (operator/system or system/operator) are not combined linearly in the resultant POG

of target direction. The HMSD Line of Sight accuracy. Actually, eye/head coordination
mechanisms are such that the combination of eye(HILOS) could also be used alternatively to a contact and head movement to reach a given point allow the

device to control a cursor on cockpit display, re adect ve mt to re ra in bett co wdthe

provided adequate parallax correction is made. This respective trackers to operate in better conditions

function would be quite interesting with very large than for eye or head alone. Other eye-tracking

display, where it may be difficult to visually locate a techniques may have better accuracy, however, they
manually controlled cursor. However, accuracy of are usually totally unacceptable outside the
meanually cotr olleds cursor. Howver , ggacra of taslaboratory environment. It has to be recognized that
head trackers is not very good in regard of tasks all available eye trackers are quite difficult to

requirements and it is difficult to keep the head operate eve ilaborary conditiosAt th

stationary, particularly in dynamic environments. operate, even in laboratory conditions. At the

HLOS can be used implicitly to avoid clutter when moment, this technology is only mature in the R&DI/LS cn b usd ipliitl toavod cuttr wen domain and in benign environmnents as flight
the pilot looks head down in the cockpit, as a control simuatr idedile eronen suply

inpt o ban unecssay MD maeryor simulators, provided skilled personnel supplyinput to blank unnecessary HI-iM) imagery or assistace for the necessary stig.Significant

symbology. Implicit control of head-steered sensors, settings.

especially for night vision, has been successfully progress in term of robustness of the measurement

demonstrated. In this case, accuracy and bandwidth process, opto-mechanical integration in head gear
and automatization of adjustments and calibration

of most trackers are largely sufficient, which is not procedures are required before gaze tracking
always the case for the dynamics of the sensor becomes flightworthy in combat aircraft. Work is
platform. It has recently been shown in helicopters
during NOE flight that pilots' head peak velocity underway in several countries in this domain and

could reach 240 */s, widely exceeding most current current available technology in optics, sensor and

sensor platform performance. Most currently mature processing should allow to achieve the necessary

head tracking devices use Electro-Magnetic of enhancements.

Electro-Optical techniques, providing a reasonably 2.2.2.3 Direct Voice Input
good accuracy and dynamic characteristics.
Improvements should be brought to these techniques Direct Voice Input is commonly presented as the
in regard of robustness to environment perturbations most mature Alternative Control Technology.
(respectively sunlight and metal parts). A significant Indeed, a large amount of work, including numerous
improvement in static and dynamic accuracy is Igtest, a ve been o t to d evopt

requredto llowhea monte virualcocpit flight tests, have been devoted to develop the
required to allow head mounted virtual cockpit different components of this technology. Still, there
application, in particular virtual HUD. is no system operationally fielded, which in regard
It has already been pointed out by others that, by of this criteria makes head tracker technology the
many aspects, pointing with the head is quite non- only really mature. The 25 years of development of
natural. Actually, eye and head movements are Voice control system in aeronautics have been
strictly physiologically coupled during everyday life marked by successive waves of enthusiastic
activities and Gaze (resultant of eye + head vectors) optimism usually followed by pessimistic periods.
has clearly been shown as the controlled variable for We are in a high now, as progress achieved during
the Central Nervous System. Using a head pointing these last years allow to be reasonably optimistic
device deprives the operator from the benefit of this about the effective implementation of this
physiological coupling, in term of angular coverage, technology on several programs (EFA2000, Rafale
speed, accuracy and stability of visual fixation. and JSF). DVI would then become the first non-
Naturally stabilized by vestibulo-ocular
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conventional control with high level communication further enhance the robustness of speech recognizers
capability to be implemented on combat aircraft. It and some work is underway in this area. Numerous
has to be noted that the use made of speech control environmental factors are susceptible to affect
remains limited in regard of its natural richness, as speech production, rendering ASR more difficult. In
only semantic content of speech signal is used in the aerospace environment, the effects of ambient
current recognizers. Other kinds of information, as noise, physical (G-loads, vibrations) and emotional
emotional effects or cues to control the dialog with stressors have been quite extensively studied during
another speaker are considered as perturbations, these last years and are now better understood.
though may be of interest to enhance detection of Some improvements are highly desirable in term of
pilot's intention. global robustness of DVI systems but other

Currently, continuous speech, speaker-dependent problems should also be addressed. Though using
systems are quite readily available for military speech is supposed to be easy and intuitive, the way
aerospace applications. Vocabulary size about 200 speech recognizers currently works if far to be
words and branching factors 6/8 (syntax perplexity) optimal in regard of natural speech usage. Speech is
are quite commonly considered as suitable for naturally a quite slow communication process. Pilots
fighter aircraft. Of course, the nature of the intended express quite clearly this concern by stating that,
application, in terms of the characteristics of users, when the situation starts really to get tense and
tasks to be performed and environment, plays a dense, it becomes very difficult to organize speech
primordial role in determining the most adapted in a rigid way, until the moment speech is even too
combination of vocabulary size and syntax slow to follow the action. Speech recognizers are
perplexity to obtained the required performance. themselves quite slow in processing the commands
Automatic Speech Recognition techniques (ASR) and add to this problem. This introduce a seriousAutoati SpechRecgniton echiqus (SR) limitation to the use of DVI in muddled and time
essential functional elements are signal acquisition, constrained situations, when a fast and intuitive

signal processing and pattern matching. The two last conic ationn woe most uel the
compnens hve eaced ow aquie god atuity communication channel would be most useful. The

components have reached now a quite good maturity need to follow a rigid syntax and remember a
level, even if some progress potential is existing. precise vocabulary is also hampering the use of
Some attention is currently focused on the signal voice control. Introduction of (( speech

acquisition step, before starting signal processing. understanding)) systems capable of understanding

This point appears currently as a real challenge in

current speaker-dependent systems and will be even any command, however it is phrased, would
considerably improve this aspect. Last but not the

greater in speaker independent applications, least, additional attention should be paid both to
Assessing the performance of ASR systems is speaker-independent systems and use of DVI in a

usually based on speech recognition rate speaker- environment.

determination in various conditions, using different multi-speaker environment.

speakers. These rates are expressed in terms of word
or sentence recognition rate (respectively, WRR and 2.2.2.4 Gesture
SRR). SRR is preferably used in military cockpit Gesture appears definitely as a very powerful
applications, since it better reflects the robustness of control channel, both in regard of CCD capability
the ASR system in regard of the whole system and high level communication potential. Gesture can
performance. Currently SRR rates are, for recent provide discrete static inputs as well as generates
studies, in the range of 90 to 97/98 %, especially if dynamic complex commands. It is a very intuitive
several utterances are considered in case of error on and natural communication capability in humans,
the first one. On the human factor side, one point to with no doubt widely anterior to the acquisition of
be mentioned is the dependence of speaker's articulated speech. With exception of some head and
performance on habituation to the device and body movements, the semiotic function of gesture is
environment. Such effects were found quite clearly mostly concentrated in movements of hands and
apparent, both in laboratory studies (including upper limbs. Actually, gesture can be seen as a total
centrifuge trials) and flight tests. <virtual >ý equivalence of classical manual control

Besides working on the essential components of (except for the haptic part), with in addition
ASR, several ways can help to improve voice considerable high level communication capabilities.
control. As it is quite likely that a small error rate Numerous scientific teams have well understood the
will still persist despite technical improvements, it importance of gesture as a communication tool in
seems important to provide to the user good feed- highly computerized environments. Scientific
back on system recognized command and allow easy publications on this topic are usually of excellent
correction on error detection. Offering both auditory quality, showing the interest elicited by gesture-
and visual feedback to the pilot appears quit adapted based control.
to aerospace operations. Specific correction Despite the remarkable possibilities of gesture,
commands as (<delete >>, ((correction>> or ((insert)> limitations of this technology are quite severe,
are usually provided to the users, but more particularly in regard of military aerospace
elaborated solutions are possible through dialog applications. Among these limitations are fatigue,
modeling. Additional sources of information as effects of G-loads and vibrations, lack of feed-back,
automatic leap-reading systems have been shown to repeatability and variability of gesture. Besides, as
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head and eye movements, it is difficult to identify
start and stop of a gesture, though homogeneous
validation is possible (without requiring another 2.3 Integration issues
input channel). From a practical standpoint, the
cohabitation of gesture with the HOTAS concept A reasonably good corpus of knowledge exists on
seems extremely difficult, if not totally most current usable technologies. Despite this
incompatible. Using a gesture-based control in a knowledge, individually accumulated on each
combat aircraft would probably imply that every technology, it as to be considered that the
control would have to become virtual, including determination of the ( good practice»> to integrate
HOTAS controls, which is clearly unacceptable with these technologies is still in its infancy. So far, only
current state of the art technology. CCD like devices have been integrated, as HMSD

head-trackers on combat aircraft or touch pads and
Above these difficulties, the main inconvenience of touch screens. Most of the integration efforts have
gesture based control is the low maturity of been spent on mechanical and electronic system
technical solutions used to capture gesture. Most integration, human engineering considerations
devices are intrusive and interfere with users remaining, so far, more implicit than explicit in the
freedom of movement. Non-intrusive techniques as integration process. Difficulties can be expected
video cameras, magnetic or optical devices still need when attempting to integrate communication
considerable improvement before providing required capable technology in increasingly complex aircraft
range, accuracy and reliability. Gesture based
control could probably be used with some benefits in
more benign environments than aircraft cockpit as System integration issues can be split up between
control rooms or operational centers. two axes: human factors and system engineering

considerations. Without sufficient attention to and
2.2.2.5 Biopotentials coordination between these two domain domains,

there is little chance that a successful integration
Use of biopotentials represents a quite fascinating could be achieved and potential benefits of
area in the Alternative Control Technology domain. Alternative Controls fully delivered. Even an
EMG and EEG signal processing to provide control experienced design team with good knowledge of
input currently elicits a considerable interest in operational tasks and conditions may have
advanced research laboratories, specially in the US. considerable difficulties to achieve the integration
EMG signals have been used for quite a bit of time process, within an acceptable level of industrial risk,
for prosthetic device operation and this kind of without to have recourse to sound human factors
technique is recognized now to have a significant methodologies. Both in regard of human factors and
clinical value. EEG-based signals are currently system engineering , two cases should be
under investigation. It has to be observed that most considered, use of non-conventional controls as
current work in this domain mainly relies on a very supplement or substitutes in an existing cockpit and
clever use of signal processing software, rather than totally new interface development.
explicit neurophysiological considerations. Still In the first case, attention should be paid to the tasks
mostly in the phenomenology domain, results looks
surprisingly promising as it appears quite easy to that the operator has to carry out, not only those
control various dynamic process or even fly a affected by the new control mode, but also in regardsimulator with such techniques and minimal of possible indirect effects of this new control on the
training, whole system operation. The analysis of alreadyexisting tasks is, however, relatively easier than
Current EMG and EEG-based control systems are predicting entirely new activities. Task analysis
clearly limited to CCD functions. They basically should be thorough enough to apprehend all inter-
carry a potential for communication as both EMG relationships between tasks and the demand that the
and EEG signals might be used for early detection of task places upon the human operator. In the case of
pilots' intents. Though many applications could be a new interface design, where non-conventional
suggested, including the very mediatic . fly by controls would be introduced, to obtain operator's
mind )), the practical use of such devices in a cockpit performance enhancements, completion of tasks
seems quite remote. Severe technical limitations unsuitable to manual control or control
exist currently both for the capture of the signals, simplification, A (( human-centered >» design process
requiring intrusive contact electrodes, and in regard should be conducted. Main steps of such an process
of current signal processing capabilities. Should should be as follows: identification of top level task
these limitations be overcome and breakthrough on requirement, analysis and task modeling, determine
complex pattern recognition of EEG signal really be the man-machine communications needs, develop
achieved, then the fast and intuitive communication recommendations for interaction requirements,
channel required by some pilots would become develop initial requirements for interface
available. For now, true «( thought-based » interfaces technology, rapid prototyping, evaluation and
are probably far closer to dream than reality. It has, iteration to obtainment of the required performance.
however, to be borne in mind that such technology More than conventional controls, Alternative
would probably supercede all the others if available Control Technologies require this «human centered
one day. design » to fulfill the ultimate goal of designing a
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true ( joint cognitive system ». Along with considered as issuing, sometimes complex,
physiological and psychological knowledge, homogeneous command strings when interacting
cognitive ergonomics can help to address the with the system. That means the whole command
integration problems. The variability which and is arguments is transmitted using the same
characterize the human being, the impact of control mode and device (monomodal control).
imprecise and uncertain data relative to the field of Sometimes in everyday life we use cooperation
Alternative controls deserve an approach making between different control modalities to have a
good use of methods and tools developed by human complex action completed by an <(intelligent
factors scientists. Evaluation and performance agent ». The most classical example is probably the
measures should also be carefully conducted quite famous ((Put that there >>, where voice and
following appropriate human factor guidance. gesture are combined, initially proposed by the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology Man-
It is quite likely that current design guideline Machine communication research team in the early
available to system engineers will not be sufficient 80s. Multimodal dialog is therefore defined as the
to cover all the integration issues. Subsequently to cooperative use of different control modes to interact
the introduction of novel controls, the physical with a machine. In the case of ( Put that there ), it
arrangement of the cockpit and the flow of/ has to be noted that a complete command set with
information between the cockpit and the remainder aguet ol eise yvieol.Hwvr

of t e a rcr ft y st m s w uld h av to b e t ,tt argum ents could be issued b y voice only. H ow ever,
of the aircraft systems would have to be qijfte Voice is known to be quite slow and transmitting in
substantially reconsidered. This is expected/ to Voice is anow n o te command t )>ns ith
require innovative approaches and ingenuity /from parallel the arguments of the command ((put» withgesture may be faster and easier than describing the
system design engineers. Mechanical., and object, his current and desired location. Somewhere,
electronical integration of new control devices it has to be considered that the cost of the
should be greatly facilitated by introduction of interaction, function of the local context, is lower
modular avionics systems. Meanwhile, /fitting new using multimodality. That may not always be true,
boxes in the equipment bays of in-service aircraft particularly in presence of dynamic perturbations,
will remain as usual a challenge. For many of these where the postural control is heavily solicited.
technologies , a key point to be c~nsidered is the
validity of the various trade-off design in regard of. Before continuing it seems convenient to address
safety and operational reqy.rements. On the some terminology issues relative to multimodal
computational integration design, once physical dialog. On the operator side, mode refers to a
integration as been completed satisfactorily, several psycho-physiological classification, when modality
points deserve specific/ attention. The < command is the expression or perceptual orientation used by
interpreter, receiving tlhe input of the conventional the operator. As an example, the modality
and non-conventional controls should have the ( Speech»> uses two modes, vocal and gesture (lips
critical capability to differentiate (( intended » inputs movements). Interaction (man-machine) is the
from ((unintended ». This should be quite easy for context related use of a specific machine by the
DVI when a push-to-talk switch is used, but may be operator. Operator's logic is the ensemble of natural
more difficult with some control modes as gesture. behaviors used by the operator during a specific
Unintended input must be identified and have no interaction. So, a multimodal interaction should be
effect on aircraft systems. Use of non-conventional broadly defined as an interaction allowing the user
controls is not likely to be suitable to operate critical to operate the machine following is own logic and
system functions. Software safety issues should, not system imposed logic. Multimodal interaction is
however, be carefully scrutinize and must be treated more commonly defined as allowing the operator to
as crucial to the safety of the vehicle. Feed-back combine several modalities to communicate with the
outputs from the systems should also be considered. machine. On the machine side, interaction engine is
Informative (to the display system) and Synergistic the logical component of the MMI system
(in relation with other control modes could be used. centralizing acquisition, interpretation and feed back
Outputs relative to information on pilot's of interactions between the operator and the
physiological or mental variables could also be used machine. Input media are the physical devices acted
by intelligent aids capable to monitor pilot's state. upon by the operator during an interaction. A
Last, control of the controls may be necessary to multimedia system should be defined as a sysiem
customize the controls settings to match the user whose architecture allows to manage several input
characteristics and eventually allow him to set some (and output) media.
preferences. It seems also highly desirable to offer to
the user the capability to individually control the Of course, many other ternms have been defined for

on/off status of the various alternative controls multimodal dialog, but the few ones reported above

implemented in the system. are particularly useful to better understand the
((whys and therefores»> of this concept. Several
classes of cooperation between media are usually
described: redundancy (same command on different

2.4 Multimodal dialog media), Complementarity (complementary

components of a command on different media),
So far, the various components of what constitutes specialization (same modality systematically used
alternative control technologies have been for a specific command input), equivalence
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(different media can be selected for an identical results, benefits in maintenance should also be
input, following operator's preference and context). found on such displays, although paid through

additional care requirements for mechanics.
If there is no doubt that multimodal behaviors are

naturally quite common in normal life situations, the Other technologies may appear now quite rapidly
question is to know if this remains true when onboard aircraft, as voice control. It is very likely
interacting with a machine. For some authors, that, in a first time, these technologies will be
following experiments based on the ( Wizard of introduced to supplement manual controls and bring
Oz )) principle, the complementarity behavior is alternative solutions, with little chance to induce
barely used intuitively. Natural multimodal dialog cockpit layout simplification. Benefits, however, can
with a machine would be then more a monomodal, be expected in terms of functional simplification of
multi-user form of dialog, respecting the preferences pilot's tasks. Cockpit simplification should be
and logic of the operators. For others, obtained later on, when technologies will be really
complementarity remains essential in multimodal applied to new interface design.
interaction. Some interactions using
complementarity, as selecting with gaze an object in
a large and cluttered display and acting upon it with
voice may have a considerable interest when flight 3.1 redundancy and alternative solutions

management control issues are considered. A any The most simple approach, redundancy to already
rate, to assess the efficacy of the various classes of existing manual control, would create a total or
multimodal dialog and guide multimedia system partial equal between theate aotol or
design, it may be useful to build metrics reflecting partial equivalence between the new control ( DVI• ineratio cos • n trmsof snsoimoor, for instance) and the traditional manual modality.
( interaction cost )) in terms of sensorimotor, The review of integration issues has already stressed

attentional and cognitive demands, the necessary care to be brought on human factors

and systems engineering considerations. Potential
advantages would be to offer to the pilots an
alternative way out, especially when short-term
memory problems are encountered with HOTAS

3. AREAS OF BENEFITS switches. DVI, with its capability to access control
structure at any point could also bring additional,

As stated in the introduction, identifying areas of advantages, but remains slow and could not

benefits for introduction of Alternative Control ably be ued ain all the H oTAS nct
Tecnolgie inairraf cokpi ca besee as probably be used in all the HOTAS functionsTechnologies in aircraft cockpit can be seen as domain. This kind of considerations shows that it is

obvious or quite controversial following the adopted of interest to assess benefits and weakness of the

point of view, theoretical or practical. Basically, otential technolo ical candidates in regard of

there is very little return of expertise on this huma l tct ors and i nes ring grer ia.
dmisince these technologies have been, so far, human factors and system engineering criteria.domain, sTable 2 and 3 show an example, far to be

sciarcely used in full scale introduction. For the few exhaustive, of such assessment for the reviewed
example available, performance or new control technologies, relatively to current state of the art
possibilities were sought rather than global task characteristics.
optimization.

Head tracker technology, a key issue for HMSDs,
constitutes one of these example. The implicit head Table 2 considers 5 system engineering criteria,
control of steerable sensors platform in combat response rapidity, as the time between an input to
helicopter has been shown clearly now to constitute the control system and an output to the system. (fast
a real advance for the conduct of night missions. = 20 ms or less), reliability (makes a consistent
Benefits obtained in tems of operational domain response to an operator input), ease to provide a
extension are now under evaluation with advanced feed-back, tolerance to dynamic environments, ease
binocular systems. Conversely, despite many to set up the system. Touch pads and head tracker
research and flight tests, explicit head control in qualifies quite well on all criteria, but devices such
fixed wing combat aircraft meets more difficulties to as DVI and eye trackers currenly present obvious
find its role in the very sophisticated weapon limitations. Gesture and biopotentials have still
systems of modem fighters. One of the very few serious limitations and uncertainties.
example of an attempt to simplify some cockpit
functions is flying in the Rafale, with touch-screen
technology on the lateral displays. Technical
difficulties were quite high and, though good results
have finally be obtained, robustness of such a -

technology has to be confirmed in the long run. Use F.0, Rd.bI, y D',

of touch screen has allowed to suppress all ed-bwk To.- d"p

mechanical function switches usually found around T.h.o I

displays, while providing to pilots a very intuitive Toh + + + + +

way to call the different pages on the display.
Provided the technology delivers the expected Touch Pd + + + + +
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Hea. + + + + + memory management. Other cognitive criteria
__ _ should be introduced to give an account of this kind

Eyc- ± + + + of phenomenon and help to identify potential
T \akd benefits of the new technologies, as alternative

DVI + ± + solutions or substitutes of manual control.

Gesture +± +

MO ± + + 3.2 Cockpit simplification

+?7 + + True cockpit layout and functional simplification is

only expected to apply to new cockpit design.
Table 2: Compliance of control modes with various Identifying potential areas of benefits offered by
system and environmental criteria (+: good, +: Alternative Control Technologies in this context
acceptable, -: non-acceptable, ?: questionable) becomes, therefore, very speculative./

An attractive goal could be to replace most

Table 3 examines the same technologies against dedicated control panels by non-conventional

some operator's usage criteria, controls. Benefits could then be found not only on
the functional side, with a considerably increase

Comparison of touch-pads and touch screen show a flexibility and ease of use, but also in regard of costs
clear advantage in favor of touch screens on these of installation, integration and maintenance. This is
criteria. Actually there is a good complementarity probably achievable at relatively short term with
between these two devices, also existing with acceptably low risk, mainly using technologies such
accuracy (not considered here) suggesting that they as touch screen, touch pad and DVI..
could be used to create an heterogeneous
redundancy. Head tracker appears to comply quite Another interesting area for application of

well to these criteria, while eye-tracker an DVI Alternative Control Technology is linked with the
exhibit some uncertainties or weakness. Again, introduction of very large reconfigurable displays in

gesture and biopotentials are the least compliant the cockpit. Such displays have been advocated for

modalities, many years now and technological solutions,
stimulated by general public applications, start to

- appear. On the display side, some of. the benefits
. hcw.,6 gh- E•ey Delay expected would be:
S.... I ¢ld .... intent*input Increased flexibility, as the displays windows

Teelolo - , , size or location could rapidly be reconfigured
Toch + + + + ± following mission type, phase or even user

Ie experience or cognitive style. On request, most
T-ohtPad + + + + + adapted size for a given situation could be

H+- + + + ± rapidly obtained, from full screen to iconic
Tracker

Capacity to display complex tactical situationsEye- + ? + +? +

_r __ " - with an always appropriate size and resolution

DVI ± + + 0 Allow Inflight mission planning and rehearsal.

+,r I ± ± _- ? ? Although, interacting with this kind of display to

G -?+ + fully exploit its capability would necessitate very
_ "intuitive means to access the information displayed

EEG ? + +? and reconfigure it following user's and context
needs. Classical manual controls as joysticks or even

Table 3: Compliance of control modes with various touch-pads have already been shown to be quite

oprator's usage criteria (+: good, ±: acceptable, -: poorly adapted to navigation in the various displays

non-acceptable, ?: questionable) sub-divisions of such large displays. Use of
"n- b interaction media, as eye-trackers, would be then of

considerable interest for an intuitive localization and
designation of the current point of interest. It isThe same approach can also be applied to quite likely that interactions based on

conventional manual controls, as grip-stop inceptors qomplely of iteracons be on

and small joysticks. Usually this kind of control complementarity of modalities could be then

qualifies individually very well against most of both envisioned with this kind of design. Some work is
0 currently underway in this area.

engineering and operator's criteria, showing the
robustness and efficacy of manual control solutions. A step further, probably in the long term, virtual
It has to be remembered, however, that it is more cockpit could introduce huge benefits in terns of
the accumulation of these different controls in the cockpit design, as it would not be anymore
control suite than their individual characteristics necessary to install physical head-down displays in
which creates difficulties relatively to short tern the cockpit. Based on very large field of view
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HMDs, this concept would use both implicit and 4. CONCLUSIONS
explicit eye and head controls to interact with the
system. It would represents an ideal field of The current lecture has tried to review synthetically
application for other alternative control the various issues associated with the
technologies, which could then contribute to the implementation of Alternative Control Technology
realization of a ojoint cognitive system ), closely in the aerospace environment. Most of the data
associating the operator and the machine. This presented in this lecture and preceding ones have
concept suppose, however, very significant progress been gathered through the activities of AGARD
to be achieved in various aspects of Alternative Working Group 25. Though oriented towards
Control Technology and HMD, making it a high aerospace domain, such data may apply to other
risk/ high pay-off option. Assuming acceptably low defense or even civilian applications. A
cost could be realized on this type of system, virtual comprehensive state of the art review has been
crew station could also represent a highly portable conducted relatively to the different technological
and flexible solution for UAVs control stations areas to be covered. Integration issues were

approached following two converging pathways:
human factors, including tools and design
methodology considerations, human engineering and

3.3 training considerations technical issues. Needs for future research and
improvements were identified and efforts were

A strong point to the introduction of Alternative devoted to assess benefits and challenges expected
Control Technologies is that they are supposed to be from the introduction of these new technologies in
a lot more intuitive than conventional controls. This the cockpit.
should imply that training needs would be reduced,
yielding serious benefits as training is inevitably To allow pilots the full benefits of Alternative
associated with costs. Things, however, may, not be Control technology, a noticeable amount of work
as simple, as technology does not perfectly mediates remains to be done by researchers and engineers
the natural modalities used by the operator. On the both in the human factors and engineering domains.
other hand, in regard of memory management, using Integration of these technology requires more than
alternative control could help the pilot to reach more putting boxes side by side and physical connections
rapidly a given level of global proficiency on the to the aircraft system.. Similarly. to automation,
aircraft system. problems to be solved have little chance to be

resolved by a clumsy integration. Achieving a
3.3.1 training on the control modality meaningful and smart implementation of these

technologies will require a synergistic effort
It has been shown repeatedly with various involving research labs, airframe and system
Alternative Control technologies that experienced manufacturers and equipment makers.
users would perform significantly better than naive There is still a long way to go from the current o all
ones, even on very easy tasks. It has also been manual status»ý to the «joint cognitive systems ).
reported that performance of speakers exposed to G- Hopefully, progress in the field of cognitive
loads were improving from the beginning to the end Hopeflly nprgresrnathe fiel ofhcognitv
of centrifuge experiments, probably as they learn to contribute to achieve this goal. Successive
breathe and talk under G. The relationship between significant steps should be observed, alternative
characteristics of technology and training issues are
not very well understood. Some technologies, in solutions, Large Interactive Displays and Virtual

cockpit. Finally, the development of true « though-
their current status, explicitly call for some kind of based» systems may allow one day to realize one of

training, as EMG and EEG. Gesture is also highly the oldest dream of humanity, already existing in

susceptible to require a substantial training need if thol og flying l b

communication capabilities are used. Greek mythology, flying like a bird.

3.3.2 impact on general training needs

This domain is very far to be clearly defined and, ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
apparently, little work has been devoted to the
impact of non-conventional controls on training. It The author wishes to thank all members of AGARD
could be expected that redundancy and alternative Working Group 25 for the dedication and
solutions could globally facilitate training on commitment to the field of Alternative Control
complex systems, as the operator's limited resources Technologies.
would be better used. This kind of issues definitely
deserve some attention, since demonstration of
training process improvements may constitutes a
strong point for integration of Alternative Control
Technologies in existing and future cockpit.
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